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Abstract

 title 

茶室の原理から作り上げる３つの移動式空間：　「瞑想」「懇親」「居住」

Recreating the Essences of Japanese Teahouses in Three Transformative Spaces: 

“Meditation”  “Amusement”  “Socialization” 

project statement 

The Japanese Teahouse and tea ceremony are more than a cultural ritual.  It has 

become a spiritual experience of layers of history in beauty, tranquility, and 

honor.  What is it in the space that conveys the authentic Japanese essence?  

Every Japanese architect, and many others in various fields, has studied the tra-

ditional Japanese teahouse and its history.  It is because the evolution and 

changes in teahouse styles are significantly influential in the development of 

Japanese architecture.  Along with the periodical architectural movement, tradi-

tional teahouses represent distinctive philosophies of the tea masters and his his-

torical, political, and social relationships during the time of his career.  The expe-

rience of a tea ceremony is also exquisite, and exclusive to Japan.  Though small 

in size, chashitsu, or tearoom, today embraces six hundred years of profound 

Japanese history.  Traditional teahouses are the epitome of Japanese aesthetics.  

Teahouses and tearooms are ambiguous, yet refined and insightful- simple and 
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sophisticated at the same time.  The subtle expressions in the teahouse itself are 

the true key to the past and present Japanese sense of beauty, state of mind, and 

conspicuous yet ambiguous soul.

project goals and methodology 

The project will focus on the achievements of three tea masters: Sen no Rikyu,

Furuta Oribe, and Kobori Enshu.  Although within the realm of teahouses and its 

underlying base as a Soan style, the works of Rikyu, Oribe, and Enshu differ in 

their own way.  Though, there is also a direct connection in their chanoyu educa-

tion among the three tea masters: Enshu was a disciple of Oribe, who was a dis-

ciple of Rikyu.  The tea masters maintain a similar architectural language but 

have their own distinctive vocabularies to express their philosophy.  With the 

simplistic and modernist qualities of teahouses, especially strengthened by 

Rikyu, as a common denominator, the three tea masters innovated their own 

chanoyu styles by breaking the rules, establishing their own rules, and breaking 

them again.  They were ground breaking tea philosophers who were influenced 

by tea masters in the past, and influenced many tea masters to come.  The inves-

tigation will seek the commonality of the three characters while determining the 

holistic qualities of each and the transformation between them. 

The final product of the thesis is to recreate the essences of the Japanese tea-

houses by designing a portable and transformative space in a contemporary con-

tent.  The teahouse is studied as the origin of Japanese architecture and the entity 

of Japanese aesthetics; the final product should not be bounded by its founda-
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tion, but rather branch out from it.  Hence, the function of the spaces will not be 

limited to a mere place for the practice of tea, but will explore the potential func-

tions that have been derived from the three tea masters: Sen no Rikyu as “medi-

tation”; Furuta Oribe as “amusement”; and Kobori Enshu as “socialization.”  One 

portable construct will be able to transform into three distinctive spaces that de-

pict the styles of Rikyu, Oribe, and Enshu.  The investigation will consist of un-

derstanding the evolution of tea, its art, its rituals, its masters, and its architec-

ture.  The thesis will then analyze the essence of contemporary tearooms that 

conveys traditional wabi sabi aesthetics of incompleteness, impermanence, and 

imperfection in relation to 1) light and shadow, 2) materiality, and 3) space.

A primary space for “meditation” will be created to represent the spiritual, grave, 

and ascetic style of Sen no Rikyu.  The construct will then transform into a space 

for “amusement” to reflect the eccentric, yet flexible style of Furuta Oribe.   And 

its final transformation will be a space for “socialization” that represent the secu-

lar, open, and refined style of Kobori Enshu.  The elements to create the three 

components will be consistent for all states and minimal with no additional in-

dependent pieces.

The essences of traditional Japanese teahouses will be recreated under a new 

modern system.  The “new” Japanese Teahouse that will be created from this 

study will convey the philosophies of wabi sabi by reiterating how it finds beauty 

in “impermanence, incompleteness, and imperfection.”  It will deliver the archi-

tectural concept of teahouses in a modern behavior and also will be designed to 

be transferable.  The teahouse will have the capability to easily assemble and dis-

assemble in any orientation and location as the proprietor wishes.  Innovative 
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use of materials and construction methods will be incorporated with different 

traditional teahouse styles defined by its expression of light and shadow, materi-

ality, and space.
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“amusement” space. (page 189)

Figure 185:  a close-up of detail O1a, which is a combination of Joinery A: and B. (page 189)

Figure 186:  a close-up of detail O2a, which is just Joinery C. (page 189)
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Figure 187:  interior shot of the “amusement”space representing Furuta Oribe’s style and phi-
losophy. (page 190)

Figure 188:  view of the ceiling from inside Oribe’s “amusement”space. (page 191)

Figure 189: final rendering of an alternative space for “amusement” representing Furuta Oribe’s 
style and philosophy in his cha no yu. (page 192)

Figure 190: final design analytique of space for “amusement.” (page 193)

Figure 191:  color diagram reference for Figure 192. (page 194)

Figure 192: exploded diagram of the second “amusement” space representing Furuta Oribe’s 
style. (page 194)

Figure 193:  a diagram showing the joinery types in reference to page 181 for Furuta Oribe’s 
“amusement” space. (page 195)

Figure 194:  a close-up of detail O2a, which consist of no joinery. (page 195)

Figure 195:  a close-up of detail O2b, which is a combination of Joinery A and C at upper half, 
and   C only at lower half. (page 195)

Figure 196:  a slightly different type of hamekomi (dado joint) joinery for Oribe’s alternative 
“amusement” space- the acrylic glass slips in between the extru. (page 196) 

Figure 197:  a view from the interior of Oribe’s alternative “amusement” ded wood pieces to stay 
in place. (page 197)

Figure 198: final rendering of space for “socialization” representing Kobori Enshu’s style and phi-
losophy in his cha no yu. (page 198)

Figure 199: final design analytique of space for “socialization” (page 199)

Figure 200:  color diagram reference for Figure 201. (page 200)

Figure 201:  exploded diagram of the “socialization” space representing Kobori Enshu’s style. 
(page 200)

Figure 202: a diagram showing the joinery types in reference to page 181 for Kobori Enshu’s 
“amusement” space. (page 201)

Figure 203:  a close-up of detail E1, which consist of only Joinery A. (page 201)

Figure 204:  a close-up of detail E2, which is a combination of Joinery A and C. (page 201)
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Figure 205: interior shot of the “socialization” space representing Enshu’s style. (page 202)

Figure 206:  an image of the open and almost “transparent” space of Kobori Enshu. (page 203)

Figure 207 (above): simulation of the “meditation” space in a museum. (page 206)

Figure 208 (below): simulation of the “amusement” space on the beach. (page 206)

Figure 209 (above): simulation of an alternative “amusement” space under a green tunnel. 

Figure 210 (below): simulation of the “socialization” space at the top of a cliff. 
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Chapter 1.0:  Early History of Tea

“The long isolation of Japan from the rest of the world, conducive to intro-

spection, has been highly favourable to the development of Teaism.

Our home and habits, costume and cuisine, porcelain, lacquer, painting - 

our very literature – all have been subject to its influence. No student of

Japanese culture could ever ignore its presence.”1

The origin of tea in Japan goes back more than 13 centuries ago, during the 

Asuka Period (593 - 710), when tea was first introduced from China.  It was only 

in the following Nara Period (710 - 794) that tea was cultivated in some Zen tem-

ples.  Tea was accepted as a special medicinal beverage and far beyond reach for 

the commoners because it was extremely expensive and limited in availability.2

Drinking tea was a luxury only priests and noblemen could afford. The first re-

corded tea ceremony in Japan was also during this period when the emperor at 

the time, Emperor Shomu who reigned from year 724 - 749, began the custom af-

ter receiving tea as a gift from the Chinese T’ang Court.  The service was called 

incha (嘘衷) and the emperor would invite the Buddhist monks who he partici-

pated religious services with to have tea at his palace. Though by the fall of the 

T’ang dynasty (618 - 907), the practice of tea diminished along with the decline in 

China and Japan’s relationship.3  There remains almost no document on the Chi-
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1 Tenshin Okakura, Cha no Hon (Tokyo, Japan: Kodansha International Ltd., 1994), 218.

2 Arata Isozaki, Tadao Ando, Terunobu Fujimori, Kengo Kuma, and Hiroshi Hara. The
Contemporary Tea House: Japan's Top Architects Redefine a Tradition (Tokyo, Japan:
Kodansha International, 2007), 7.

3 Sen’o Tanaka, and Sendo Tanaka. The Tea Ceremony. (Tokyo, Japan: Kodansha International,
2000), 27.



nese custom since then, and until the end of the Heian period (794- 1192). It was 

in the following Kamakura period (1192 – 1333), more than three centuries after 

its debut that tea started to regain back its popularity and evolved into a distinc-

tive Japanese spiritual tradition.

The Kamakura period (1192 – 1333), also the start of Japan’s Middle Ages, was a 

time when Japan frequently traded with China’s Southern Sung dynasty.

Many exchanges occurred between Chinese merchants and monks who came to 

Japan and Japanese scholars and priests who traveled to China.  Under such cir-

cumstances, tea was reintroduced and commonly cultivated only after the return 

of Buddhist monk Myoan Yosai (also known as Eisai) from China in year

1191.  He brought back his four years of religious learnings and eventually 

founded the Rinzai sect of Zen Buddhism in Japan.  He also brought back tea 

seeds and encouraged the ritual of tea drinking as an ascetic practice in Japan.

He wrote the first Japanese book on tea called Kissa Yojoki (Drink Tea and

Prolong Life).4   The mere 20-paged document later heavily influenced the devel-

opment of Japanese tea ceremonies. A new way of consuming tea was another 

important tea culture Eisai brought back.  Until his shared knowledge,

Japanese people only prepared tea by steeping dried tealeaves in hot water- still 

commonly done today.  However, Eisai taught the way of preparing tea in the 

Southern Sung manner: dried tea leaves were ground to fine powder and then 

mixed with hot water.  The grounded tea leaves powder, referred to as matcha   

(慢衷) in Japanese, took a further step of refinement compared to the cultivation 

of typical black tea, oolong tea, or green tea.  Although unfermented like the 

normal green teas, the buds of the tealeaves intended for matcha were covered as 
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4 Free Dictionary by farlex, “Eisai (or Yosai) (1141-1215)” Research Machines plc, Helicon
Publishing, http://encyclopedia.farlex.com/Eisai (accessed March 5, 2009).



soon as it blossomed to avoid direct sunlight to produce sweeter leaves.5   The rit-

ual of preparing tea with this specially prepared matcha later developed into for-

mal tea ceremonies called cha no yu (衷り統), literally meaning “hot water for 

tea.”6

In 1333, the collapse of the Kamakura Shogunate set off the Nanboku-cho period 

(1333 - 92), which directly translates as the period of “Northern and 

Southern dynasties.”  During this unstable time of Northern and Southern dy-

nasties’ rivalries and conflicts, a new class of people came forward: “gekokujo, or 

the parvenus, whose extravagant lifestyle quickly attracted the attention of the 

public.”7  These so-called gekokujo were often lower class samurai warriors who 

physically destroyed prosperous, upper-class samurais for their own profit in 

money, power, and fame.  Tea quickly became a popular beverage for the up-

starts who were eager to get acquainted with what used to be a commodity 

strictly for aristocrats and Zen monks.  Many of the samurai warriors, the ruling 

class of the period, emerged from among the uneducated farmers from rural ar-

eas.  “But in time, the new rulers adopted high culture- poetry, dance, music, and 

art- of the emperor and the nobility, and became a ruling class that was both bar-

baric and refined.”8   Compared to the period prior when drinking tea was a 

spiritual experience, tea ironically became part of a profane activity during this 

period.  The samurai class enjoyed tea by playing toucha (胴衷), a tea contest or 

game that involved gambling for extravagant prizes, often pertaining to art or tea 
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5 Michael Freeman, The Modern Japanese Tea Room (Bologna, Italy: Damiani, 2007), 11.

6 Tanaka et. al, 15.

7 Tanaka et. al, 30.

8 Isozaki et. al, 8.



artifacts.  Originated from the Sung dynasty of China, toucha was an event that 

tested the guest participants’ ability to differentiate certain teas from specific 

regions.9  Tea quickly became one of the most common and popular products 

during the Nanboku-cho period.  The popularity sparked because tea was not 

restricted to religious or spiritual means anymore, but rather transformed to ver-

nacular use.  Tea was now an accustomed product for all class of people. 

  !                                                     

As if to counteract to the excess negativities of the toucha, a new practice of soli-

tary tea surfaced soon after the toucha boom.  In fact, Ashikaga Takauji who 

reigned during the beginning of the Nanboku-cho period had to ban the gam-

bling tea game due to its uncontrollable popularity.10  The comeback of the peace-

ful style “was a tea ritual cleansed of the detritus of… gambling, and vulgar 

drunkenness that had characterized” toucha’s “form of entertainment.” Once 

again, people were in need of the spiritual, almost meditative type of, practice of 

tea. Usually secondary small dwellings, referred as iori (為) or hermitage, were 

built in isolated areas and away from the central urban districts.  “Many people 

aspired to live the life of the recluse” to reflect, contemplate, and observe the city 

they lived in from afar.  An iori was usually around 3 meters square in size, 

which is evidently equivalent to the common teahouse space and the most 

minimal spatial unit of a traditional Japanese housing: 4 and a half tatami mats, 

yojohan.11  The space was said to be perfect to contain solitude, yet accommodate 

a single man’s living even with guests that may join them time-to-time.  The yojo-

han space for an iori consisted of 4 standard tatami mats around the half-sized ta-
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9 Tanaka et. al, 30.

10 Tanaka et. al, 32

11 Isozaki et. al, 9-10.



tami mat, where the hearth would be located (Fig. 1).  A single tatami mat was re-

served for daily activities such as eating and working while another was used for 

sleeping so that a futon, a sleeping mattress, can be laid.  The other two full ta-

tami mats would be open space so that the occupant, and possibly their guests, 

could humbly enjoy some tea in the small and restricted space. 

!
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Figure 1: diagram of a yojohan room
[Source: Copyright KHI, Inc, 2008.]



Chapter 2.0:  Formation of “Way of Tea” and the Spirit of Tea

Until the mid-Muromachi period, tea ceremonies and tearooms did not have any 

official structure or method.  Tea gatherings then were performed in familiar 

places like sites of poetry contests and small rooms in residences.  The small 

rooms were simply put together in the corner of a larger room by partitions 

called kakoi (医だ), which is the origin of the term used today for small tearooms 

built within a space and not independently constructed.12 

Towards the end of the Muromachi Period was known as the Sengoku Period

(1482-1573), the Warring States Period, when Japan was in constant civil war for 

almost a century.  There were three feudal lords, or daimyo, who were dominant 

figures during the time of internal conflict: Oda Nobunaga (1534 – 82),

Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537 – 98), and Tokugawa Ieyasu (1543 – 161).  All three 

were influential in the development of tearooms because tea was by then consid-

ered a necessary ritual and they had the power to rule over the tea masters.  Even 

at a warring state as a nation, tea was an important culture that was maintained, 

and commissioned to be further developed.  The three important tea masters 

who were responsible in developing and shaping the different philosophies of 

tearooms and tea ceremonies during the Sengoku Period were Murata Shuko 

(1423 – 1502), Takeno Jouo (1502-33), and beyond doubt, Sen no Rikyu (1522 – 

91).  The teachings of the three were related in a sense since Shuko’s disciples 

taught Jouo, and Jouo himself taught Sen no Rikyu.  None of the tea masters 

were in the samurai class, but were either devoted in priesthood or were sons of 
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wealthy merchant families.13 　 In either case, religion strongly influenced all of 

their perspectives in chado (衷篤) or more commonly known today as sado, the 

way of tea.  Since the time of Eisai, tea and Zen became one, and inseparable.  “In 

particular, it became apart from the common world, similar to Buddhist religious 

training, and acquired the sense of metaphor for a detached and pure way of 

life.”  Such philosophy was referred as “chazen ichimi” (衷礎韻湊), meaning “tea 

and Zen as one.”14

Like many other meaningful Japanese words, chashitsu (衷写), cannot be truly 

translated in a single English term.  It is often interpreted as the “official tea 

ceremony room,” but that does not accurately express the traditional Japanese 

word.  The nuance of a “tearoom” or “teahouse” would not convey the historical 

and philosophical depth it holds when referred to in Japanese.  The whole con-

cept of tea was accepted differently in Japan compared to anywhere else in the 

world.  For example, Great Britain traditionally have a strong fondness to tea but 

completely lacks the austerity and extreme purity of the Japanese values.  A pres-

tige chado school in the name of Omote Senke interestingly comments on the way 

British take tea:

“The tea-loving British created a unique culture of black tea.  The custom 

known as afternoon tea also means a light meal taken between lunch and 

late dinner.  It is a British custom to enjoy a short conversation while eat-

ing scones and whipped cream or sandwiches with a pot of tea.  People 

drink it with milk or sugar, according to taste, and there is also the
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American style of drinking it with lemon.” 15

Afternoon tea in Great Britain is definitely a delightful social entertainment, and 

not a rigorous spiritual practice.  In chado, the Japanese appreciate the pure taste 

of tea leaves, with no impurities.  The bitterness of matcha is good, never frowned 

upon.  As in the philosophies of wabi sabi, the honest and crudely naked qualities 

of the materials are most valued.  Whether for tea, ceramics, or architecture, the 

untainted and unornamented flavor is its authentic beauty.  No milk, sugar, or 

lemon is added; rather, the raw bitterness is savored in the mouth and enjoyed. 

In the more modern days, whisked matcha tea is served with wagashi, traditional 

Japanese sweets.  The contrast of sweetness and bitterness enhances the true taste 

of both independently.  Even without the opposing stimulant, the imperfect bitter 

tea is enjoyable.  As wabi sabi is an important philosophy in appreciating the taste 

of tea, it is the fundamental philosophy in understanding the aesthetics of 

chashitsu.
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Chapter 3.0:  Wabi Sabi and Tea

Wabi sabi (來儒) is not a word, but a philosophy, and may perhaps be one of the 

most difficult ideas to explain in the Japanese language.  There have been many 

endeavors in many modes (means of tea, flower arrangement, art, architecture, 

and etc.) by the Japanese and even other nationals in defining its essence.  Even 

with sophisticated explanations, experimental investigations, contemplative ad-

ditions, and new findings over the past centuries, the philosophy remains am-

biguous- its identity conspicuous, yet inconspicuous.  The only evident conclu-

sion that can be drawn out from this is that the ambiguity in the definition is part 

of the complex concept.  The absolute philosophy reflects the notion itself. As 

Leonard Koren states in his book,

“wabi sabi is the… beauty of things imperfect, impermanent, and 

incomplete.”16

To break it down, the term wabi sabi consists of two characters with very different 

meanings.  Those two words alone have a range of interpretations by profession-

als in various fields.  Wabi (來) is defined in the Japanese dictionary as ”to find 

enjoyment in a quiet, simple life free from worldly affairs.”  In relation to tea, it is 

understood as “austere refinement.”17  Michael Freeman who is a photographer 

and architecture critic explains that the word wabi “dervies from the verb wabu, 
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meaning ‘dejection, bitterness, being reduced to poverty.’ ”18   On the other hand, 

sabi (寂) is defined in the dictionary as “a special kind of beauty that results from 

aging; antique look” and understood as “quiet simplicity” in relation to tea.19  

Freeman then explains that the word sabi “is derived from sabu, meaning ‘to get 

old, to be discoloured.’ ”20  Interestingly, the two characters combined manifest 

the traditional Japanese aesthetic and culture.  The word wabi sabi has become so 

globally acknowledged under a broad definition that the definition of the single 

characters have diminished.  Yet, there is importance in learning the particular 

definitions of the two characters to realize their apparent negative connotations.  

The significance of wabi sabi is that the two words with negative implications 

have transcended into a new form of expressing beauty.  An aesthetic, valuing 

the rustic and ascetic, has emerged from the fusion of two solemn characters.  

And now, wabi sabi has become the principal and essential philosophy in under-

standing Japanese aesthetics.

If the two characters are compared, the character “wabi” overpowers “sabi.”

Evidently, there are more terms relating to the wabi aesthetic throughout history 

like wabi suki (來昂) and wabi sukiya (來世稀嘉).  As wabi can be defined as the 

“aesthetic of nothingness,” it depicts the Zen way of thinking better than sabi. 

Wabi suki literally translates as “to like wabi,” referring to the wabi style of cha no 

yu and/ or the people who are fond of it.  While the term is one official way to 

call a tea master, it generally refers to a devotee of the wabi spirit.  Tea master 

Tanaka Sen’o wrote in his book,
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18 Freeman, 13.
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“For a wabi-suki style to be correctly effected, the tea master ideally lived a 

life of seclusion in the countryside, where his inner quietude could not be 

disturbed by worldly matters. It was said that a life without embellish-

ments of any kind was the ultimate means of attaining spiritual wealth… 

the man who believes implicitly in wabi-suki casts away everything that is 

unnecessary except for what is vital for practical living.”21

Similarly, wabi sukiya (an architectural style that will later be discussed) and wabi 

cha (a style of tea practice that will be discussed in the following chapters) are 

both ideas derived from the concept of wabi suki. Architect Kurokawa Kisho ex-

plains wabi as the “darkness as opposed to light, simplicity as opposed to colour, 

the grass hut, not the aristocratic mansion.”22  Like the traditional sweets enjoyed 

with the bitter tea as mentioned earlier (in page 8), the darkness can be appreci-

ated even more with the suggestion of light.  In the book, Rediscovering

Japanese Spaces, Kurokawa refers to a verse from Sanseki (餐幼) by Fujiwara no 

Teika, or Sadaie (闘姑碇課) from the Muromachi Period, who Jouo often quoted 

from.  Sanseki is the classical collection of three tanka (暖蚊), or Japanese tradi-

tional poems, that portray the tea aesthetic as a metaphor in a scene with the 

autumn dusk.  Fujiwara was the son of a respected poet and belonged to the aris-

tocratic family that dominated the nation during the 9th to 12th century.23  He him-

self was a poet, calligrapher, anthologist, and scholar admired by many artists 

and intellects in centuries to come including tea masters like Takeno Jouo and 
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Sen no Rikyu.24

The original verse of the poem in Japanese followed by the translated verses in

English:

!

! 現奴ぷれ蛾���ま�ゆでエねエ頴りや�アり醜り幼奉％25

“Casting wide my gaze,

Neither blossoms, nor scarlet leaves;

From the rush-thatched seaside hut,

Only the autumn dusk.”26

Translated slightly different in numerous ways over the centuries, the metaphor 

is still conveyed.  The autumn blossoms and leaves are referring to the elegant 

Shoin style rooms and extravagant tea utensils, ceramics, and art imported from 

China during the Kamakura and Nanboku-cho periods.  The thatched hut meta-

phorically refers to the more rustic practice of tea: the tea aesthetics that the 

poem is celebrating.  The poem is implying that without knowing the light, one 

cannot appreciate the darkness.  If one has never known the beauty of the blos-

soms, they will never know the beauty of an unadorned grass hut.  Kurokawa 

argues his theory of “symbiotic aesthetic, which simultaneously embraces splen-

dour and simplicity,” with the metaphor found in the ancient poem.27  The un-
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derstanding of the opposing elements is important in order to value each even 

more independently.  The true way of tea, as in the appreciation of rustic simplic-

ity only after the exposure to the luxurious embellishment, is beautifully ex-

pressed with the indirect emphasis on wabi sabi philosophies.
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Chapter 4.0:  History of Tearooms and Tea Masters

The practice of tea came a long way until it achieved a higher state of dimension 

towards the end of the Muromachi Period.  It went through the high cultural and 

spiritual style of tea-drinking practices during the Heian era and the more vulgar 

and secular style of tea-drinking practices during the Kamakura era.  The de-

valuation of the practice was due to the people it served for.  “Compared to the 

courtiers of Heian who enjoyed lives of intellectual, conceptual refinement,” the 

social upheaval during the Kamakura era brought the practice to “warriors 

whose style was passionate and physical.”  The shift in the attitude “meant that 

there was an actual, qualitative dissimilarity in tea-drinking practices in the two 

eras despite apparent imitation.”28   It was the Higashiyama Bunka (痘残柄禍) 

promoted by Shogun Ashikaga Yoshimasa (1443-1473) in the late 15th century that 

sparked the practice under one unifying philosophy.  Higashiyama Bunka was 

the time when Japanese art and culture that excelled around 1483 - 1490 includ-

ing chado (衷篤) - way of tea, kado (蛾篤) - flower arrangement, suibokuga (嵩殆拐) 

- ink painting, noh (波) – musical drama performance, and more.29  The name 

originated from the Eastern Hills area of Kyoto called Higashiyama, where it was 

the historical focal point of cultural flourish.  The essential basis of the

Higashiyama Bunka was the unification of Zen Buddhism principles and wabi

sabi aesthetics.  In this way, the Higashiyama Bunka during the mid- Muromachi 

Period caused great influence in the development of today’s cha no yu.  It was 

during this time when Yoshimasa’s connoisseur, Noami, transformed the palace’s 
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study room called shoin (匠鰻) into a place for tea ceremonies.  This Shoin kazari 

(匠鰻侵エ) style had a layout different from the layouts commonly used for the 

tea contest events.  The style eventually altered to the daisu kazari (拓氏侵エ) style 

in which the only difference was that there was a daisu (拓氏), or stand, to pre-

pare tea and place ceramic wares on (Fig. 2).  A new form of tea practice was be-

ginning to form, as historical records in Nihon Chadoshi document:

“… this was neither the obscene luxury of tea contests of the upper class 

samurai nor the austere tea rite of a plain Zen temple. It was a tea gather-

ing that had the splendid adornments of the shoin as a backdrop and em-

ployed the most excellent of utensils in a discerning manner… “ 30
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Figure 2: an image of a daisu, stand, to prepare tea on.
[Source: Denshi Jiten Viewer, ERGOSOFT Corp., 2007.]



Chapter 4.1:  Murata Shuko

Cha no yu was formalized during the late sixteenth century called the

Momoyama period (1568 – 1600), also known as the Azuchi period, but begun 

developing in 1477 when Shogun Yoshimasa flew back to his villa in Higashi-

yama, Kyoto for retirement after the Onin War (1467 - 1477).31 32  The formal tea 

ceremony room emerged around that time when Murata Shuko, or Juko (周巷) 

decided that the ceremonies should take place in specifically designed rooms for 

the mere purpose of drinking tea with the tea masters.  Although greatly influ-

enced by Noami’s innovative way of thinking, it was Shuko who sophisticated 

the ritual to more than just for entertainment or health.  As a Zen priest, Shuko 

linked the practice of drinking tea as the enlightenment of Zen values.  A famous 

quote is left by him that was in response to Shogun Yoshimasa’s inquiry on the 

definition of tea:

“Tea is not a game and not an art; one taste of tea refreshes and purifies 

and gives enlightenment to the universal law.”33

Shuko is at first referring to the times when tea was consumed in a poetic manner 

during the Heian era and when tea was used for gambling during the Kamakura 

era.  He found such practices as shallow entertainment that degraded the value 
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of tea.  Known as the “father of the tea ceremony,” Shuko was the one who 

founded the origin of the “spirit and etiquette of tea.”34  He is believed to be the 

first wabi sabi tea master and pioneer of the idea of wabi cha, or tea of quiet taste 

(來衷); which was the collaboration of the practice of tea with the wabi sabi phi-

losophies (wabi sabi (來儒), “rustic ” + chado (衷篤), way of tea).35  Shuko was the 

first to utilize the daisu (at the Daitokuji Zen temple in Kyoto) for tea preparation.  

The daisu has been left untouched  from the time  the first daisu was given as a 

gift from Song China to a Zen temple in Kyushu, since no one knew how to use 

it.  Shuko then invented a procedure of ceremonial tea service focused around 

the daisu.  His formal rules and how the room appeared recorded in the Chajidan 

(衷示遅) by Nanshujo (肉集嘗) amazingly does not differ much to today’s cha no 

yu method of services:

! “Juko used the shelf for his brazier and kettle, the water supply jar, dipper 

! stand, fire chopsticks, and waste water container; he laid out the tea room !

! based upon his device and had his guest drink with due formality”36

Shuko rebelled against the idea of tea being prepared by servants in another 

room and served tea to guests himself, which initiated the concept of tea cere-

mony to be between the tea master and his guests.  He also preferred the inti-

macy of a smaller space to communicate with the few participants through tea, 

and made the yojyohan (four and a half tatami mats) the standard space for tea-
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rooms.  The room was kept simple and took out the traditional tsuke shoin          

(敷匠鰻) and chigai dana (姻だ歎) that were typically seen in Shoin style rooms.  

Tsuke shoin was a built-in table used as a workspace but was added more so for 

decorative purposes (Fig. 3).  Traditional tsuke shoin usually extruded out like a 

box from the  exterior (Fig. 4)

Chigai dana were staggered shelves that were almost always seen in a Shoin style 

room (Fig. 5).  All decorative elements taken away, and only the tokonoma re-

mained. Tokonoma is the alcove where scroll paintings or flower arrangement are 

often placed (Fig. 6).37

!                                    
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Figure 4: diagram of tsuke shoin from the exterior.                                  
[Source: Copyright X-Knowledge Co., Ltd, 2000.]

Figure 3: diagram of tsuke shoiin from the interior. 
[Source: Copyright X-Knowledge Co., Ltd, 2000.]

Figure 5: diagram of chigai dana.
[Source: Copyright JAANUS, 2001] 

Figure 6: diagram of took no ma.
[Source: Copyright FAMIC, 2007.] 



His layout of the tearoom was obviously derived from the layout of the yojohan

iori where the four tatami mats surrounded the half-sized tatami mat with the 

hearth (Fig. 7).

In Shuko’s perspective, the humble space performing the practice of tea ex-

pressed his idea of how cha no yu should reflect “a magnificent steed in a straw 

hut.”38  Although Shuko was restricted to making a tearoom in the shoin of a pal-

ace, he aspired to create a modest space like a straw hut.  He brought in the wabi 

sabi aesthetic to the world of tea by attempting to achieve the “cold and with-

ered” style so that the tea practitioner would let go of materialistic or egoistic at-

tachments of their daily lives.  His intention was to guide the participants to con-

centrate on, and only on, the practice of tea- with no visual or emotional distur-

bance.  Shuko had a taste in fine utensils but purposely used local and vernacular 

utensils rather than the elegant imports from China.  There is a quote of him that 

expresses his idea of beauty:

“A moon which is not behind clouds is disagreeable.”39
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Figure 7: Shuko’s sketch of his “favored 4.5 mat space.” 
[Source: Isozaki et.al. p. 11 (2000)]



It depicts the imperfect beauty of a moon being hidden and partially shown be-

hind the misty clouds in comparison to the blunt beauty of a revealing full moon. 

This famous quote cannot be helped but to be compared to an ancient quote left 

by Yoshida Kenko in his Tsurezuregusa (努疏増), a collection of his literary works 

on the new perception of the world, written about a century ago in 1330:

“Are we to view the cherry blossoms only in full bloom, the moon only 

when it is cloudless?  To long for the moon while looking on the rain, to 

lower the blinds and be unaware of the passing of the spring- these are 

even more deeply moving.”40

Shuko was successful in developing this idea over to the practice of cha no yu that 

was still taking shape.  As the “cold and withered” style of aesthetics was already 

been produced in Japanese pottery like Bizen and Shigaraki, Shuko was able to 

utilize them for his tea ceremonies and bring the utmost qualities he was striving 

for holistically.41   Compared to the exquisite gold-rimmed Tenmoku bowl from 

China, the Bizen and Shigaraki pieces aroused “feelings of coarseness or 

roughness.”42  The lavishing tea contests and Shoin style tearooms were com-

pletely abandoned in his style of cha no yu.  The Way of Tea has been strongly as-

sociated since, and sometimes assimilated, with Zen Buddhism’s state of mind 

and wabi sabi’s sense of beauty.
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Chapter 4.2:  Takeno  Jouo

Less than a century later, Takeno Jouo developed the practice of wabi cha further. 

Murata Shuko had many disciples to follow his way of tea, but they merely fol-

lowed their master’s work and never advanced forward in any way.  Jouo was 

not a direct disciple of Shuko, but learned his teachings as it was passed along 

through the disciples.

Jouo had a much different background from Shuko.  A distant descendant of the 

warrior class, his father was a wandering orphan after the death of his father

(Jouo’s grandfather) due to the Onin War.  Jouo’s father eventually managed to 

become one of the most prosperous merchants in Southern Sakai, Osaka selling 

leather armors.43  His wealth aided to realize Jouo’s desire to study poetry under 

the famous poet of aristocratic lineage, Sanjonishi Sanetaka, in Kyoto.  In ex-

change with much needed financial support, Sanetaka took in Jouo as a pupil 

and often shared with him his cherished collections of classic literature.44  It was 

one of the classics, Eika Taigai (援蚊沢格) by Fujiwara Teika that spurred Jouo into 

the world of tea.  Wanting to learn more about the Zen values in tea, he returned 

to Sakai to enter priesthood under the Buddhist priest Dairin Soto of the Nanshu-

ji Temple.45  Shortly after, Jouo left to Kyoto to become a tea master and dedicated 

the rest of his life into the refinement of cha no yu.  With his vast knowledge on, 

and as practitioner of, Japanese poetry, religion, and Teaism, Jouo was capable of 
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being the smooth transition between Shuko and Rikyu.   Especially with his ar-

ticulate language, Jouo was truly able to clear the idea of wabi cha.  Shuko may 

have associated numerous wabi aesthetics throughout his development of wabi 

cha, but he had never mentioned the specific term.  It was Jouo who utilized the 

expression “‘wabi’ as the spirit that lay at the core of the Way of Tea.”46  The term 

wabi suki (來昂), which will later be more commonly known as wabi cha (來衷) or 

cha no yu (衷り統), came about during this time.

The Zen sect has heavily influenced the way of tea due to Shuko and Jouo’s 

background as Zen Buddhist priests, but Jouo brought in a new addition to the 

religious aspect of tea: Shintoism.  Japan considered worship as an important 

part of life from prehistoric times.  Shinto (刃篤), literally translated as “the way 

of the gods,” was an indigenous religion that existed in Japan since ancient times 

and before the arrival of Buddhism from China.  It was polytheistic and held a 

belief that the gods dwelled and existed in all of nature.  With no official founder, 

sacred scriptures, or specific doctrines, only its mere belief and philosophy en-

dured over the centuries.47  Such rooted religion has become a transparent exis-

tence in the Japanese culture that it was only natural to be influential in the art of 

literature like poetry and calligraphy throughout history.  As a well educated 

poet, Jouo’s contribution to cha no yu was therefore inevitable of Shinto notions 

and consciousness.   In his famous Jouo Wabi no Fumi (鍾何來わり柄), or “Jouo’s 

Letter on Wabi” addressed to his disciple, Sen no Rikyu, Jouo quoted another 

poem by Fujiwara Teika to explain the essence of chano yu being wabi:
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£來わや鋭ゑ糊慾る伍須�振」ょ蚊ょ�援ぴねオ狭＼

 ぽでにる醒鎚ょ芯�針に＼てばェよぱ�グ

 韻悩りぢぽょ�粛権はべ來わゆオ碇課興り蚊ょ�~

		 		

だむるエりゆど晴ゆエ刃冥権

  端と�はやウエ式荏詮�ねケ％48

“The word ‘wabi’ is one that poets in the past used to write in their verses, 

but lately it has come to mean being straightforward, considerate, and not 

arrogant. Of the months of the year, the tenth most represents wabi.  Lord 

Teika’s poem expressed it well.

The month without Gods tells no lies.

What more sincere than the first drops of an autumn shower?

Whose are the honest tears that fall?” 

Compared to the three-lined translation in English, the original Japanese verse 

was written in the most refined and simplest form of words. While the simplicity 

and purity in the wordings already reflect a pious ambiance, Jouo’s selections of 

words were directly affiliated with Shintoism.  The Japanese word shoujiki (醒鎚)

- straightforward or honest, tsutsushimi bukai (芯�針だ) - considerate, and ogoru 

(驕ォ) – proud and arrogant were words commonly used in writings on Shin-

toism since the Kamakura period.49  Jouo’s method of cha no yu also involved the 

repeating purification of the hands, utensils, and ceramics which depicted the 
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philosophy of Shintoism as well.50  Going back to Jouo’s commentary on Teika’s 

poem, Kannazuki (刃冥権) was the traditional way of saying October in Japan-

aese, which literally translated as “the month without Gods.” Jouo praised Lord 

Teika’s skill of expressing the monotonous month after the passing of the vivid 

seasons of cherry blossoms and autumn foliage, and justified it as the season of 

wabi.  For Teika, “the season with its bare, leafless trees [that] often had cold, soft 

rains” was a “season without deception.”51  Jouo interpreted the frigid beauty 

honest, and as his perception of wabi aesthetics in the way of tea.

Jouo made a difference from all the other disciples of Shuko with his creativity 

and open mindedness.  While he crafted his own tea utensils from everyday ma-

terials, he also experimented the wabi in architecturally by creating a modest 

space in accordance to Shuko’s teaching of the “magnificent steed in a straw 

hut.”  To enhance the spiritual experience of the ritual, he advocated for tea 

ceremonies to be performed in the standard yojyohan room but removed the washi 

paper wall coverings and utilized dirt walls, which later becomes the prototype 

of the Soan (増為), or grass thatched, teahouse.  He was the first to dare in making 

the standard- sized tearooms smaller; to a mere 3 tatami mat room and even at-

tempted a 2¾ tatami mat room.  Jouo took out all unnecessary elements that 

could cause the slightest distraction like the application of lacquer on the wood 

floor, wood latticework on the window, and baseboards of the shoji.  Jouo’s direc-

tion of teahouse design was the “transformation of the tea room into a rustic hut, 

a soan (grass retreat) that was nearly complete.”52
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Jouo clearly distanced his style of cha no yu from the luxurious tea contests and

Shoin-style tearooms, but he also aspired to step away from the grave Zen ritual 

of drinking tea in isolation.  They type of ritual and state of mind he wanted for 

the host and guests to have was “straightforward, considerate and not arrogant.” 

Although formal in structure, the practice was a social tea gathering that offered 

genuine hospitality.  In Jouo’s words to his students,

“… the foundation of the gathering is the attitude of offering hospitality 

[even] where mind does not precisely follow mind; hence, it is an act that 

accords with what is right and proper without self-consciousness…”53

Jouo often referred to the famous words of another tea master, Yamanoue no

Souji: “ichigo, ichie” (一期一会).  The phrase is often translated as “one encounter 

in a lifetime.”54  Jouo described the expression as each tea gathering being phe-

nomenal with the particular host and guests sharing a moment of their lives by 

participating in a sole event together at a certain time.   The event is once in a life-

time, and the moment can never be repeated.55  Every opportunity should be en-

countered at its best effort because each meeting is unique and special than the 

other.  Today, the phrase is an important and essential mindset for the way of tea. 

Jouo’s cha no yu valued hospitality to the guests as priority, and allowed flexibil-

ity in all the past rules.  His established policies and practices were adjusted ac-

cordingly to the host’s consideration to the guest, and the guest’s comfort.56
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Cha no yu, or more so wabi cha, has been slowly and carefully shaped by tea mas-

ters like Murata Shuko and Takeno Jouo for several decades, but it was still only 

at its passage to the state of completion.  Jouo’s direct disciple, Sen no Rikyu was 

the master who made the practice of tea an absolute experience by developing all 

aspect to its extreme, including tangible materials from artwork as in scroll paint-

ing and calligraphy, tea utensils, pottery to architecture and intangible materials 

like philosophies, human behavior, and spiritual conception.
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Chapter 4.3:  Sen no Rikyu

The greatest tea master of all times, Sen no Rikyu (染痢給) was considered one of 

the most significant figures in the Japanese history.  He refined the wabi cha to its 

utmost degree and changed the perception of Japanese aesthetics completely.  It 

is widely said that he perfected the wabi cha style by simplifying the ritual even 

more than the times of Shuko and Jouo with deeper philosophies and use of 

natural and rustic materials.  Inspired by small and humble huts in the moun-

tains, Rikyu formed a new type of crudely modest tearooms.

Sen no Rikyu was born with the name Yoshiro, as the son of a wealthy seafood 

warehouse merchant.  He then changed his name to Soeki, which he used for the 

majority of his life though hardly known for, when he entered priesthood under 

Dairin Soto at the Nanshu-ji temple as Takeno Jouo once did.57  He did not attain 

the acknowledged name of Rikyu until the year 1585 when he was inaugurated 

as the tea master for Toyotomi Hideyoshi, much latter in his career as a tea 

practitioner.58  At a young age, Rikyu was exposed to and studied the Higashi-

yama style of tea under Kitamuki Dochin.  Within couple years, Dochin referred 

him as a distinctive student to Jouo who practiced Shuko’s tradition of cha no yu.  

Rikyu then learned the way of tea directly under Jouo in Sakai, Osaka.59  The 

teachings of Jouo lead Sen no Rikyu to be knowledgeable of the different styles in 
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the way of tea: the formal style of Noami and the casual style of Shuko and Jouo.  

Perhaps his thorough education in tea aided him to be successful in his profes-

sion as a ground- breaking tea master.60

During the span of time from the Muromachi period to the Momoyama period, 

Sakai which used to be a small fishing village in the Osaka prefecture had trans-

formed into a busy commercial port for trade and local businesses.  Since the 

feudal lords did not control the area, it was self-governed with residents who 

were people of all classes.  Jouo’s fame as a tea master grew rapidly and cha no yu 

became a common ritual for the people of Sakai to enjoy, making it the capital of 

tea.  The popularity soon spread to Kyoto, where “devotees copied his style of 

tea rooms, his arrangements of tea articles, his method of preparing tea, and his 

form of ceremony.”61   As practicing the way of tea had become a standard way of 

living in Sakai, Nara, and Kyoto, Rikyu was officially appointed to be one of Oda 

Nobunaga’s tea master in around 1575.62  He was the third tea master after Imai 

Sokyu and Tsuda Sogyu.63  The two’s existences faded away with Rikyu’s char-

ismatic influences during the time of his services.

Even before becoming Nobunaga’s tea master, Rikyu was experimenting his own 

versions of simplified tearooms.  His driven desire to create a rustic yet refined 

space in the most minimal manner made him revolutionary.  He ignored what 

was expected or accepted by society and dared to be radical.  Takeno Jouo was 
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the first to experiment with smaller dimensions than the standard 4½ tatamai 

mat tearoom, but Rikyu was the one who thrived in making a tearoom of just 2 

tatami mats.  He even challenged himself in making a 1¾ mat tearoom later in 

Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s palace but found it too impractical and adjusted it back to 

the 2 full tatami mats.  Rikyu endeavored minimalism in every way and always 

to a farther extent than his precedents.  Jouo minimized the tearoom ceiling to 7 

feet, while Rikyu brought it down to 6.  Jouo was the first to fashion a nijiri guchi 

(躙エ恒), literally “crawl-in-entrance,” but Rikyu was the first to utilize one for a 

person of high rank.  He also used bare materials like unstripped logs and mud 

walls mixed with straw fiber.  He even used recycled materials to craft tea uten-

sils and flower vases.  Perhaps the most significant and straightforward work 

that expressed his philosophies were the ceramics he specifically commissioned 

artisans to produce.  Rikyu “had the tile artisan Chojiro create hand-coiled bowls, 

rather than pieces thrown on a wheel.  The bowls were finished with a black 

glaze and were striking in their lack of color and decoration.”64  There was a fa-

mous quote left by Rikyu that described his concept of designing things in primi-

tive ways:

“A house suffices if it does not leak; food, if it satisfies hunger”65

To Rikyu, cha no yu was definitely not the boasting of extravagant Chinese wares 

or utensils, or the imitation of poverty; it was his interpretation to the Way of the 

Buddha.  “It was Buddhism that brought him to the realization that utensils that 

were incomplete, especially those that were not rare or valuable, could cease to 
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be incomplete despite their incompleteness.”66  In the end, as long as the matter 

served its function, there was no difference in its quality.  Moreover, if the objec-

tive of the tearoom was the quest of austere beauty, expensive or highly regarded 

materials were of no value.

In the late 16th century, Toyotomi Hideyoshi completed the unification of Japan 

that Oda Nobunaga had begun after the betrayal of Akeuchi Mitushide whom 

was soon then betrayed himself by Hideyoshi.  As the new daimyo, or feudal lord, 

Hideyoshi kept the three tea masters of Nobunaga’s because they were closely 

affiliated with him politically.  Hideyoshi needed them as consultants along with 

doing their original jobs of “not only teaching tea, but… building tea rooms… 

collecting art and tea utensils, and doing preliminary arrangements of the tea 

ceremonies” the lord hosted.67

Sen no Rikyu often used tanka poems like Takeno Jouo to manifest his philoso-

phies on wabi cha.  While he referred to the same poem Jouo did by Fujiwara 

Teika, he also used a poem found in the same anthology by Fujiwara

Ietaka:
£蛾グり��むェケ須ょ残ひやり撰�り増りるォグ�ぷれア％68

“To those who long only for cherry blossoms

How I’d like to point out the grass of spring
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In the snow of a mountain village.”69

Sen no Rikyu’s selection of this poem represented the vague difference of his

wabi aesthetics with Jouo’s.  Firstly, there was the seasonal difference in the poem 

settings.  Teika’s poem portrayed the lonely season of the end of the year: from 

late autumn to early winter.  Ietaka’s poem portrayed the exciting season of the 

start of a year: late winter going into early spring.  The climatic expressions alone 

had a mood, almost opposing moods when compared with one another.  To Jouo, 

wabi was the lonesome, yet strong presence of the hut after the brilliance of the 

colorful seasons.  To Rikyu, wabi was the small, but splendor of the first sprout of 

green from the grave spirit of winter.  Both the grass hut and spring of grass 

symbolized the aesthetics of wabi in a humble way but conveyed a contrasting 

attitude.  Perhaps such difference in perceptions depicted the significance in Sen 

no Rikyu’s achievements compared to Murata Shuko and Takeno Jouo’s.  He was 

truly able to make the wabi approach in cha no yu a positive feature.

Eventually, Hideyoshi made Sen no Rikyu commit ritual suicide; he was 69 years 

old and worked under Hideyoshi for 9 years.  The reason of his abrupt order is 

still unknown, but it is commonly believed that Sen no Rikyu’s authority was be-

coming too powerful that Hideyoshi felt inferior and resentful, while another 

speculation explains that the two had a quarrel over an aesthetic issue.  Both no-

tions seem rational because the two were brought up in such contrary environ-

ments and ways.  Sen no Rikyu was born wealthy, well educated since he was 

young, and gained his rank with respected recognition while Hideyoshi was 

born poor in a peasant family, said to be part of a thief gang during his youth, 
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and made his way with bloodshed and guile.70  Hideyoshi could not understand 

Sen no Rikyu’s conservative taste for wabi like in the poem by Fujiwara Teika; if 

one had never seen the beauty of the cherry blossoms or autumn foliage, he will 

never be able to appreciate the simple grass-thatched hut.  Undeniably, Hid-

eyoshi had a background of never possessing the lavishing commodities of the 

wealthy, unlike Rikyu who chose not to possess them.  So the feudal lord was an 

upstart who only had a thin aesthetic sense on wabi cha.  He wanted only the ob-

vious and materialistic beauty showing his wealth and power, with no spiritual 

depth.

Their beliefs were even more evident when Hideyoshi asked for a golden tea-

room to be made.71  It was said that the lord preformed tea-gathering events with 

the public in his portable teahouse made out of gold while Rikyu aside per-

formed the ritual in his rustic style teahouse.  However, it was also recorded that 

Hideyoshi gradually grew interest in Sen no Rikyu’s style of cha no yu during his 

lordship and especially spent his last years in them with peace.72  Rikyu was like 

no other tea masters and was of great influence to his lords: he was able to per-

suade his way of tea to Nobunaga who was in favor of the European cultures 

and a rebel against Japanese traditions, and to Hideyoshi who was in favor of the 

ostentatious acquirements and found no interest in austere aesthetics.

Sen no Rikyu even died poetic; he left a death poem when he committed ritual

suicide:
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“I raise the sword.  This sword of mine;!

Long in my possession.  The time is come at last.

Skyward I throw it up!”73

His mysterious poem leaves an impression that he knew his forced death was 

coming from the very beginning of his journey in perfecting the wabi cha.  Never 

settling with what was given by the past tea masters, but rather using their 

knowledge and experience to exceed them, Rikyu endlessly and unlimitedly ex-

perimented.  He was never satisfied and had an unfaltering passion to sought for 

more.  Rikyu feared for time to pass by with no change; he pursued for an avant-

garde change, a new definition in the way of tea.
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Chapter 5.0:  History of Tearooms and Tea Houses

The development of tearooms to teahouses is of a great importance in the history 

of Japanese architecture.  It especially influenced, and has been influenced by, the 

evolution of residential architecture in Japan from the Shinden style (秦杜賊), 

Shoin style (匠鰻賊), to Sukiya style (世稀嘉賊); which eventually lead to the Soan 

(増為) Style teahouse.  There are not much records left on the types of houses 

people lived in until the Heian period and only ancient artifacts and archaeologi-

cal data provide information of prehistoric times like the “pit dwellings” of the 

Jomon period (10,000 B.C. – 300 B.C.) and the “raised floor dwellings” of the 

Yayoi period (300 B.C. – 300 A.D.).74  Through written records though, the history 

of tearooms and teahouses could be said to have begun from the houses of the 

nobilities in the Heian period.
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Chapter 5.1:  Shinden Style

The Heian period (794 – 1192) was marked by the transfer of the capital from 

Nara to Heian-kyo, the present day Kyoto.  Many aristocrat families from all over 

Japan moved to the new imperial city and built their residences in the Shinden 

style.75  The complex was typically in a U-shaped layout, consisting of few build-

ings connected with bridges, to enclose the central courtyard (Fig. 8).  

Arranged within the vicinity of the Imperial palace, was the Shinden, or literally 

“sleeping hall,” at the heart of the estate.  The Shinden style almost always had 
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the Shinden in the middle of the roughly symmetrical layout on the central north 

axis.76

Due to the heavy influences of traditional architecture being built for religious 

purposes like Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples, the Shinden was built in a 

similar manner.  It was a simple rectilinear floor plan with no fixed doors, inte-

rior walls, or shelves- far from a comfortable living space, but very much appro-

priate for ascetic religious services.  The building was one large open space with 

no rooms (Fig. 9).
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76 Anthony J. Bryant, "Shinden-sukuri Estates of the Heian Period,” Sengoku Daimyo, 2001, 
www.sengokudaimyo.com/shinden/Shinden.html, accessed April 20, 2009

Figure 9: A rare Shinden building still extant from 
the Heian period, Seiryou-den, Kyoto Gosho. The 
open space was divided by temporary partitions. 

[Note: Copyright Fuuraibou, 2007.]

http://www.sengokudaimyo.com/shinden/Shinden.html
http://www.sengokudaimyo.com/shinden/Shinden.html


Rooms were temporarily set up with portable partitions like shoji screens (条氏) 

made out of paper and wooden framework, kicho screens (凰町) made out of silk, 

misu screens (公魯) made out of bamboo strips, and byobu screens (屮腹) which 

were foldable painted panels made out of wood, to divide the space into “rooms” 

(Fig. 10,11,12, and 13 respectively).  The use of these partitions made room lay-

outs to be very flexible since the form of the rooms could easily accommodate to 

any functions.
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Figure 10: shoji screen made out of washi paper and wooden framework Figure 11: kicho screen made 
out of silk Note: Copyright Rakuten Ichiba, 2009; Figure 12: misu screen made out of bamboo strips Note: 
Copyright Kaino Shouten, 2009; Figure 13: byobu screen made out of painted wood panels. [Note: Copy-
right Suntory Holdings Inc., 2009] + edited by author



While there were no interior walls, there were also no permanent exterior walls, 

and used a shitomido (紗塔) as their “walls” to separate the interior and exterior 

spaces.  Shitomido were swinging shutters made out of solid wooden boards 

sandwiched between criss-crossed wooden lattices held up by metal pieces hang-

ing from the roof called tsurikanamono (底空奮). The shutters were either horizon-

tally sectioned in half so that the upper half could swing open while the lower 

half was secured or removed (Fig. 14), or the shutter folded in half and swung 

completely open (Fig. 15).77  There were many disadvantages of the shitomido 

though; when they were closed at night, the room became completely dark since 

sliding shoji screens using washi paper did not exist at the time.  And when shi-

tomido were open during the day at winter times, the inside was brutally cold as 

it was outside.  Shinden zukuri may have been an easily arrangeable “large one-

room space” but occupants had an extremely difficult time controlling the tem-

perature and darkness of the room.78
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77 JAANUS, “shitomido” Japanese architecture and art Net Users System, 2001. 
http://www.aisf.or.jp/~jaanus/deta/h/higashiyamabunka.htm (accessed April 23, 2009).

78 “Jyuutaku: Kodai ~ Shinden zukuri,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and De-
sign (2007): 015.



There were still no signs of tearooms or teahouses during this time, but the use of 

different types of partition will later become crucial in forming the intimacy of 

the space.  The idea of temporarily setting up “rooms” also influenced the port-

able tearooms centuries later for the aristocrats.  For subsequent periods, the 

Kamakura and Muromachi periods, the creation of “rooms” within a large space 

initiated the architectural development of designing fixed rooms in buildings.
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Figure 14: a modernly rebuilt sectioned shitomido (upper left) and its section drawing (upper right).
[Source: Copyright JAANUS, 2001] 
Figure 15: a modernly rebuilt foldable shitomido (lower left) and its section drawing (lower, right).    
[Source: Copyright JAANUS, 2001]



Chapter 5.2:  Shoin Style

The transition from the Shinden to the Shoin style took place in the Muromachi 

period, but was due to the social upheaval that begun during the Kamakura pe-

riod.  The shift in power from the imperial court to the samurai warrior class who 

were known as the Kamakura Shogunates caused the change in architectural 

taste.  The past Shinden style was designed accordingly to the lifestyle of the He-

ian nobilities and did not correspond to the needs of the new military leaders.79  

Shogun Ashikaga of the Muromachi period was the key figure in the develop-

ment of the Shoin style.  When Ashikaga Takauji arrived to Kyoto in the 14th cen-

tury, he aspired a residence that would portray his dual status as a powerful mili-

tary general and nobleman with aristocratic ancestry.  In such a way, the Shoin 

style became a residence with design considerations of displaying aristocratic 

elegance and feudal power.  The Shoin style originated from Shogun Ashikaga’s 

desire to have a versatile room, the shoin, for various functions such as informal 

and formal meetings, poetry contests, Chinese art exhibitions, tea contests, tea 

ceremonies and some other new cultural pursuits.80

The term shoin of the Shoin style came from the Zen monk’s study room that 

were usually located at the small wing of a temple.  Gradually over time, and es-

pecially by the Muromachi period, the room had transformed into an even more 

functional space in the style of the samurai warrior class.  On top of being a writ-

ing and drawing room, the shoin became a room often used as a reception space 
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79 Isozaki et. al, 11-12.

80 Jyuutaku: Shoin,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design(2007): 016.



for guests to be invited for tea. Therefore, many of the architectural details in the 

Shoin style came about for the design of tea ceremony rooms.  Along with new 

permanent wall and ceiling constructions that made the rooms, the Shoin Style 

incorporated furnishings in the architecture, which was considered to be the ori-

gin of built-in furniture.  As discussed earlier, fixed furniture like the chigai dana, 

tokonoma, and tsuke shoin became essential elements that distinctively defined the 

newly developed Shoin style (Fig. 16).81

The tokonoma, or alcove, was made for hanging art scrolls while its baseboard 

was decorated with flower arrangements.  The chigai dana, or staggered shelves, 

were built aside to the tokonoma to place an incense burner or other decorative 

ornaments for the tea gatherings.  One of the most unique features of the Shoin 

style room was the tsuke shoin, which was an alcove with a light-admitting win-

dow and built-in desk.  There were no set layouts to arrange the furnishings, but 

the tsuke shoin was commonly placed by the window that framed the best scenery 

of the garden or landscape.  With no artificial lighting at the time, it was clearly 
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81 Tanaka, 33.

Figure 16: diagram of a typical Shoin Style room with A: chigai dana, B: tokonoma, and C: tsuke shoin. 
[Source: Tanaka et al., 33.]



sensible to have the desk where natural light came in most, and the alcove beside 

it.  The tsuke shoin desk was initially a working space for people who read and 

studied but more so became a ledge to display tea utensils in the latter years.  

The main objective of the fixed furnishings of the Shoin stlye was to help mini-

mize the distractive space in terms of aesthetic and function.  Tea ceremonies 

served by menservants, and not yet by tea masters, became popular during this 

time and the daisu, or independent tea utensil stand, were used for the services.82

Ashikaga Yoshimasa, the eighth Ashikaga Shogunate, commissioned the con-

struction of a villa in Kyoto for his retirement, the Higashiyama Mountain Palace 

in the 1460s.  The Togu-do and Ginkaku-ji, or better known as the Silver

Pavilion, are the only buildings that survived from the original villa.  The Togu-

do was known for its shoin called the Dojinsai, a 4½ tatami mat room originally 

designed by Murata Shuko, Ashikaga’s tea master (Fig. 17).  The Dojinsai is an 

extant example that portrayed the formal structure of the early Shoin Style.83  The 

fusuma (化), or sliding doors, could be seen on the left wall of the room instead of 

the hinged shutters.  Adjacent to the fusuma were fixed chigai dana and tsuke shoin 

that covered the length of the entire back wall.  As if to boldly border the room, 

the developed Shoin style required square cypress pillars instead of the circular 

pillars of the Shinden Style, and nageshi (津俺), or tie beams that connected all 

four sides of the room (Fig. 18).  This formalized early Shoin style was said to be 

the root of the Soan teahouses, and also the prototype of traditional Japanese 
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82 Tanaka, 94.

83 "Ginkakuji" The Yamasa Institute. Hattori Foundation. 24 April 2009
<http://www.yamasa.org/japan/english/destinations/kyoto/ginkakuji.html>



homes even to this day.84

With time, the Shoin style developed further to accommodate more for the feudal 

lord’s desire to display their wealth and power.  The simplified rooms thus in-

creased in size and adornments drastically compared to the early Shoin style.

The Ohiroma Hall of the Ninomaru Palace at the Nijo Castle in Kyoto was one of 

the most extravagant Shoin style architecture built.  It began its construction 

much after the Muromachi period, in the beginning of the Edo period, by Shogun
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84 “Traditional Architecture in Kyoto 50 + 10: 020 Jisjouji Ginkakuji” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional 
Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 07.

Figure 17: a 4.5 tatami-spaced Shoin Style interior with the chigai dana (staggered shelves) 
and tsuken shoin (built-in desk) at the Ginkaku-ji Temple in Kyoto.                                                                      
[Source: Copyright Shokoku-ji Temple, 2002.]

Figure 18: a close-up image of nageshi, tie beams, nailed to the pillars of the interior walls 
of Kawaoe-jouHonmaru in the Saitama prefecture. 
[Source: Copyright JAANUS, 2001.]



Tokugawa Ieyasu and later extensively renovated by his grandson, the third

Tokugawa Shogunate.  The Hall was most celebrated for its impressive gold leaf- 

covered brush paintings of pine trees and cranes on the interior walls (Fig. 19).85 

 

The magnificent go tenjyou, which were rib-framed ceilings with decorated inset 

panels, brightly illuminated the entire room’s ceiling.  Such lavishing presenta-

tion of exquisite art with architecture demonstrated the Shogun’s power and 

status.  The room in particular was mainly used for important events like large 

conferences with many daimyos, or feudal lords, from various regions for military 

and political purposes.86

Compared to the Shinden style, the Shoin style had many additional details and 

design elements to accommodate better as a living space, but was still not as 

comfortable as the Sukiya Style that followed.  For example, the Shinden style as 

shown in Figure 9 only utilized one or two tatami mats for the nobility’s seat, but 
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85 "shoin-zukuri" The Yoshino Newsletter. 1999. Online. 15 May 2008
<http://www.yoshinoantiques.com/Interior-article.html>.

86 Jyuutaku: Shoin,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 016.

Figure 19: An example of an elegantly ornamented Shoin Style at 
the  Ohiroma Hall of the Ninomaru Palace at the Nijo Castle, Kyoto.                           
[Note: Copyright Hukumusume.com, 2008.]



the Shoin style as shown in Figure 18 utilized tatami mats for all the floor areas.  

This was the very origin of traditional tatami mat rooms in Japan.  Hierarchy for 

the nobility’s seat in the Shoin style was still shown by raising part of the floor a 

step higher like a platform.  A ceiling piece also often hung from above where the 

platform was raised to even strongly emphasize the sacred space where the lord 

would be seated.87  In contrast, the Shinden style had no ceiling but an exposed 

roof structure that created a dark void space above.88 

The changeover from the Shinden to the Shoin style was a significant leap.  The 

samurai warriors modified the standardized aristocratic mansions into a more 

“livable” space with the following improvements: created real rooms with per-

manent walls and ceilings rather than a large room with temporary partitions, 

used tatami mat floors rather than the wood boarded floors, incorporated built-in 

furniture rather than the tedious empty spaces, introduced sliding and louvered 

doors rather than the hinged shutters.  However, the most important design in-

novation for the development of teahouses was reducing the general span be-

tween structural pillars to make the room smaller.  The Shinden style residences 

typically set pillars about 3 meters (9 feet 10inches) apart as if to mimic the grand 

temples from the Nara period, but the Shoin style residences allowed pillars to be  

about 2 meters (6 feet 6 inches).89   The change in pillar spans were made to offer 

more rooms sizes because Shoin style mansions mainly consisted of several small 

rooms.
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87 "shoin-zukuri" Encyclopædia Britannica. 2009. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. 25 April 2009 
<http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/541449/shoin-zukuri>.

88 Professor Itoh Takao, "Architectural development of the Japanese House and Wood Species Used for 
Construction," (Wood Research Institute: Kyoto University, 2004), 2-3.

89 Tanaka, 95.



The dimensions of the Shoin style took an important part in the development of 

the tearoom dimensions.  The main hall of a Shoin Style residence was set to be a 

square space of 5.45 meters (17 feet 10 inches) on each side.  Approximately

29.8 square meters (320 square feet) in total, the area was measured as kokonoma 

(遇願) or sanken shiho (餐願枝萌).  The size of the area was actually derived by 

dimensions that were established for toucha, or tea contest events, using the deco-

rative partitions.90  It was said to be the most comfortable spatial relationship for 

the occupant(s) with the room, where one person would not feel lonesome but a 

number of people would not feel over crowded.  When tatami mat flooring re-

placed the wood boards, the space converted to a total of 18 tatami mats.  With 

the standardized tatami size of 91 cm x 182 cm (3 feet x 6 feet) as a module, much 

experimentation was done to create smaller square spaces using tatami mats.  

Murata Shuko was then able to settle with a 4.5 tatami mat room like the iori, the 

hermitage that covered 7.4 square meters (80 square feet), as the smallest room to 

offer for the use of chado.91

The flexibility in room sizes was heavily influential to the formation of the Shoin 

style and its natural development to the Sukiya style.  Each functional space be-

came a separate room with different sizes that applied variation in the buildings. 

That also gave the freedom in its architectural layout and capability to bring out 

the surrounding landscape in the most expressive way.  The Ninomaru Palace at 

the Nijo Castle took great advantage of this design innovation that was never 

applied for the Shinden style (Fig. 20). 
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90 Isozaki et. al, 12.

91 Tanaka, 95.
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Figure 20: Site plan of the Ninomaru Palace rendered in orange, at the Nijo Castle, Kyoto. 
[Source: Copyright, AbberKeep  (+ edited by author)]

Figure 21: Diagram of the Ninomaru Palace showing the Ohiroma Hall, Shiro Shoin and Kuro Shoin. 
[Source: Copyright, SeeSaa Blog.] + edited by author



As discussed earlier, the Ohiroma Hall in the Ninomaru Palace was the main fea-

ture of the entire residential complex.  The shoin was where the most design ef-

fort was put in architecturally to impress the noble’s guests from the 17th century 

on, but smaller shoins called the shiro shoin (莫匠鰻) and kuro shoin (恨匠鰻) were 

becoming common in the construction of large estates as well.  Literally meaning 

the white study room, the shiro shoin was sometimes referred as the shyo hiroma 

(晶洪願), small hall, opposed to the ohiroma (沢洪願), large hall.  It was usually a 

room more prestige than the main shoin where “proper etiquette was strictly up-

held” and only close kinsmen or honored guests were welcomed in, although the 

Nijo Castle’s was interestingly the Shogun’s private living quarters.92  Located in 

the innermost part of the complex, the Nijo Castle’s shiro shoin was a sacred space 

decorated more serene than the other rooms where only the Shogun’s wives and 

concubines were allowed to enter (Fig. 21).  Typically though, the shiro shoin was 

an immaculate space with an array of gorgeous fusuma sliding doors consecu-

tively aligned towards the most important space like the one of Nishi Hongan-ji 

(Fig. 22 and 23).93

While the shiro shoin was decorated and designed quite similarly to the main

shoin, the kuro shoin (literally meaning the black study room) was a more infor-

mal space.  The kuro shoin of the Nishi Hongan-ji Temple was a typical example 

with its more modest design than the shiro shoin and inclusion of a tea ceremony 

room (Fig. 24).94  Kuro shoin was considered a transition stage from the Shoin to 
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92 “The Shoin Style,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 074.

93 "Kokuhou Shiro Shoin" Jyoudo Shinsu Hongan-ji: Nishi Hongan-ji. 2009. Hongwanji. Online. 26 April 2009 
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94 “Kokuhou Kuro Shoin" Jyoudo Shinsu Hongan-ji: Nishi Hongan-ji. 2009. Hongwanji. Online. 26 April 2009 
<http://www.hongwanji.or.jp/about/kenzo/09.html>



Sukiya style because it had less overall colors and was plainer in form and aes-

thetics.  The development of the kuro shoin and its tearooms eventually evolved 

into Sukiya architecture over time.
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Figure 24: The tearoom for thenoble and 
his teamaster at the kuro shoin of the Nishi 
Honganji Temple. 
[Source: Copyright HONGWANJI, 2009.]

Figure 22: An image showing the consecutive 
rooms with its painted fusuma sliding doors 
that lead to the main room at the shiro shoin 
of the Nishi Honganji Temple. 
[Source: Copyright HONGWANJI, 2009.]

Figure 23: The main room where the noble 
and his guests meet at the shiro shoin of the 
Nishi Hongan-ji Temple. 
[Source: Copyright HONGWANJI, 2009.]



Chapter 5.3:  Sukiya Style and Soan Style

The Sukiya style was by all means based on the Shoin Style architecture, where 

the transition was evidently visible.  Though if the Shoin Style was considered 

“formal,” than the Sukiya Style was “casual.”  As the kuro shoin and its tearooms 

were more “rough” and lenient in design guidelines, the Sukiya style was very 

open-minded in changes.  There are many interpretations for the term’s origin- 

each represented with a different Chinese characters.  One theory was “sukiya” 

(栗ど課) as in “an empty house” since the space was simplified by taking out 

commonly-seen elements of the past like the nageshi and chigai dana.  It was a 

bare space that did not value ornamentation.  Another theory was “sukiya” (昂ど

課) as in “a house of favorites” since the space allowed the dwellers to do what-

ever they favored with it.  There were no limitations in the types of wood the 

style could use, and rather encouraged the use of various woods within the small 

space.  Sen no Rikyu experimented many aspects of the Sukiya style to its ex-

treme with his wabi cha aesthetics.  And the most commonly accepted theory was 

“sukiya” (世稀嘉) as in “a place for art (tanka, ikebana, cha no yu) devotees” and is 

also the way it is written today.  It was a rustically refined space where people 

fond with cultural arts and religious rituals appreciated.95  In any case, all three 

theories were important qualities in the history and development of the Sukiya 

style.

Until the transition to the Sukiya style, the Shoin style never had a ro (弄), or 

hearth, in the room where tea was served.  There was an adjacent room called the 
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kusari no ma (歳り願), literally the chain room, for the preparation of tea by the 

menservants.  The room was called so because it had a sunken fire pit in the floor 

with a kettle that hung from the ceiling with a chain.96  The idea of having the ro 

in the tearoom was introduced by Murata Shuko, Shogun Yoshimasa’s tea mas-

ter, who developed the ritual of tea being prepared in front of the guests by the 

host. The tea master was greatly influenced by the upper class merchants in Sakai 

who enjoyed tea in a Soan (増為), or thatched hut, style teahouses that originated 

from the iori.  Shuko then brought in the “rustic” 4½  tatami mat room with the 

sunken hearth to the Shogunate’s estate for the purpose of tea ceremonies.  The 

integration of ro in the room was an imperative advancement for the Sukiya 

style.  In one perspective, the difference of a temple and a house was whether it 

required fire or not. “Just as a person derives energy from food, a dwelling de-

rives energy from fire.”97  Therefore, a 4 ½ tatami mat room with a ro for fire de-

noted the minimal spatial unit of living space in Japanese architecture, and is 

considered so to this present day.

Interestingly, the identity of Sukiya architecture was not as distinguishable com-

pared to the differences between the Shinden and Shoin style.  When tracing back 

the history of Japanese architecture styles’ development, it seemed more appro-

priate to categorize the Sukiya segment into two: “Shoin Sukiya” and “Soan Su-

kiya.”  The Sukiya style was designed for the use of tea ceremonies but was in 

much favor of the samurai warrior class who were very fond of the Shoin style 

architecture.  Feudal lords during the Momoyama Period like Oda Nobunaga 

and Toyotomi Hideyoshi appreciated the wabi suki aesthetics while they also took 
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pleasure in collecting ostentatious and valuable goods imported from China.  As 

a result, many Sukiya constructions closely resembled the refined style of Shoin 

architecture and therefore, would be categorized as “Shoin Sukiya.”  In contrast, 

the upper class merchants of Sakai who had the wealth to construct anything as-

pired for a simple space, a space more modest than the Shoin style and not as re-

fined.  The style that developed was a rustic hut-like room called kozashiki (晶采

芙) at the time, and Soan later.  The “Soan Sukiya” was the merchant’s taste of 

Sukiya architecture that differed from that of the samurai warriors’.

“Shoin Sukiya” or “Soan Sukiya," the Sukiya style in general was a yojyohan, a

4½ tatami mat space, with a tokonoma, an alcove.  As shown in Shuko’s drawing 

in Figure 6, he designed a layout focused around the ro, but that gradually de-

veloped into two methods of layouts depending on the season (Fig. 25).  During 

the cold months, the sunken fire pit was set in the middle of the room, positioned 

between the host and the guests (left image).  The hearth found in the kusari no 

ma used to be as large as one full tatami mat but the hearth in the smaller tea-

rooms were a mere 6 1/2 " square feet (42 square centimeters), less than half a ta-

tami mat.  The right image of Figure 25 shows how the tatami mats were rear-

ranged during the warmer months; the half sheet tatami mat with the cutout was 

either filled in like a puzzle or replaced altogether to one without.  The floor did 

not need a fire pit anymore because of the use of a portable brazier (right image).  

Such design considerations demonstrated the Japanese people’s sensitive aware-

ness to seasonal changes from pre-modern times.
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Shuko may be credited for the creation of the Soan style but it was the wealthy 

merchants of Sakai who developed the “Soan Sukiya” that embodied the spirit 

and philosophy of the wabi cha.  Inspired by the rural farmhouses, the “Soan Su-

kiya” was made out of local and natural materials.  The interior was dimly lit 

with natural sunlight for meditation purposes compared to the brightly lit Shoin 

style that functioned as a drawing room.  The Shoin rooms were designed with 

windows on the east and west side to admit as much natural light inside.  The 

tearooms of the Sukiya style limited the entry of sunlight by facing south and 

placing a fusuma sliding door on the northern direction with the rest of the sides 

as solid walls.  The “imperfect” abundance of light was adequate for the cha no yu 

practiced in the “Soan Sukiya” tearooms.

Expressions of shadows were even more articulated by creating deeper eaves and 

using darker materials.  There were no limitations in the room’s materiality but 

encouraged roughness and discouraged refinement.  Both Sukiya architecture 

styles were a comfortable space to enjoy tea but the “Soan Sukiya” displayed no 

hierarchy that the “Shoin Sukiya” in the aristocrat’s tea pavilions did.  “Soan Su-

kiya” faithfully followed the philosophy of cha no yu where people of different 
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Figure 25: Two diagrams of a typical yojohan tearoom with the 
alcove labeled as 1. [Source: Tanaka et al., 35.]



social class were regarded equally in a humble manner.  For example, there were 

no raised floors for the distinguished guests in the Soan teahouses.  Although 

there were established seating arrangements in the room, there were no visual 

height differences in the tatami mats.  Only the base of the tokonoma was raised to 

emphasize the chosen ceramic ware or other tea artifacts to decorate the space in 

front of the jiku, scrolling art or calligraphy (E in Fig. 26).  As in such cases, there 

were many changes in the architecture and interior design of the “Soan Sukiya” 

style teahouses.  The ceilings were lowered than the typical Shoin style resi-

dences to maintain the scale of the room with pillars only 1 meter (3 feet) apart. 

Rather than making the ceiling height of the entire room high, certain parts of the 

ceiling were made higher than the other in many different ways (H in Fig. 26).  

Also, unlike the exceedingly ornamented Shoin ceilings, the Soan style utilized 

lightweight and inexpensive materials like bamboo, reeds, and shingles for its 

ceilings.  The walls that used to be covered with paper was made out of mud and 

smoothened to match the unfinished log pillars used as tokobashira, the alcove pil-

lar, and nakabashira, small pillar (D and C in Fig 26, respectively).  Nakabashira 

was a decorative pillar that could be made out of any type of wood with any 

form, but a naturally crooked piece was commonly used to infringe the linear 

quality of the room.  It was built next to where the host sat to create a semi- parti-

tion from the guests with an extended wall that usually only covered the upper 

half. The wall often had a hanging shelf for the host to place tea utensils.
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Windows before the development of the Soan style were very limited in size and 

inflexible in arrangement.  They used to be identically arranged between the 

spaces of one post to another at a set height.  The Soan style invented the akari 

shoji, more commonly known as just shoji, sliding screens made out of paper and 

thin wooden framework (J in Figure 26).  The fragile latticework and translucent 

paper was designed in proportion with the small room.  Attentiveness in aes-

thetic balance was always present in the history of Japanese architecture.  The 

simple elegance of the window was enhanced when sunlight lit through it, and 

was also practical and protected the guests from the cold wind during the winter.  

It also gave teahouse windows the flexibility to be built in various sizes.  Shitaji 

mado, a window type similar to that of a farmhouse, was another window con-

struction that was introduced as the Soan style and could be made in any size 

(Fig. 28).  The shitaji mado was purposely built in a way that looked like the laths 

of the mud wall were exposed.  The laths were made out of bundled strips of 
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Figure 26 (left image): A typical Soan tearoom with A) kyuji guchi (assistant’s entrance B) sado guchi 
(host’s entrance ) C) naka bashira (small pillar) D) tokobashira (alcove pillar) E) toko gamachi   
F) toko no ma (alcove) G) otoshi gake (toko no ma lintel) H) ochi tenjyou (ceiling drop) J) akari shoji 
(“light” window) [Source: Copyright Wafuu Dezin Zukan, 2001.] + edited by author  
Figure 27 (right image): closer view of naka bashira. [Source: Copyright Wafuu Dezin Zukan, 2001.]



reeds or bamboos and often covered with paper from inside of the room.98  From 

the interior space, the shitaji mado softly illuminated the area in front and backlit 

the area behind. 

The sado guchi, labeled as B in Figure 26, was the host’s entrance.  It was inten-

tionally made lower than the average height of the Japanese that even the host 

had to bow his head when entering the room. The most distinctive feature of the 

Soan teahouse was its guest’s entrance, the nijiri guchi (Fig. 27).  It was an excep-

tionally small entrance that literally translated as the “crawl-in entrance,” which 

required people to enter the room on their hands and knees.  No matter who of 

any social status entered the room, they were to enter the same way as all the 

other guests.  Every person participating in the service had to bow when entering 

as a sign of respect and humbleness.  One of its main objectives was to force the 

samurai warriors to take their swords off upon entering.  Another reasoning was 

to evoke an impression of entering another world by involving physical strain 

and mental tension.  Originally said to be made out of old storm doors, the nijiri 

guchi came to be always made out of two and a half wood boards: two pieces of 

old timber usually from the main building and a narrower piece of new timber. 
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Figure 28: A view of the shitaji mado from the exterior. 
[Source: Copyright JAANUS, 2009.]



The combination of the old and new materials at the entryway symbolized the 

rustic refinement of the Soan style. The contrast in materials was aesthetically in-

teresting and psychologically meaningful.

Soan teahouses continued to develop in Sakai and spread to Kyoto and Nara.

Sakai was the center of chado during the Muromachi period and influenced

many tea masters and tea devotees with its leading vogue in tea huts.  The 4 ½ 

tatami mat space evolved into different sizes using four mats, three mats, and

two mats, but nonetheless, it was constructed with half a mat or one mat, which

limited the shape of the layout to be either a square or rectangle (Fig 29).

Sen no Rikyu was able to break away from these rigid rules and created his own 

style of layouts.  He invented a new modular unit called the daime (拓問) tatami, 

which was a bit more than three quarters of a standard tatami size.  By taking out 

the daisu, a large tea utensil stand, from the room, Rikyu was able to shorten the 6 

feet by 3 feet (182 centimeter by 91 centimeter) tatami mat dimension about 1 foot 
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Figure 29: several variations of square and rectilinear layouts using only half a tatami mat and one tatami 
mat. [Source: drawing by author]



and 5 inches (45 centimeters) less. The new type of tatami mat allowed more de-

sign opportunities for new layouts and styles of ceilings.

While the precedent architectural styles like the Shinden and Shoin evolved in 

response to the human needs and desires at the time, the Soan tearoom was a 

new definition of space at a higher level.  The pinnacle of the Soan style was 

achieved by Sen no Rikyu, the most praised tea master of all times.  He rebelled 

against all popular tastes and demands during his time and produced a new rit-

ual and aesthetic based on his own insights to perfect wabi cha.  Soan style did 

not just represent Rikyu’s extreme artistic preferences but it reflected his way of 

life.  He captured the identity of wabi cha as a deep spiritual philosophy.  The ex-

perience of the space was elevated by the unification of art, architecture, the way 

of tea, and the human form.  Rikyu’s achievements of the Soan style tearoom 

lead to the formalization of Japanese aesthetics and became the foundation and 

entity of Japanese architecture, even to this modern day.
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Figure 30: two examples of daime-style rooms 1) ichijo daime 2) nijo daime.
[Source: Tanaka et al.,104.] + edited by author



Chapter 6.0:  Building Components and Materials

Traditional Japanese architecture has three general categories to class exterior 

and interior architectural elements.  The classes are distinguished as shin-tai (仁

胎), gyo-tai (剛胎), and so-tai (増胎) which originally came from the classing tech-

nique of shodo, traditional Japanese calligraphy.  Since medieval times, the grad-

ing of shin, gyo, so has been used for various arts like kado, traditional Japanese 

arrangement, and chado, traditional Japanese tea ceremony.99  In shodo, a calligra-

phy classified as shin refers to characters that are drawn in a way that is legible to 

all with each stroke bold and accurate.  So refers to the complete opposite, where 

the characters are almost unrecognizable and freely drawn in one’s interpretation 

(Fig. 32).  Gyo refers to characters that are in-between the traits of shin and so.  

The rating only represents their different artistic forms and does not represent 

their artistic values; meaning, the hierarchy does not denote that one is better 

than the other.
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99 “Japanese Architecture becomes even more interesting when you can distinguish the different classes 
bytheir details,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 071.

Figure 31 (left): the orthodox print of the kanji 
character, kotobuki. 
[Source: Copyright Alpha. Inc., 2009] + edited by 
author
Figure 32 (right): sou-tai calligraphy of the kanji 
character, kotobuki. [Source: Copyright Yahoo Japan 
Co., 2009.] + edited by author



Similarly for architecture, shin, gyo, so relatively refers to the most formal, semi-

formal, to casual, respectively.  The character “so” (草) is the same as the term 

“soan” (草庵) for grass-thatched style teahouses from the previous chapter.

Understanding the hierarchy and distinction between building materials and de-

tails would clarify the different cultural status in architectural means.
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Chapter 6.1:   Roofs

Traditional Japanese roofs may seemingly appertain to dark colored ceramic tiles, 

but they were only used for Buddhist temples in the sixth century when Bud-

dhism was introduced to Japan.  The construction is referred as kawara-buki in 

Japanese and ironically does not fit in the categories of shin, gyo, or so.  Ceramic 

tiles were originally imported from China and was not an indigenous building 

technique like the traditional thatched roofs.  It was not until the Edo period that 

the tiles were commonly used for residential roofing in favor for its fire resis-

tance.  Construction methods tend to vary depending on region, but most tradi-

tional thatched roofs made in Japan can be categorized in one of the three classes. 

The general types of ranked roof constructions were: 1) hiwada-buki - cypress 

bark, 2) kokera-buki - cypress shingles, and 3) kuzuya-buki - grass layers.100

Hiwada-buki is a roof made out of thin and long strips of hinoki (Japanese cypress) 

barks that are layered and compressed together (Fig. 33).  Only a skillful crafts-

man can produce the smooth curved form and the perfectly packed edges (Fig. 

34).  Hiwada-buki roofs we are highly crafted, refined, and ranked as a shin-tai: 

considered the most formal roof construction.  Initially used mainly for Shinto 

shrines, it eventually became applied to other sacred sites like Buddhist temples 

and nobility residences.101
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100 “Yane: Roof,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 020.

101 “Artisans Highlighting Tradition: Hiwadabuki and Kokerabuki Master Roofer" Kansai Window 2004. Kan-
sai International Public Relations Promotion Office. Online. 26 April 2009 
<http://www.kippo.or.jp/culture_e/takumi_e/artisans_e/r4_e.html>

http://www.hongwanji.or.jp/about/kenzo/09.html
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Kokera-buki is another elegantly sloped roof type, usually built out of the bark of

sawara cypress or cedar (Fig. 35).  Unlike the thin strips for the hiwada-buki, the 

kokera-buki is constructed out of hand-made wooden shingles (Fig. 36).  Every 

shingle is thinly split with a knife and manually stripped by the hands of an mas-

ter craftsmen (Fig 37).  The wooden shingled-roof, especially over time, looked 

plain, unrefined, and suited well for Sukiya style architecture and traditional 

teahouses.  Commonly seen in Shoin style architecture as well, the roof was cate-

gorized as gyo-tai, the semiformal roof construction.  More than a third of the 

buildings listed as National Treasure or important cultural asset in Japan have 

the hiwada-buki or kokerabuki roof. 102
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102 “Artisans Highlighting Tradition: Hiwadabuki and Kokerabuki Master Roofer" Kansai Window. 2004. Kan-
sai International Public Relations Promotion Office. Online. 26 April 2009 
<http://www.kippo.or.jp/culture_e/takumi_e/artisans_e/r4_e.html>

Figure 33: a well-preserved example of the 
hiwada-buki roof. 
[Source: Copyright Nuclear CMS, 2009.]

Figure 34: a closer view of the hiwada-buki 
construction - the edge being the only 
part exposing the stacking layers. 
[Source: Copyright Nuclear CMS, 2009.]

http://www.hongwanji.or.jp/about/kenzo/09.html
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The most casual form of the roof construction was called kuzuya-buki, basically a 

roof made out of layers of grass (Fig 38 and 39).  Since “grass” connotes an exten-

sive choice of materials, kuzuya-buki could be subdivided into many more roof 

types depending on the specific grass types.  To name a few, sasa-buki for bamboo 

leaves and kaya-buki for Japanese pampas grass and species similar, are some ex-

amples (Fig. 40).103  Predominantly used for the houses of commoners, the grass 

roofs eventually evolved into becoming the trademark of Soan style teahouses.  

Japanese people have employed thatched roofs made from silver pampas grass, 

reeds, and straws for their tea ceremony rooms since medieval times when wabi 

cha especially became popular.104
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103 “Artisans Highlighting Tradition: Hiwadabuki and Kokerabuki Master Roofer" Kansai Window. 2004. Kan-
sai International Public Relations Promotion Office. Online. 26 April 2009 
<http://www.kippo.or.jp/culture_e/takumi_e/artisans_e/r4_e.html>

104 Mae, 114. 

Figure 35 (left): the discolored shingles of the kokera-buki roof. [Source: Copyright Yokohama Tsushin, 2007.]  
Figure 36 (center): kokera-buki roof after restoration. [Source: Copyright KIRO, 2007.]
Figure 37 (right): traditional craftsmen hand-making the shingles for the kokera-buki construction.
[Source: Copyright KIRO, 2004.]

http://www.hongwanji.or.jp/about/kenzo/09.html
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Roof construction types were distinguished in classes, but a building was not 

limited to the use of one, and could occupy a few.  There were many records of 

teahouses that used two or more grades of roofs.  The Sarumen Chaseki in Na-

goya for example, occupied both the gyo-tai and so-tai roofs (Fig. 41).  The tea-

house, which was rebuilt in 1949 after the Tokyo Air Raids of 1945, utilized a 

kuzuya-buki for its roof and kokera-buki for its eaves.105  The Shoukin-tei of the Kat-

sura Imperial Villa was celebrated for its harmonious use of three different 

classes of roof types (Fig. 42).106  The structure contains the kuzuya-buki, kokera-

buki, and ceramic tiles; so-tai (casual), gyo-tai (semi-formal), and “miscellaneous” 

roof construction methods, respectively.  Irimoya zukuri, a grass roof with a gable 

as shown in Figure 43, was a type of kuzuya-buki construction and the most 
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105 “Tenka Sanmei-seki Sarumen Chaseki: Nagoyajyou ni Okeru Kozai Sairiyou" Mokuzo Toshi no Yoake. 
2008. GOOD NEWS Japan. Online. 26 April 2009 
<http://goodnews-japan.net/news/mokuzou/2008/06/05/142>

106 “Yane: Roof,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 020.

Figure 38 (above left): a type of kuzuya-buki roof on a teahouse  
extant from the Edo period. 
[Source: Copyright Yuki Daruma Kurabu, 2007.] 
Figure 39 (above right): close up image of the aged kuzuyabuki 
roof. 
[Source: Copyright Kihata Gumi no Foto Gararii, 2009.]    
Figure 40 (direct right): susuki, Japanese pampas grass that is 
used to make the kuzuya-buki roof. 

http://goodnews-japan.net/news/mokuzou/2008/06/05/142.%5D
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highly regarded out of all grass thatched roofs.107  
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107 “Yane no Katachi: Irimoya Zukuri”  Kayabuki Minka no Bi. 2006. Geocities. Online. 26 April 2009 
<http://www.geocities.jp/kayabukiminka/kayamame/irimoya.html>

Figure 41: Sarumen Chaseki in Nagoya that represents 
a yojyohan daime Sukiya style architecture. 
[Source: Copyright Good News Japan, 2009.]

Figure 42: a sophisticated arrangement of roof styles at 
the Shoukim-tei in the Katsura Imperial Villa, Kyoto. 
[Source: Copyright Nuclear CMS, 2009.]
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Chapter 6.2:   Ceilings

As mentioned in Chapter 4.0: History of Tearooms and Teahouses, traditional

Japanese architecture as in the Shinden style had no ceilings, and rather fully ex-

posed its roof, creating a dark space above.  Ceilings were not invented until 

when the architectural style evolved into the Shoin style; a design approach that 

offered a more comfortable living space.  With its flamboyant characteristic, the 

Shoin style ceilings were overly ornamented and designed.  The most refined 

ceiling representative of the shin class was the go tenjyou, which were rib-framed 

ceilings with decorated inset panels usually painted in gold (Fig. 43).  Another 

elegant style of a shin ceiling was the oriage tenjyou, literally meaning “fold up 

ceiling.”  Often integrated with the go tenjyou, the oriage tenjyou was a coved ceil-

ing where the edges of the ceilings curved inward to the walls (Fig. 44).  The 

technique was also sometimes repeated, referred as nijyuu oriage tenjyou, where 

there was a smaller coved area within the coved ceiling to signify the area under 

even more.
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Figure 43: the go tenjyou incorporated with the nijyuu oriage tenjyou at the main 
shoin of Nijo-jo castle. [Source: Copyright CASA, 2007.]
Figure 44: an oriage tenjyou incorporated with the go tenjyou that displays an 
intricate latticework instead of painted insets. [Source: Copyright CASA, 2007.]



Ceilings other than the shin rank were not as distinctive in their classes and were 

a blend of gyo and so because they often shared similar qualities and were used 

together. 108  The hira tenjyou was of the simplest form, and pertained to a flat ceil-

ing in general with no curved coves or decorated insets.  The most standard type 

for the Sukiya style was the saobuchi tenjyou where light wooden boards were 

supported by evenly placed wooden slats in the perpendicular direction 

(Fig.45).109  Since only cedar and cypress woods were used for residential con-

struction traditionally, most ceilings were made by one of the two materials, but 

never both.  More ceiling types emerged as the Sukiya style developed, utilizing 

different types of woods and reeds with new methods.  Another type of the plain 

hira tenjyou was the ajiro tenjyou; a ceiling arranged like the saobuchi but had 

woven wood panels (usually made out of cedar, cypress, or bamboo) instead of 

the wooden boards (Fig 46).110
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108 “Tenjyou,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 021.

109 Mae, 118.

110 Mae, 119.

Figure 46: the ajiro tenjyou is visually 
the most striking out of the hira tenjyou 
because of its woven patterns. 
[Source: Copyright CASA, 2007.]

Figure 45: the standard saobuchi tenjyou 
that is known for its plainness and 
used commonly in Sukiya architecture. 
[Source: Copyright CASA, 2007.]!



The development of the Soan style teahouse added a new dimension to the ceil-

ing component architecturally.  In order to make the experience in the small 

space comfortable, different kinds of ceiling structures were experimented.  Early 

tea masters arranged different height levels in their ceiling design to depict a 

larger space than the actual room really was.  A common method was the ochi 

tenjyou, where the ceiling was a step lower than the rest of the ceiling at the host’s 

entrance, to show his humbly manner towards the guest (Fig. 47).  The materials 

used for the ochi tenjyou were usually lowly compared to cedar wood panels such 

as grasses like rush, cattails, and reeds. Another ceiling invention by the tea-

houses was the kakekomi tenjyou (Fig. 48).111  It was an arrangement where the 

slanted kesho yaneura, the exposed roof structure, ran into the hira tenjyou.112  If 

the kesho yaneura was completely exposed rather than half, it would be a so-tai 

ceiling for its wabi qualities but was not customary in teahouse design.  Soan 

style teahouses conventionally arranged various styles of ceilings with gyo and so 

classes to manipulate the spatial balance (Fig. 49).113
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111 “Chashitsu no Tenjyou” Sadou. Verdure. Online. 26 April 2009 
<http://verdure.tyanoyu.net/cyasitu03.html>

112 Mae, 117.

113 “Tenjyou,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 021.

 Figure 47 (left): an ochi tenjyou made out of rush on the lower right and the ajiro tenjyou made out of 
woven cedar wood panels on the upper left.; Figure 48 (middle): the kakekomi tenjyou with its slanted roof 
structure exposed; Figure 49 (right): an arrangement of ceiling styles commonly seen in Soan style tea-
houses. [Source: Copyright CASA, 2007.] + edited by author
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Chapter 6.3:   Walls
                                

The roofs and ceilings of traditional Japanese architecture were predominantly 

constructed out of wood and their differences were identified by its shapes and 

forms.  The shin, gyo, so classes were much easier to distinguish for walls.  A 

common architectural component even today, haritsuke kabe was the shin rank of 

the wall types (Fig. 50).  Literally meaning “adhered wall,” the wall type was ba-

sically surfaced with wall coverings.  Paper was applied over rough wood board 

and sometimes painted over with gold or ink, which was higher in status than 

unadorned wall coverings.  Haritsuke kabe found in tearooms were often left 

plain.114  The wall covering shown in Figure 50 is from one of the shoin rooms in 

the Katsura Imperial Villa and is composed out of a paint mixture of fine yellow 

earth and mica mineral flakes.  The unique and exquisite blend was dabbed onto 

a wood block to stamp the patterns on the paper to give off a gentle, iridescent 

glow.115  With a wide range of decoration techniques and mediums, the shin class 

alone consisted of many variations in wall design.　　
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115 “Kabe,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 022-23.

Figure 50: a beautifully designed wall covering 
using a blend of fine dirt and minerals that resem-
ble gold paint.  [Source: Copyright CASA, 2007.]



Wall types without wall coverings were typically mud walls that were classified 

as a combination of gyo and so ranks like the ceiling types discussed in the chap-

ter prior.  One of the traditional mud walls that expressed a “rustic and refined” 

aesthetic was the jyuraku kabe (Fig. 51).  The wall type was typically used for exte-

rior wall constructions but eventually became to be used for interior walls to 

convey a solemn and meditative ambience.  Jyuraku kabe originally referred to a 

wall that utilized a mixture with a specific mud from an area in Kyoto, and the 

wall type is still commonly found in Kyoto’s traditional buildings.  It now refers 

to a mud wall roughly of that color and does not limit to its materiality.  A more 

vibrant wall type was produced during the Edo period called the bengara kabe 

(Fig. 52).  The mud mixture or paint, known for its vivid red color, resulted from 

a chemical reaction of mixing natural minerals and iron oxide.116  In contrast with 

the modest jyuraku kabe, the vibrant bengara kabe was used in more social-oriented 

spaces.117 

 !
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116 Sadao Hibi, Japanese Detail: Architecture (San Francisco, California: Chronicle Books, 2002), 141.

117 “Kabe,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design (2007): 022-23.

Figure 51: an iamge of jyuraku 
kabe used as an interior wall
[Source: Copyright CASA, 2007]!

Figure 52: an image of the vibrant 
bengara kabe 
[Source: Copyright CASA, 2007.]



The Soan style teahouses produced a wall type that fit most appropriately in the 

so class.  The susa kabe was a mud wall that purposely mixed unrefined, natural 

materials like straw, grass, and paper to create a wabi aesthetic (Fig. 53).118  Much 

experimentation was done by tea masters like Sen no Rikyu to make the rough 

mixture look smooth on the surface.  Wall types best manifested a tea master’s 

design concept and philosophy, especially the susa kabe for its wide range of pos-

sibilities in material combination and atmosphere it emanates.
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118 “Wabi no Souzousha: Sen no Rikyu” Nihon no Kokoro (2008): 146-147.

Figure 53: an image of a susa kabe from 
Rikyu’s Taian. 
[Source: Copyright Nihon no Kokoro, 
2008.]



Chapter 6.4:   Tokobashiras 

Tokonoma have been an important architectural element since the development 

of the Shoin style. The evolution of the tokonoma is most evident in the tokobashira, 

the alcove pillar.  Traditional residences and its architectural elements like the 

tokonoma were consistently built out of one wood type, either hinoki (Japanese cy-

press) or sugi (Japanese cedar).  Most tokonoma were left unrefined in its naturally 

cylindrical form, but the four-sided Japanese cypress wood was the most formal 

even in the shin class (1 in Fig. 54).  Tokobashira of the gyo class were still a square 

section pillar, but used different types of wood (2 in Fig 54).119  The range of 

wood could be from locally attained maple wood and pinewood to imported 

wood like black wood from Bombay and ebony from Southeast Asia.120  The Soan 

style teahouses opened up a new perspective for tokobashira by introducing a 

free-willed concept in choosing its material (3 on in Fig 54).  Different types of 

woods were selected for its distinctive natural qualities.  Naturally imperfect 

shaped woods were selected for the tokobashira and nakabashira during this time 

of shift in aesthetics as well.  Nakabashira was a small pillar, usually naturally 

crooked, placed at the corner of the hearth to segregate the host and guests’ mats.  

Untreated woods with its skin still left were commonly used (as in 4, 7, and 8 in 

Figure 54) while some woods were specially treated to cultivate wabi sabi quali-

ties like the atesabi (10 in Figure 54).  Some woods were manually chipped in a 

repeated pattern, a finish called naguri, to offer a rustic yet refined look (3 in 

Figure 54). 
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Tokobashira was a component that displayed the most creativity out of all the ar-

chitectural elements discussed with its unlimited possibilities.  Commonly over-

looked when evaluating the style of a teahouse, tokobashira was an important fac-

tor with its expressive assortment of building materials and methods.  Sometimes 

they even were the most featured element in a teahouse like the 30cm diameter 

tokobashira of the Chitoseken in Kyoto (Fig. 55).  The enormous pillar formerly 

used to be part of a bridge at the Ise shrine.121
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Figure 54: From left to right the level of hierarchy with the first being the shin-tai and from 3 on being the
various types of so-tai. 1) hinoki, Japanese cypress 2) karaki, wood from Southeast Asia like ebony 3) kuri, 
chestnut tree wood 4) akamatsu, red pine 5) yoshinosugi, cypress from the Yoshino region 6) kitayamasugi, 
cypress from the Kitayama region 7) sakura, cherry blossom tree wood 8) tubaki, camellia wood 9) kobushi, 
Japanese magnolia 10) atesabi, chinaberry tree wood.  [Source: Copyright CASA, 2007.] + edited by author
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Figure 55: the featured tokobashira in the
Chitoseken teahouse significant visually and
historically. The pillar used to be a part of the
Ujibashi bridge inside the Ise shrine premises.
[Source: Copyright CASA, 2007.]



Chapter 7.0:   Transience and Teahouses

Transience and teahouse may seem like two far-fetched ideas due to its nuance 

being modern and traditional, but in fact, they are strongly associated ideas 

based on the history of tea.  Although there are not much records left, it is evi-

dently recorded that tearooms or the so-called tea pavilions owned by aristocrats 

were traditionally portable for its convenience.  Especially due to violent social 

and political upheavals, nobilities regularly had a tearoom or two that could be 

taken anywhere and erected anywhere.  This desperate necessity of the presence 

of tearooms shows the eminent importance of cha no yu in society and especially 

for the lives of the upper society.

With the historical root of transient qualities in a tearoom, many contemporary 

teahouses endeavor ideal portability without losing its purity and essence.  Yet, 

the use of technically advanced materials and innovative installation methods 

easily drifts away from the fundamental nature of tearooms.   New matters and 

methods tend to counteract with the wabi sabi aesthetics of “incompleteness, im-

permanence and imperfection,” although it is possible to enhance them.  The 

contemporary transient teahouse has the potential to be a manipulative variable 

where its light and shadow, materiality, and spatial relationship is arranged in 

unlimited ways to suggest the traditional qualities of Japanese aesthetics.  How-

ever, there is also a risk in transient teahouse designs where it may be a “one so-

lution deal” that does not convey the ichigo ichie spirit of the way of tea.  There 

are benefits though, for it being transient, such as its impermanent existence and 

flexibility to be able to change its orientation.  The capability of erecting, and then 
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disappearing, and assimilating to the given environment depicts the sensitivity 

and subtlety of a teahouse.

The Following case studies will analyze the relationship of traditional and con-

temporary tearooms and its transient quality in relation to the expressions of wabi 

sabi philosophies.
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Chapter 7.1:   Traditional Transient Teahouses

Traditional teahouses, even if they were not intended to be transient in any way, 

clearly had the characteristic of being structurally lightweight.  Even residential 

structures generally did not have a strong foundation.  Unlike the heavy 

concrete-filled foundations of today, the pillars of fixed teahouses were set on 

small stones with an average size of about eight inches in diameter.  In addition 

to its portable nature as a basis, the ephemeral quality was present even in the 

non-transient structure of Soan style teahouses.  Modern methods of construc-

tion, however, have distorted the lightness of teahouses with its heavier and 

larger structures.

The most famous aristocrat in history who utilized the portability of tearooms to 

the utmost extent was Toyotomi Hideyoshi.  Hideyoshi was a daimyo, feudal lord, 

who rose to the status of Seii Dai Shogun, the highest rank of the Shogunate.  He 

is known for holding many tea gatherings during his rule to demonstrate his 

power, wealth, and high taste in chado with other nobilities and even with the 

general public.  Because of his background as a lowly samurai, it is still a mystery 

if Hideyoshi was genuinely fond of the art of tea or if it was a false front to look 

socially intellectual and to help him advance in his political career.  As a custom-

ary ritual of new successors, he would display his predecessors’ collection of tea 

utensils and treasured artifacts that once belonged to the Ashikaga clan.122  In at-

tempt to prove that he was the rightful successor of Oda Nobunaga, he wanted 

to own a commodity more immaculate than any previous nobles ever had.  In-
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spired by the Gold Pavilion Temple in Kyoto, Hideyoshi had a great fascination 

with gold and applied it to many things he attained: from a complete set of tea 

utensils to weapons, armors, and even partial exterior construction of the main 

tower of his Osaka-jyo castle.  The most legendary of his gold collection though, 

was his “kigame no zashiki,” the Gold Chamber. 123

The Gold Chamber was a portable teahouse with walls and ceilings covered with 

gold leaf and floors surfaced with red gossamers instead or tatami mats (Fig. 56).  

There were many records of people witnessing the glorious pavilion in public tea 

gatherings, but there is not much written about it by the people who designed it.  

Though one recorded document state that the wall structures were assembled 

and erected like a repeating V-shape resembling the flock of wild geese flying 

together.124  Many architectural historians and researchers have offered various 

predicaments but nothing is confirmed as the accurate construction method.  The 

simple layout though, is verified and the orientation was in a way so that the tea 

utensils and the tokonoma were clearly visible for the viewers (Fig. 57).  The Gold 

Chamber was one of the most extraordinary tearooms ever designed in history, 

but its use of light and shadow, materiality, and space were irrelevant with the 

essential aesthetics of wabi sabi or Soan style teahouses.  It merely reflected the 

shallow and worldly taste of Hideyoshi and none of the respected tea masters’ 

deep philosophies on tea and the ritual.  Even the transient quality did not con-

vey the expression of space as impermanence because it was overpowered by its 

design intent. 
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Other than the opulent Gold Chamber, Hideyoshi was known for bringing his 

portable teahouse on to the battlefield.  It was common for samurai warriors to   

“ ‘seclude themselves in the tearoom and meditatively sip[ing] a cup of tea, 

breathe the air of quietism and transcendentalism,’ “ before a battle but Hid-

eyoshi was the first to actually construct a teahouse in front of the military en-

gagement.  There were many theories behind the act but one stated that he used 

the tea ritual for personal meditative purposes while inspiring his soldiers with 

the calm confidence and intimidating the enemies.125

Another historically significant accomplishment of transient tearooms by

Hideyoshi was the Great Tea Ceremony that was held in 1587 at Kitano, Kyoto.126

The tea gathering invited for all tea devotees and practitioners of all social classes 

to join this event of common interest.  It is documented that he announced,
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Figure 57: the floor plan of the Gold Chamber 
[Source: Copyright NTT Communications, 2008.]

Figure 56: a replica of the Gold Chamber 
of Toyotomi Hideyoshi
[Source: Copyright IGP Co.,Ltd., 2009.]



“Rich or poor, high or low born might bring one pot for hot water and one!

! bowl for tea, and attend the gathering.”

Ironically enough, the gathering was mandatory and proclaimed that any tea 

devotee that failed to attend was banned from the practice for the rest of their 

lives.127  The massive event suggests Hideyoshi’s great aspiration to rule the 

world of teaism and how vast the popularity of tea grew in the regions around 

Sakai such as Kyoto and Nara.
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Chapter 7.2:   Contemporary Transient Teahouses

In recent years of 1992, Teshigahara Hiroshi, a celebrity filmmaker and grand 

master of the Sogetsu ikebana school, produced a one-day tea gathering event 

inspired by Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s Grand Tea Ceremony of 1587, at the Numazu 

Gyotei Memorial Park- a pine grove site on the beachside.  Teshigahara did the 

landscape design with bamboo installations and invited three prominent archi-

tects (Arata Isozak, Tadao Ando, and Kiyonori Kikutake) to individually design a 

transient teahouse for the event.  As Hideyoshi did at his historical Tea Cere-

mony at Kitano Shrine, Teshigahara welcomed tea devotees from all over the 

world to join the event. 

Arata Isozaki called his transient teahouse the “Yoidorebune,” derived from the

Drunken Boat by French poet, Arthur Rimbaud (Fig. 58).  The architect took the 

traditional dimensions of the iori, or hermitage with the smallest spatial unit of 4-

1/2  tatami mats, and placed inside a mere nijodaime (2-3/4 tatami mats) 

tearoom.128  The hermitage was raised off the ground with slender wooden pil-

lars to reveal the view of the sea past the surrounding green landscapes.  The cy-

lindrical pillars were not permanently fixed and were directly inserted to the 

earth.  The unstable construction swayed like a boat just as in its name especially 

when one entered the space using the bridge that sat on top of a large stepping-

stone.
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The materiality of the teahouse took an important role in expressing the wabi

sabi philosophies.  The bamboo latticework was placed over the exterior mud 

plaster walls to expose an “unworked finish.” A swinging wooden plank as a 

window added to the quality of incompleteness.  The materials were rustic, un-

refined and did not let abundant light in the interior space.  Light and shadow 

were not exploited to the full extent and only dimly lit the room with its limited 

entryway and openings, suggesting a meditative experience.  The installation 

was impermanent with “no foundation stones, floor joists, or horizontal floor 

supports.”129  Spatial relationship between the architecture and human form was 

compact and contained while the relationship between the earth and architecture 
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Figure 58: section drawing of Yoidorebune looking south.
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 46..]

Figure 59: the single-day installation of Isozaki’s work. 
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 44-45..]



was not; the structure was raised from the ground, leaving a void space under-

neath, looking “detached.”  The composition was separated from the common 

world with its profound ephemeral qualities.

The Yoidorebune subtly conveyed the essence of traditional Japanese architecture 

utilizing conventional materials in a new form to spiritually express “incom-

pleteness, impermanence, and imperfection.”

             
! ! .

Concurrently at the same event, Tadao Ando installed his Paper Tea House.  

While Isozaki’s work resembled a boat-like teahouse, Ando installed a simple 

structure that resembled a traditional Japanese umbrella.  The space was about

nijyou, 2 tatami mats, where only one host and one guest could comfortably be 

seated with just enough personal space.  Ando’s design concept was ichigo ichie, a 

commonly referred tea spirit that in this case implicated the uniqueness and 

phenomena of the moment shared between two people in the transient space. 
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Figure 61: axonometric plan of the Yoi-
dorebune [Source: Isozaki, et.al., 46..] 2007.]

Figure 60: site plan of the Yoidorebune
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 46..]



The materiality of the tearoom was traditional Japanese washi paper in white 

that was delicate yet somewhat durable.  Diffused light through the translucent 

material offered a light and sensitive interior space that was never direct or too 

bright.  The spatial relationship of the ceiling height, floor area, and human form 

was based on the dimension of traditional Japanese architecture, 5 shaku 8 sun.130  

The quality of imperfection was expressed with the material’s vulnerability to 

weather, climate, and rapid human interaction.  The quality of incompleteness 

was expressed with the construction dominantly being just paper with no addi-

tional ornamentation.  The quality of impermanence was conveyed holistically 

with the use of light and shadow, materiality, and space.
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Figure 62 (direct above): the portable teahouse installation by Ando. 
Figure 63 (above right): a close-up  view of the portable structure detail. 
Figure 64 (lower right): the interior viewshowing the gentle washi paper effect.
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 74-75.] + edited by author



Chapter 8.0:  The Contradiction of Japanese Aesthetics

Japanese aesthetic is often stereotyped in either a traditional or modern perspec-

tive. The first is the deep-rooted religious qualities that is “monochrome, linear, 

refined and austere” while the latter is the “pop” culture that developed more 

recently, which is “colourful, decorative, exuberant, and inventive.”131  In one 

perspective, the two contrasting styles can seem very dissimilar but its core iden-

tity is similar.  The modern aesthetic is the merging resultant of traditional cul-

ture and foreign influences.  Mass consumerism and growing capitalism during 

the “bubble economy” of the post-war period affected Japan significantly.  Ironi-

cally, upon globalization and technical advancement, the nation’s contemporary 

design work and aesthetic taste was flourished by refocusing back to traditional 

values.  Among the many design fields that exceeded (from transport, electron-

ics, fashion, graphic, to product design), architecture especially redefined its aes-

thetics by returning to its cultural origin. The reconstruction years that followed 

the Second World War was a time of exporting and re-importing Japanese archi-

tectural qualities.132

The intercultural qualities may define Japanese architecture’s absolute character-

istic today, but the undiluted early qualities are without doubt, the genuine es-

sence of Japanese aesthetics.  Traditional teahouses played an important role in 

the evolution of Japanese architectural styles and are the epitome, and embody 

the methodology, of Japanese aesthetics.  It depicts the ambiguous yet insightful 
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expressions of “incompleteness,” “impermanence,” and “imperfection” of the 

wabi sabi philosophy.  This chapter seeks to rationalize that these subtle expres-

sions are the key in determining the “authenticity” of Japanese qualities, even in 

contemporary teahouses.

For the past few decades, Japan has been torn between wanting tradition and 

modernism simultaneously: as much as the country would like to continue to 

embrace their rich culture and tradition, people anticipate change and for some-

thing new, and vice-versa.  Japanese culture and architecture today is comprised 

of retaining the old and searching for the new. 

The contradiction clearly exists in the world of tea.  Many contemporary tea-

houses commonly endeavor to integrate the “old” with the “new” by 1) using 

traditional materials in a new space or 2) mimicking the space with new materi-

als.  Independently- standing traditional teahouses has diminished in number 

over the centuries especially because they were never built to last.  New ap-

proaches on teahouses have been made also because of the lack of availability for 

usage among the traditional ones.  Extant traditional teahouses are strictly pre-

served under the government and present-day tea devotees rarely have the op-

portunity to practice cha no yu at, or even enter, them.  Many architects and clien-

teles aspire to design a contemporary teahouse with the essence of Japanese 

qualities that reflect the country’s rich culture and heritage.  The most definite 

way of conveying the authentic spirit of wabi cha, is to use building materials and 

construction methods of the past teahouses, but such task has become more and 

more difficult to achieve in this modern day with the number of master artisans 

and carpenters with the traditional skills decreasing.  
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Modeled by rural farmhouses, Soan teahouses were constructed with natural and 

indigenous materials, sometimes even utilizing old wood pieces from the main 

house.  Such materials and compositions were overly available at the time, but 

are particularly difficult and expensive to attain now.  Another disadvantage is 

that traditional construction methods involving mud walls and log pillars must 

be done by specialized professionals who are becoming more rare by generation.  

Replicating a so-called “authentic” Soan style teahouse with traditional materials 

could cost a substantial amount considering its limited size and function.  None-

theless, there are still many contemporary works of teahouses that harness tradi-

tional building materials.

The advantages of utilizing exquisite bare logs and washi-paper wall coverings 

made by master artisans are undeniably significant.  Sometimes the material may 

be rough, and sometimes it may be refined; whichever the case, traditional Japa-

nese materials are honest and humbly beautiful.  It is appropriate to say that the 

materiality itself portrays the Japanese aesthetic.  However, the ambience of a 

teahouse is not created only by its arrangement of materials.  The essence of a 

teahouse is the holistic experience of different elements (such as materiality, 

space, and light and shadow) in collaboration and how they manifest the wabi 

sabi philosophy.  The designer cannot depend merely on materials to recreate a 

transcendental space.

Uji-an by Isozaki Arata built in 1992 is a case where he relied too much on mate-

rials to convey “Japaneseness” in a contemporary manner.  The teahouse was 

commissioned as a leisure space within the vast grounds of a luxury hotel prop-

erty in Shinagawa, Tokyo (Fig 65).  In the architect’s own words, translated in 
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English he states the concept of the structure as:

“The way of tea is not completely fixed but continuously evolves, so for 

this project… I selected and combined rustic objects of a greater variety 

than those used during the Middle Ages.  Included are not only those re-

garded as traditional forms in the West and Japan, but also ordinary in-

dustrial materials.”133

.

Isozaki argues that the teahouse makes use of forms and materials in unconven-

tional ways by incorporating curved titanium walls, stainless ceilings, concrete 

floors, and other artificial modern materials in a traditional setting (Fig. 66 and 

67).  The teahouse as a whole may have a poetic architectural concept, but the 

tearoom alone does not convey the essence of a Japanese teahouse.  It is not be-

cause the innovative rustic materials attempted to create a traditional space or 

because traditional materials attempted to create a new space; both which he 

challenged.  The fault is in its failure to express the wabi sabi aesthetics.  The main 
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Figure 65: nijiri guchi and full-sized main entrance to Uji-an. 
[Source: Freeman,128]



tea ceremony room is a highly crafted and pristine space that expresses the cut-

ting edge, Japanese minimalist style.  Exotic materials like camellia from Tanba 

(tsubaki) for the naka bashira, and yakusugi, a thousand-year cedar, for the adja-

cent wooden panel is used in harmony with the lead-covered tokonoma and lime-

stone walls (Fig. 68).134  Nothing about the space is “incomplete,” “impermanent” 

or “imperfect.”  The materials are refined, the construction is fixed, and the artifi-

cial lighting is flawless: the space, in other words, is “perfect.”  It is a modern 

translation of a teahouse in a luxurious manner, but does not comprise the 

warmth and softness Soan style teahouses once used to have. In order to convey 

the essence of Japanese wabi sabi aesthetic, the designer must express the qualities 

of “incompleteness,” “impermanence,” or “imperfection” utilizing the three im-

portant elements in the tea experience: light and shadow, materiality, or/ and 

space.
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134 Freeman, 128-135.

Figure 67: the featured undulating tita-
nium panel wall called “Monroe curves.”
Source: Isozaki, et.al., 37.

Figure 66: the floor plan of Isozaki’s Uji-an.
Source: Isozaki, et.al., 40-41.



Isozaki’s main tearoom of his Uji-an depended on traditional materials to express 

the Japanese qualities, but Takayama Fujio on the other hand, endeavored on 

utilizing new materials in a traditional space for his Kumon.  Two tea ceremony 

rooms were adjacently installed inside an office building in Nihonbashi, Tokyo in 

1995.  A cha no yu institute commissioned the architect to design a contemporary 

tearoom that did not give the stereotypical impression of being too formal and 

rigorous.135   Takayama courageously chose transparent acrylic to build the pil-

lars, ceiling structure, and even a suspended shelf for the tearoom.  His objective 
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Figure 68: the interior view of the main tea cere-
mony room facing the lead-covered toko no ma and 
nijiri guchi to the left. [Source: Isozaki, et.al., 42.]

Figure 69: a view from the nijiri guchi. The sliding 
fusuma doors separate the main room from the 
ryureiseki, a new type of tea ceremony room with 
tables and chairs (right). [Source: Isozaki, et.al., 42.]



for the choice of material was to emphasize the “emptiness” that is an important 

Mahayanist ideal of Zen Buddhist teaching in the way of life.  Acrylic was used 

instead of glass for its lightness and to avoid the prismatic colors refracted from 

the artificial lighting (Fig. 70 and 71).  The transparency of the material does 

minimize the spatial obstruction as intended, but only the modern Japanese qual-

ity is promoted with no essence of traditional Japanese aesthetics.  Again, the tea-

room depicted is too “perfect” and express no “incompleteness,” “imperma-

nence,” or “imperfection.” The acrylic may be colorless, but is bold in presence 

and far from the delicate sensitivities of wabi sabi.
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Figure 70: the transparent acrylic 
structure is exposed even if the 
sliding door encloses the tearoom.
[Source: Freeman, 82.]

Figure 71: a suspended shelf represents 
the hanging shelf next to the naka bashira 
in the traditional tearooms for the tea 
master to place tea utensils. 
[Source: Freeman, 85.]



Chapter 8.2:  Light and Shadow

  

Light and shadow has been a constant debate and dominant factor in the field of 

Japanese aesthetics.  Whether the art is purely for visual pleasure or to attain in-

ner peace (from shodo, traditional Japanese calligraphy to ikebana, traditional 

Japanese flower arrangement) or for performing arts (from Noh, traditional Japa-

nese musical drama to Bunraku, traditional Japanese puppet theater), or for prac-

tical use (from ceramics, lacquer work, to architecture), the expression of light 

and shadow is of significant value.  In architecture, light and shadow is a vital 

element because it can greatly enhance its materiality and space.  In Jun’ichiro 

Tanizaki’s In Praise of Shadows, he states:

“I marvel at our (the Japanese’s) comprehension of the secrets of shadows, 

our sensitive use of shadow and light… We find beauty not in the thing 

itself but in the patterns of shadows, the light and the darkness, that one 

thing against another creates.” 136

The expression of light, or more so the expression of shadow, is crucial in creat-

ing the subtle qualities of a teahouse.  The characteristics of a teahouse or tea-

room can be determined by its shadow play made by the use of space and mate-

rials.  Light and shadow display differently with the size of solids and voids, the 

degree of opaqueness or translucency, the grade of lightness or darkness, and the 

existence and non-existence of a matter.  Although shadows cannot be made 
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without light, the use and effect of shadows are perhaps more critical than the 

use of light in the traditional Japanese aesthetics.  Shadows redefine light in infi-

nite ways; it could simplify, soften, or even sophisticate a given atmosphere.

From ancient times, the Japanese find beauty in ambiguity and subtlety.  Such

wabi sabi expressions of “incompleteness,” “impermanence,” and “imperfection” 

could be manifested in the atmospheres with the use of light and shadow.  Tani-

zaki, captures the wabi sabi philosophy in the expression of light and shadow 

without mentioning the term once in his entire writing: 

“The quality that we call beauty… must always grow from the realities of 

life, and our ancestors, forced to live in dark rooms, presently came to dis-

cover the beauty in shadows, ultimately to guide shadows towards 

beauty’s ends... And so it has come to be that the beauty of a Japanese 

room depends on a variation of shadows, heavy shadows against light 

shadows… it has nothing else.”137

The delicate use of light and shadow is essential for the whole tea experience.

Different level of expression in shadows articulates the Japanese people’s way 

and understanding of the material used, method applied, and space created in a 

teahouse and therefore, can reanalyze the teahouse under a new definition.

The following contemporary works of teahouses poetically expresses the wabi

sabi aesthetics using “light and shadow” in three ways: as “incompleteness,” 

“impermanence,” and “imperfection.”
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light and shadow as “incompleteness”

work:   “Shin-ken”   (Tokyo, 1997)

architect:   Fujimori Terunobu

The teahouse is built at the edge of a house 

roof. Without the typical use of shoji screens     

or tatami mats, the qualities of a tearoom   

somehow exist.  The stack of firewood always 

found outside traditional dwellings is            

envisioned for the roof and was made 

without dynamic forces.  Sunlight that 

penetrates through the natural gaps between 

the compiled firewood-vault hits against the 

handmade plaster walls.  The wood pieces 

are random in size and order so that the light 

that enters in the room is unpredictable and 

inconsistent.  Purposely leaving out the use 

of artificial light, the “limited” light 

accentuates the unfinished materials and 

produces a transcendental space.
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Figure 72 (above): fragments of light seep-
ing through the openings between the 
wood pieces.
Figure 73 (below): closer view of the arched 
roof made with loose wood pieces bunched 
together.
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 89-90.]



light and shadow as “impermanence”

work:   Niki Club   (Nasu, Tochigi, 1997)

architect:   Sugimoto Takashi + Akira Watanabe Architect & Associates

The tearoom is a feature room within 

the luxury hotel  ground in the 

secluded summer resort area. 

Customized steel screens are made 

out of cut steel shapes and frames 

welded together that are burnished 

by hand before installation to add a 

handmade touch.  Relying only on 

natural light, the room is decorated 

by the shadows made by the metal 

grilles.  The  patterns of the steel 

screens were intentionally designed 

to have interesting light and shadow 

effects at different areas of the room 

at different times throughout the day.  

The short-term existence of the 

shadow increases the value of the 

ichigo ichie experience.
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Figure 74 (above): the welded steel screens produce 
intricate shadow patterns on the floor and walls of 
the room. 
Figure 75 (below): the color of the room and effects of 
shadow changes throughout the day.
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 122,124-125.]



light and shadow as “imperfection”

! work:    Seifuan   (Sendagaya, Tokyo, 1997)

! architect:   Kitagawara Atsushi

A true free form of a Sukiya style tearoom is built at the top floor of the interna-

tionally known architect’s home.  To hide the artificial light fixtures, hand-laid 

washi paper was gently crumpled together on a stick and covers the entire ceil-

ing. In fact, none of the elements are in its standard way.  The tokonoma is de-

picted by a framed photograph that changes upon guests, while the tatami mats 

have no textile frames and looks seamless.  Vague use of both natural and artifi-

cial light harmonizes with the absolute softness of the space.  The ambiguous at-

mosphere had no boundaries and was even dream-like.  The flexible ways of the 

room created an experience truly spiritual.
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Figure 77 : there is no alcove for the tokonoma but a 
decoration that changes depending on the guests. 
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 41-42.] 

Figure 76: crumpled washi paper 
softens the artificial light like 
natural light. 
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 41-42.] 



Chapter 8.3:  Materiality

Materiality is the most apparent quality in a spatial experience because of its 

definite visibility.  With the most extent variations out of the three elements (ma-

teriality, light, and shadow, and space), materiality solely could alter the impres-

sion of an architectural space.  It has the advantage and disadvantage of immedi-

ately expressing a subjective relationship to something.  For example, as dis-

cussed earlier, Isozaki’s use of titanium panels in his tearoom suggests an indus-

trial atmosphere in spite of the fact that the form was elegantly curved. Com-

monly used materials especially havean inseparable psychological connection 

with a matter, whether it is tangible or intangible, or large or small scaled. For 

instance, no matter what the function of the space may be, the use of tatami mats 

is bound to provoke an association with traditional Japanese architecture for the 

viewer.

As mentioned in page 119-120, “it is appropriate to say that the materiality itself 

portrays the Japanese aesthetic.”  Although it was clarified that materials alone, 

unless intentional, could not convey wabi sabi aesthetics, traditional Japanese ma-

terials do often embrace the qualities of “incompleteness,” “impermanence,” and 

“imperfection.”  This is primarily due to the fact that most traditional materials 

are made out of natural resources.  The delicate shoji windows made out of washi 

paper with wooden latticework as framing, for example; it is a traditional archi-

tectural element that has been used as a partition in the home of nobilities since 

the 8th century, and conveys the wabi sabi aesthetics with its materiality.  It is 

fragile and impermanent compared to a fixed glass window and imperfects the 
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direct sunlight that enters the room to create a softer atmosphere.

Materiality is critical in the experience of teahouses because it tends to be the first 

impression and is the most straightforward in representing the architectural con-

cept and design intent.  For traditional teahouses, it depicts the building style 

and other historical issues like material availability, social standing of the design-

ers and user, and distinctive taste of the tea master that reflect their philosophies 

in tea.  For contemporary teahouses, it could visually show that the designer ei-

ther aspired to create a new space with traditional materials, introduce innova-

tive materials in a traditional setting, or imitate a traditional space by utilizing 

conventional materials in a conventional way of arrangement.

The following contemporary works of teahouses use “materiality” in such a way 

that expresses the wabi sabi aesthetics of “incompleteness,” “impermanence,” and 

“imperfection.”
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materiality as “incompleteness”

work:   Sankio   (portable, 2005)

architect:  Shigeru Uchida

A portable tearoom was erected using 

painted mesh screens made out of 

bamboo strips woven together. The open 

structure was ambiguously see through 

and dimmed one’s vision.  The “movable 

architecture” offered a psychological 

connection with the interior and exterior 

space due to its ephemeral being. The 

vulnerability of the material and unfixed 

construction manifested the Buddhist 

notion of “  nothingness.”
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Figure 78 (above): exterior view of the portable, 
Sankio
Figure 79 (below): interior view of the tearoom
[Source: Freeman, 193-194.] 



materiality as “impermanence”

work:    Washi Tea Room “Seigaiha”   (portable, 2005)

architect:   Kuma Kengo + Hiroshi Hara

Inspired by the idea of expanding metal into 

metal nets by applying pressure on steel 

sheets with slits, washi paper with fine slits 

were stretched into a portable tearoom.  The 

use of delicate, handcrafted washi  paper takes 

the  impermanence in durability and existence 

to the extreme.  Any rapid movement may tear  

the washi paper.  The    fragility of the material 

(acting as ceiling,  wall, and flooring) conveys 

the unspoken tranquility that exists in a     

meditative space.
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Figure 80 (above): the foldable washi 
paper expanded into a tearoom
Figure 81 (below): a closer view of the 
detail from the interior
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 122-3.] 



materiality as “imperfection”

!

! work:   Takasugian   (Nagano, 2004)

! architect: Fujimori Terunobu      

A unique teahouse raised above ground that was built only by amateur artisans.  

This may be the utmost expression of a Soan style teahouse constructed in this 

modern day.  Starting with the untreated chestnut tree as posts and foundation of 

the structure, the entire teahouse was “rustic.”  From the mud walls, hammered 

corrugated sheathing to the roof’s copper shingles were all work by hand.  Also, 

the hands-on construction was done without any detailed drawings.  Despite the 

roughness of the appearance, the humane qualities were nostalgic and comfort-

ing.  The experience of the space was far beyond the material world and assured 

only peace of mind.
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Figure 82 (left): a closer image of the rough walls; Figure 83 (middle): the “foundation” suspended dur-
ing construction; Figure 84 (right): view of the Takasugian from afar [Source: Isozaki, et.al., 83, 84, 86.] 



Chapter 8.4:  Space

Space is the most difficult to define out of the three elements because it is such a 

general term.  Space can very much be defined by light and shadow and materi-

ality, but in this case, it is focused on the experience and relationship between the 

structure and the human form.

The use of space is a valuable element in the teahouse because the size of the 

room is usually small, sometimes minimal, to begin with.  Every solid, void, and 

partition, and its arrangement, in the small room is imperative for the spatial re-

lationship and atmosphere it creates.  In the case of traditional teahouses, accord-

ing to the number of mats it contained, every tatami mat had a specific function 

that was different.  For example, a nijyou, two tatami mat room would only have 

space for one guest and one host; a single tatami mat for each person.  Larger 

spaces like a standard yojohan, four and a half tatami mat, room have a particular 

name and function for each tatami mat.  Traditionally, space was meaningfully 

arranged.  The left diagram of Figure 25 on page 53 shows a standard orientation 

of a yojyohan tearoom with the spaces labeled as 1) alcove, tokonoma, 2) host’s 

mat, temaedatami, 3) distinguished guests’ mat, kinin-datami, 4) mat containing the 

fire pit, ro-datami, 5) guests’ mat, kyaku-datami, and 6) entry mat, fumikomi-datami. 

And in the case of contemporary teahouses, space does not have to follow such 

systemized ruling but has the freedom to express different emotions by suggest-

ing a new type of spatial relationship.

The following contemporary works of teahouses were designed to make the 
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“space” capture the wabi sabi aesthetics by expressing “incompleteness,” “im-

permanence,” and “imperfection.”
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space as “incompleteness”

work:    Tea House in Sakura Garden   (Chiba, 2006)

architect: Ando Tadao

The teahouse was a spatial                

experience like no other.  The 

structure was “nothing more than 

a roof and supports” in the midst 

of over five hundred cherry blossom 

trees.  The rigid structure became     

part of the experience of 

enrapturing one into  just that 

moment, and nothing else.
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Figure 85 (above): the site plays an important role 
for this extremely  simple yet sophisticated teahouse  
Figure 86 (below):  the teahouse stands in the midst 
of the infinite sakura blossoms
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 76-77.] 



space as “impermanence”

work:    Nijou   (portable, 2006)

architect: Suzuki Toshihiko

A portable teahouse in the form of an 

aluminum suitcase that could unpack   

itself into a two tatami mat tearoom: 

merely just for one tea master and one 

guest. The aluminum panels sandwiched 

a honeycomb core to produce a strong 

base with the lightest materials.  A      

translucent sail-like ceiling was set up 

utilizing aluminum tubes and cords.     

The transient space was barely a 

construction but fully achieved its       

function as a meditative space.  The       

capability of an existence becoming 

non-existent was a virtue perfectly 

idealistic for the ritual of tea.  The 

experience, and moreover the space, 

was nearly transparent and beyond 

reach.
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Figure 87 (above): consecutive shots of how the 
“suitcase teahouse” assembles
Figure 88 (below):  occupant utilizing the teahouse 
in one-person-mode.
[Source: Freeman, 20,-236-7.] 



space as “imperfection”

work:    “Ku-an”   (Kyoto, 2003)

architect:    Fujimori Terunobu

The tearoom was not given a special 

site just for its existence. It was added 

in the small rear garden of a temple in 

Kyoto. To minimize the use of space 

in the already limited garden, the 

teahouse was built in the corner of the  

existing structure. Occupants must 

crawl up the ladder from underneath 

like climbing into treehouse. The    

“unplanned” space reflected the    

humble way of tea and elevated the 

expereince.
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Figure 89 (above): a view of the Ku-an from above 
[Source: Freeman, 200.]
Figure 90 (below):  the crawl-up entrance to the tea-
house that resembles the act of climbing a treehouse. 
[Source: Isozaki, et.al., 99.]



Chapter 9.0:  Chashitsu as a place to meditate, amuse, 

and socialize

Historically, chashitsu has fulfilled many other functions in addition of being a 

“place for tea.”  Due to his religious background, Sen no Rikyu strove an 

aesthetic and practice that conveyed a higher spiritual experience.  And even 

before his time, the “place for tea” has been used for social purposes such as 

gambling events, formal gatherings, and other various entertainments.  The 

widespread movement after the popularity of tea as a social function was the 

chashitsu as a hermitage, or secondary home for peace of mind from the loud, 

material world.  A “place for tea” is appropriate for a broad range of activities 

because tea is such a versatile component that can accommodate with different 

types of functions.  

During the 16th to 17th century, three significant tea masters, Sen no Rikyu, Furuta 

Oribe, and Kobori Enshu, each delivered a distinctive style of cha no yu and 

altered the history of tea, art, and architecture forever.  All three had a common 

root in the art of tea because Rikyu himself taught Oribe whom taught Enshu, 

but eventually, each led their own styles that responded to or influenced the new 

age.  The tearooms of the three tea devotees can be classified as a space for 

“meditation,” “amusement,” and “socialization” from an analysis of its use of 

light and shadow, materiality, and space, their philosophy behind the design, and 

even by their taste in tea bowls.  
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Chapter 9.1:  Sen no Rikyu’s style as for “meditation”

Sen no Rikyu, Furuta Oribe, and Kobori Enshu all exceeded greatly during their 

lifetime as political leaders, artistic innovators, and most importantly as tea devo-

tees, but each excelled even higher in certain areas.  Sen no Rikyu constantly en-

deavored to develop his deep philosophy on wabi cha, which based his cha no yu.  

Although a follower of Sen no Rikyu, Furuta Oribe was rather materialistic and 

dedicated his life in collecting and creating a new style of tea bowls and utensils.  

Kobori Enshu, on the other hand, was most praised as an ingenious architect and 

landscape designer.  As the three tea masters were known more for different 

skills, they each held a different perspective on the types of tearooms they de-

signed.  

Rikyu ignored what the society accepted and expected in a chashitsu from even 

before he attained the prominent position as a feudal lord’s tea master.  As a dis-

ciple of Takeno Jouo, he was trained to question the common, and skilled to chal-

lenge the unknown.  It is generally believed that Rikyu promoted the philosophy 

of wabi sabi upon his cha no yu during the last twenty years of his life (1571-

1591), and especially to the extreme during the latter decade with Hideyoshi.  

There is an episode though, that confirms that Rikyu understood the beauty of 

the concept from an early age.  Referred by Kitano Dochin, Rikyu was 19 years 

old when he inquired Takeno Jouo to study tea under him.  As an entry examina-

tion, Jouo ordered Rikyu to clean the roji, the passageway to the teahouse in the 

garden, which was already flawlessly cleaned by his menservants.  After con-

templating for a while, Rikyu shook the tree trunk that stood along the roji so 
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that the loose leaves randomly fell on to the ground and stepping-stones.  Jouo 

who was observing Rikyu from afar, was very impressed with his response and 

acknowledged his talent.138

As mentioned in Section 4.3, Rikyu was a minimalist who created a rustic yet re-

fined space in his tearooms.  He extracted the Shoin style influences and mini-

mized the decorative elements, such as the chigai dana and tsuke shoin, to simplify 

the space.  Rikyu sought for wabi cha and designed his tearooms smaller and 

darker than any predecessor of tea masters to attain an ascetic and grave atmos-

phere.  Jouo taught what he learned from his own tea master, Murata Shuko, to 

Rikyu: the correct frame of mind to serve tea in the spiritual aspect.  Shuko’s 

teachings enunciated that “purity of mind… should be aimed at all times” dur-

ing the tea ceremony and that “self-restraint and consideration” were important 

virtues to equally treat people of all social status.  Following and expanding on 

his teachings, Jouo incorporated “correct daily conduct with other people… 

without affectation or arrogance” even outside of the tea gatherings to become a 

skillful tea master.139  Consequently, Rikyu, too, emphasized equality among all 

participants of the tea ceremony.  He attempted in making his space extremely 

humble and utilized tea bowls and utensils, which he either crafted or commis-

sioned, to correspond with his wabi sabi philosophy.  Even the kaiseki, small meals 

served at the beginning of the tea gatherings, was simplified to suit his idea of 

wabi cha.  Rikyu’s tea procedure was formal and also obliged guests to follow cer-

tain etiquettes such as forcing warriors to take their swords off upon entering the 

nijiri guchi.  His simplification of the space and rigidity of the practice allowed 
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138 “Wabi no Souzousha: Sen no Rikyu” Nihon no Kokoro (2008): 12-13.

139 Tanaka, 78-79.



guests to indulge into an eminent experience of perceiving “an embodiment of 

the spirit and beauty of wabi.”140 

 

One of Rikyu’s most praised achievements, Myokian, Taian, is the only extant 

tearoom designed by him, although none of his tearooms or teahouses, including 

the Taian, can be confirmed that it was.  There is though, a replica of Rikyu’s tea-

house that was once at his Jurakudai residence, now called the Urasenke, Yuin.  

Rikyu’s grandson, identified as Sen no Sotan, rebuilt the yojyohan (4½  tatami 

mat) space for himself as a retirement home.  Sotan named the teahouse “Yuin,” 

literally meaning, “again retiring,” - he built it after handing over his first retire-

ment home, Urasenke Konnichiann, to his fourth son.141  The images shown be-

low are photographs of the Yuin that was reconstructed in 1789 after the tragic of 

the Tenmei Fire of 1788 that burnt down 80 percent of Kyoto city in one night 

(Fig. 91 and 92).142
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140 Japanes Tea Culture: The OMOTESENKE Traditiion, “Rikyu’s Chanoyu” OMOTESENKE Fushin’an,  
http://www.omotesenke.jp/english/chanoyu/3_2_3.html , Accessed September 26, 2009.

141The Urasenke Tradition of Tea: Urasenke Konnichaian Web Site, “Konnichian—The Urasenke Home: 
Important Cultural Property and Historic Site” Urasenke Konnichian, 
http://www.urasenke.or.jp/texte/index.html , Accessed September 26, 2009.

142 Diane Durston, Kyoto: Seven Paths to the Heart of the City (Tokyo, Japan: Kodansha International, 
2003), 28.

Figure 91 (left): exterior view of 
the Urasenke, Yuin.                    
Figure 92 (right): tsukiage mado, “a 
skylight, which can be pushed 
open through the thatched roof.”     
[Source: Copyright Urassenke, 
Konnichi-an, 2009.]

http://www.omotesenke.jp/english/chanoyu/3_2_3.html
http://www.omotesenke.jp/english/chanoyu/3_2_3.html
http://www.urasenke.or.jp/texte/index.html
http://www.urasenke.or.jp/texte/index.html


As shown in Figure 93, the layout of the space is the standard yojyohan with an 

alcove on the north side that is equivalent to a daime tatami in size.  Upon enter-

ing the nijiriguhi, (in counterclock-wise) the kyaku tatami, kinin tatami, temae ta-

tami, and fumikomi tatami borders the ro tatami at the center in the conventional 

manner.  What expresses Rikyu’s wabi sabi philosophy is in the details and at-

mosphere it presents.  The ceiling height is a mere 1750mm (≈ 5 ft 8 in) with a ni-

jiriguchi opening that is only 682mm x 642mm (≈ 2ft 2in x 2ft 1in) which are 

smaller dimensions than the Myokian, Taian’s 1800mm (≈ 5 ft 10 in) floor to ceil-

ing height and 790mm x 718mm (≈ 2ft 7in x 2ft 4in) nijiri guchi.143   Yuin contains 

only three windows including the skylight on the slanted roof that can be manu-

ally pushed open through the thick thatched roof.  The two windows are located 

to light the temae tatami, where the host would prepare tea for the guests: one on 

the south diagonally above the nijiriguchi and the other behind where the guests 

would be seated on the east side of the teahouse (Fig. 93 and 94).144  The size of 

the room is moderate but the low ceiling and limited openings create a space that 

is extremely dim and gloomy that suggests one to let go of the material world 

upon entering and engage into something spiritual.  
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143 Token Corporation Kabushiki Gaisha, “Chashitsu Shiryou-shu: Danmen Pa-su” Token Corporation, 
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Figure 94: a diagrammatic section of the Urasenke, Yuin.                   
[Source: Copyright TOKEN Corporation, 2009.] + edited by author

Figure 93: a diagrammatic plan of Sen no Rikyu’s Yuin.                     
[Source: Copyright TOKEN Corporation, 2009.] + edited by author



Sotan is said to have altered the Yuin a bit to enhance the wabi philosophy fol-

lowing Rikyu’s aesthetic.  For example, the corner post on the northwest direc-

tion adjacent to the temae tatami was converted into a yoji bashira by cutting off 

three-fourths of the post (Fig. 95).  This slight change aided the room to appear 

more spatial with its vanishing profile and also complemented the rustic Soan 

style of the Yuin with its breakage of the post.  

Rikyu’s style was the pursuit of the wabi cha to the extreme that was closer to 

modernism with its simplicity, linear qualities, natural symmetry, and spatial 

balance.  He grasped the philosophy subjectively and formed his meditative style 

of cha no yu aesthetics based on his own judgment that remained consistent and 

did not falter with political or social influences.
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Figure 95: a typical image 
of a yoji bashira.        
[Source: Mae, 120.]



Chapter 9.2:  Furuta Oribe’s style as for “amusement”

Furuta Oribe’s style was different from the other two tea masters’ in comparison 

where Sen no Rikyu and Kobori Enshu’s styles expressed “meditation” and “so-

cialization” while Oribe’s did not quite express “amusement.”  In other words, 

Rikyu’s space could be said it was designed for “meditation,” and Enshu’s space 

was designed for “socialization,” but Oribe’s space was rather designed to 

“amuse” or to “accommodate.”  Oribe was capable of accommodating his style to 

what the society desired for in an innovative way.  

Oribe faithfully respected Rikyu even after his death, and followed certain rules 

that his tea master have taught and established, but eventually came to achieve a 

distinctively different style of his own.  There were two probable explanations for 

his change in direction from Rikyu’s cha no yu.  One was the difference in their 

background and profession: Rikyu came from a merchant class and was ap-

pointed as the dominant tea master for the feudal lords, while Oribe came from a 

warrior class and served as a warrior himself for the feudal lords.  Another was 

that Oribe might have purposely proposed a different perspective of chado from 

Rikyu’s style because he was charged as a criminal for becoming too influential 

in the community.145  At the time under Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s authority, anybody 

who showed close affiliation with Rikyu could’ve been easily sentenced to death.  

Fear of such accusation lead Oribe’s cha no yu style to accommodate and respond 

to what pleased the people he served most.  As a warrior and retainer of Hid-

eyoshi, Oribe focused his cha no yu style for the warriors’ taste with extraordinary 
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creativity.146   In order to suit their taste, he brought back qualities of the Shoin 

style to reapply class distinction in the tearoom that Rikyu deliberately took out.  

Oribe aspired for a teahouse that was a combination of Rikyu’s Soan style and 

court nobility’s Shoin style.147  Like the time during the Higashiyama period, 

Oribe “revived the use of separate rooms to serve tea and to entertain guests 

with food and sake,” and created the kusari no ma.148  Literally meaning “chain 

link room,” kusari no ma was the room that connected the tearoom with the shoin, 

which often served meals and offered other entertainments.149  Kobori Enshu, 

who was invited to one of Oribe’s tea gatherings, left records of how he used the 

room: “The kusari no ma functioned also as a room for the host to feature any un-

usual tea utensils to his guests.  Since the sukiya or tearoom alone was too small 

to display many utensils, the kusari no ma met the need for such space.”  Oribe set 

up elaborate tea gatherings for the aristocrats and nobilities that lead to the kusari 

no ma, which then lead to the shoin to present banquets, noh performances, and 

other flourishing entertainments.150 

Oribe adjusted many other humble qualities Rikyu had developed over the years 

to distinguish hierarchy in his tearoom and practice.  When preparing tea for a 

kinin, nobility or high-ranked guests, Oribe used a small tray stand that was 

raised off the ground to place tea utensils and serve meals with to display re-

spect.  Rikyu chose to place tea utensils directly on the tatami mat and serve 
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meals on lowly trays for all participants with various social statuses.  Another 

one of Oribe’s significant changes was the means of the tsukubai, or stone water 

basin, in the garden.  Rikyu designed his tsukubai so low that one had to humbly 

bend down or crouch to use it.  Oribe, a warrior who almost constantly wore a 

sword, knew that the position was uncomfortable and humiliating for the mili-

tary class.  Oribe innovated a tall tsukubai that could be used while standing and 

even placed a stone slab next to it on the ground where the attendants of the ki-

nin could assist.   Although he kept the practice of imposing warriors to remove 

their swords when entering the nijiri guchi from Rikyu’s time, he added hierarchy 

to the sword rack.  He specifically supplied racks for different types of sword and 

appointed placement of the swords according to the possessor’s social ranking.151

If Rikyu was the philosopher, and Enshu was the architect/ landscape designer, 

Oribe would be the art collector.  “Rikyu had stressed the value of practicality 

over beauty, but Oribe contradicted his dictum by placing more emphasis on 

appearance.”152  He was far more materialistic compared to Rikyu where Oribe’s 

passion for collecting tea ceramics and utensils was almost considered fanatical.  

Such attributes were common during the 16th century among many people (in-

cluding the merchant, warrior, and noble class) due to the eccentric tea utensil 

craze.153  His dedication of designing his own tea bowls and its significant out-

come resulted in the commonly used term to this day, “Oribe gonomi” (Oribe’s 

taste) and “Oribe yaki” (Oribe’s style of ceramic ware).  “Oribe yaki” is still a 

popular type of ceramic style inspired by Oribe’s distinctive taste, where the 
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bowl is irregularly shaped with bold colors and patterns painted on them.  The 

difference of preferred aesthetic quality between the three tea masters on tea 

bowls would be discussed in the sections to follow.

In the courtyard of the Nara National Museum, there is Nara, Hassouan, a tea-

house believed to be built by Furuta Oribe  during the Edo Period.  It was trans-

ferred from the Daijyo-in Monzeki temple within the city in 1892.154  The abnor-

mal layout consists of four and a daime tatami mats.  Oribe was in favor of larger 

spaces for his tea ceremonies so that the host and guest had a respectable dis-

tance between them rather than the intimacy Rikyu felt comfortable with.  He 

minimized space for “contemplative and spiritual aspects of tea ceremony” while 

Oribe expanded space to be able to “entertain high-ranking military guests.”155  

Within the larger space, Oribe added abundant windows and raised the ceiling 

height to lighten the atmosphere to express hospitality.  In the Nara, Hassouan, 

Oribe incorporated furosaki mado, shikishi mado, and oribe mado among the total of 

eight windows.156  A furosaki mado (labeled 1 on Fig. 96) was a window opening 

made on the wall of the temae tatami where the host faced to prepare tea.  Be-

lieved to be Oribe’s innovation, a shikishi mado (labeled 2 on Fig. 96) was two 

windows arranged vertically but always staggered and never aligned.  Obvi-

ously from the name, oribe mado (labeled 3 on Fig. 96), was also said to be de-

signed by him.  It was an inventive idea where a window was made on the wall 

of the tokonoma to allow light in the alcove.  The window was also known as a 

hana akari mado when a vase was suspended to emphasize the arranged 
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flowers.157  

The first tatami mat one stepped into after the entrance was the shoban seki, an-

other new element that Oribe added into his cha no yu that accommodated the 

warrior class.  It was a secondary seating area arranged for the attendants of the 

feudal lords or nobilities that they brought with them to the tea ceremony.  Oribe 

distinguished the participants’ classes even more physically by taking out the ta-

tami mat of the shoban seki so that the attendants had to sit on the recessed area 

surfaced with bare wood boards.158  The irregular layout orientation of this Has-

souan may not be the case, but most shoban seki were arranged in a location 

where it could be easily separated with a fusuma.  If there were no attendants at 

the gathering, Oribe could simply take out the space from the tearoom by mak-

ing the area not visible.  He brought in the essence of flexibility and versatility in 

the cha no yu physically and spiritually.  The space did not limit or steer the prac-

tice; instead, it offered different options in size and service for the users’ prefer-

ence.  
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Figure 96: a diagrammatic plan of Oribe’s Has-
souan.  [Sourece: Copyright Nara Kokuritsu Ha-
kubutsukan, 2009]

Figure 97: an image of the vivid 
interior of Oribe’s Hassouan.                                     
[Source: Copyright Nara    
Kokuritsu  Hakubutsukan, 2009]

Figure 98: a view of Oribe’s Hassouan from 
across the lake. [Source: Copyright Nara 
Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan, 2009]



Oribe’s style was a revival of “shikisei or a court style of tea for entertaining and 

serving the nobility and military elite in a formal setting.”159  In order to please 

his guests, Oribe removed the humbleness and equality that was once shared in 

Rikyu’s cha no yu.  A dated observation of the two tea masters’ distinctive temae, 

or tea preparation, by a townsman from Kyoto describes their styles interest-

ingly:

“Oribe’s temae is quite splendid.  I can picture it even now.  One is deeply 

moved by such a superb performance.  In contrast to this, Rikyu’s temae, 

although I watched it carefully, had no distinguishable beginning or 

end…”160

Rikyu’s philosophy, architecture, and chado were consistent and beautifully 

monochromatic.  It did not boast, or distinguish a matter or event.  Defiantly, 

Oribe’s chado and way of thinking revolved around on how to accommodate and 

how to entertain people.  His main intentions were not the spiritual experience in 

the tearoom like Rikyu’s, but on superb performance and hospitality.  A different 

type of hospitality from Rikyu’s Soan style where he offered less but genuine 

thoughtfulness, Oribe offered more but was much more affixed to materialistic 

qualities and physical affairs.
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Chapter 9.3:  Kobori Enshu’s style as “socialization”

Contrary to Sen no Rikyu’s wabi sabi philosophy, Kobori Enshu developed a kirei 

sabi philosophy for his cha no yu.  In replacement of the term “wabi,” which con-

veyed a lonesome quality, “kirei,” which defined elegance, was replaced.  Enshu 

preserved the simplicity of Rikyu’s taste, but stayed away from the dark and aus-

tere architectural style and tea practice.  A direct and favored disciple of Furuta 

Oribe since the age of fifteen, Enshu developed on his tea master’s hospitality 

spirit but directed his focus on the noble class than the military class.  This shift 

in perspective was most likely due to the country’s political state at the time.  Af-

ter the years of civil war, Japan was finally heading towards in becoming a stable 

society.  With a wealthy background himself, Enshu’s style was refined and 

graceful that pleased a wide range of people including “shoguns, priests, court 

nobles, feudal lords, scholars, merchants, and artisans….  Enshu’s kirei sabi was a 

new genre in tea ceremony styles, adding dignity, sophistication, openness, and 

brightness,” which were almost opposing qualities from Rikyu’s meditative 

space.161  It also differed greatly from Oribe’s twisted aesthetic of distortion and 

eccentricity.162     

If Rikyu was the philosopher, and Oribe the art collector, Enshu was the archi-

tect/ landscape designer.  By the age of twenty-six, he succeeded his father’s re-

spected position in the construction field, and was skilled and known for build-
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ing beautiful palaces and castles.163  This was only the beginning of his life-long 

career as a popular architect and landscape designer.  Some of his famous works 

in gardens consist of the Crane and Turtle Garden in the Konchi-in Temple and 

the Hojo Garden in Nanzen-ji Temple: both which he designed, but did not man-

age the construction.164 

The bold use of blank space, or carefully raked white gravel, in the Hojo Garden 

reflected Enshu’s fondness to openness (Fig. 99 and 100).  The composition con-

sisted of six stones that were different in sizes but proportionally placed on the 

green platform.  The stones were aligned in two rows with the larger pieces in 

the background and smaller ones in the front as it approached closer to the view-

ers to create “a sensation of depth.”165  

Figure 99 (left): a site plan of the Hojo Garden.  [Source: Kyoto Tsushinsha Press, 2008]                                                   
Figure 100 (right): a view out of the Hojo Garden in the Nanzen-ji temple.                                              
[Source: Copyright Mississippi Mudgal Creatives,  2007]    
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165 Kyoto Tsushinsha Press, 28-33.



Enshu was comfortable with importing new articles and ideas to Japan from for-

eign countries.  Just as he brought in the influences of artwork from China and 

the custom to drink wine from Europe, Enshu portrayed the one-point perspec-

tive concept (also from Europe) in his landscape composition at the Crane and 

Turtle Garden in the Konchi-in Temple.   A vanishing point in the scenic garden 

was created by arranging “two huge rock settings on both sides of the fore-

ground, with a smaller rock setting in the middle.”166  While incorporating new 

methods in his landscape architecture, his aesthetic taste of brightness and open-

ness was maintained and beautifully expressed in all of his significant garden 

and architectural designs. 
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166 Kyoto Tsushinsha Press, 23.

Figure 101: view of the rock work at the 
Crane and Turtle Garden [Source: 
Copyright, Livedoor, 2008] 

Figure 102: a diagrammatic site plan of the Crane 
and Turtle Garden in the Konshi-in Temple.                                   
[Source: Kyoto Tsushinsha Press, 16]



Enshu was also frequently associated as the designer of the Ninomaru garden in 

the Nijojo Castle and the Katsura Imperial Garden, but were actually common 

misconceptions.  Both were by all means Enshu’s style, but the Ninomaru Gar-

den was a restoration project while the Katsura Imperial Villa Garden was done 

by one of his disciple, although it was most likely that Enshu closely guided him 

(Fig. 103).167  No matter what the upbringing, the two masterworks were credited 

under the name of Kobori Enshu for his affiliation and influences.  The incorpo-

ration of nature and the use of water with the artificial islands and peninsulas in 

the two gardens depict his harmonious architectural quality.  The balanced ar-

rangements of stone and green portrayed Enshu’s style of collaborating straight 

lines and organic forms.168 

    

The misaki tourou was the most famous lamp in the entire Katsura Imperial Villa, 

which interestingly manifested Enshu’s aesthetic style as well (Fig. 104).  Located 
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167 “Nihon Kenchiku no Kii Paason,” Casa Brutus, Extra Issue Traditional Japanese Architecture and Design 
(2007): 062.

168 Kyoto Tsushinsha Press, 46-51.

Figure 103: image of Shokin-teiteahouse in the Katsura                 
Imperial Villa.  [Source: Kyoto Tsushinsha Press, 70-71]



at the very edge of the rocky peninsula, the lantern was set lower than the norm 

because its central pole was removed.  The simplification of the stone lantern 

demonstrated Enshu’s way of achieving lightness, grace, and refinement.169

The Koho-an, Bosen was one of Enshu’s most admired tearooms that was ini-

tially built, relocated, and reconstructed at the Daitoku-ji temple.170  It was there 

where he first learned Zen Buddhism at a young age and where he chose to 

spend his last two years of his life.  Much was put into the Koho-an, his last resi-

dence, because it “was at last a place he created for himself, and to his own 

taste,” and not for the emperor or nobilities as he did all his life.171  Although the 

Koho-an was destroyed entirely by a devastating fire in 1793, a feudal lord and 

tea devotee who respected Enshu greatly had an accurate replica made following 

the original documents and plans (Fig. 105).172  
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169 Kyoto Tsushinsha Press, 70.

170 Hisao Mae, 62-63.

171 Kyoto Tsushinsha Press, 54-57.

172 Hisao Mae, 62-63.

Figure 104: a promontory lamp 
located in the Katsura Imperial 
Villa. [Source: Kyoto Tsushinsha 
Press, 70-71]



Enshu brought back the Shoin style architecture in his tearoom design compared 

to Rikyu and Oribe.  As a disciple of Oribe who attempted in forcefully merging 

the Soan and Shoin style in his tearoom, Enshu developed a style where only his 

host area of his Shoin style tearoom was Soan style.173  This innovative combina-

tion created an atmosphere not as dark and humble as Rikyu’s style and an at-

mosphere not as bold and stout as Oribe’s style.  Bosen was brighter, more open, 

and larger than the typical tearooms acknowledged before his time.  Bosen con-

sisted a total of twelve tatami mats; where three were for the host to prepare tea 

and the remaining nine were for the guests (Fig. 106).174  Compared to Rikyu’s cha 

no yu style where one tatami mat sufficed for one person and their personal 

space, Enshu aspired for a more comfortable and spacious tearoom.  The atmos-

phere may have been more at ease, but hierarchy within the space still existed as 

in Oribe’s cha no yu.  The three tatami mats that were laid vertically against the 

six horizontally aligned kinin seki, the main guests’ seating area, were the shoban 

seki for the attendants.  
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Figure 106: the layout of the Bosen at the Daitoku-ji, Kohou-an.  
[Source: Copyright goo, 2007]

Figure 105: a site plan of the Bosen at the Daitoku-ji, Kohou-an.           
[Source: Copyright goo, 2007]



Behind the shoban seki was the stepped engawa that opened up to the garden, 

which also served as a unique entrance for the guests.  At the engawa, or the cor-

ridor that was an intermediate space between the interior of the room and gar-

den, was a feature window that centered itself between two tatami mats.  The 

upper half of the window was covered with shoji screens but the bottom half was 

left open so that the guests would be presented with a particular view of the gar-

den at eye level when seated for the tea ceremony (Fig.107).175  The visitor could 

only enjoy that specific scenery when participating in the cha no yu.  The window 

was arranged in a way that the view was directed to focus on the tsukubai and 

tourou, two fundamental and typical elements associated with tea gardens.  En-

shu manipulated his creative architectural skills, as in this “framed” view, in his 

tearooms so that it did not merely resemble a traditional shoin room.  The room 

may have been based upon the Shoin style, but he had not abandoned the Soan 

practice of tea where guests bowed to use the washbasin and enter the tearoom.  
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Figure 107: the framed view of the garden 
from the Bosen at the Daitoku-ji, Kohou-an.                                                    
[Source: Kyoto Tsushinsha Press, 59]



The tokonoma was a full tatami mat size with an opening on the sidewall toward 

the sadoguchi, the host’s entrance (Fig. 108).  It was Enshu’s typical tearoom lay-

out to place the tokonoma and host area next to each other.  Another opening at 

the bottom of the wall adjacent to the temae tatami let light in to illuminate where 

the host prepared tea.  There were no nakabashira or sodekabe, middle post or wing 

wall, attached to the tokonoma to segregate the space between the host and guest.  

The flat ceiling was moderately low, but the gracefully assembled wooden 

boards made the tearoom feel spacious and open.  The cream-colored wall cover-

ings and wooden boards painted in white pigments reflected the light and made 

the space look even brighter and uplifting (Fig. 109).176  
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Figure 109: a perspective shot of Koho-an, 
Bosen’s interior.                                         
[Source: Copyright WABI Design, 2009]

Figure 108: an interior view of the tokonoma 
and temae tatami at the Koho-an, Bosen.                          
[Source CASA, 037]



Enshu was able to create a distinctive cha no yu of his own, an aesthetic style of 

elegance, while utilizing qualities from his precedent tea masters like Rikyu’s 

simplicity and Oribe’s formality as a base.  The kirei sabi concept preserved many 

structural aspects of Oribe’s teachings such as hierarchy in seating arrangements, 

respectable distance between the host and guests, and spirit of hospitality and to 

entertain.  Enshu’s kirei sabi though, selectively took away Oribe’s certain aes-

thetic qualities such as distorted tea bowls, bold and colorful use of materials, 

and dramatic combinations of the Soan and Shoin style.  “He placed priority on 

harmony among individuals, between mankind and utensils, and even among 

the utensils themselves.”  Also by sensibly incorporating seasons in his cha no yu 

sessions, Enshu made it easier for the guests to understand and follow through 

the practice. 177   

Rikyu’s tearoom appeared to be a place for meditation in every respect due to his 

deep philosophy on wabi cha.  Oribe’s tearoom was a place for amusement due to 

his determination of pleasing his higher authorities.  Enshu’s tearoom was much 

more light-hearted and conveyed a place for socialization.  It had an atmosphere 

that suggested and advocated social interactions.  In addition to his kirei sabi phi-

losophies, he had the sensitivity of bringing in all the participants together by 

more than just the interest of tea.  His chado was insightful of subtle notions like 

always placing the host mat close to the guests so that they could visibly enjoy 

the tea preparation.  By presenting the procedure of tea making to the guests in a 

liberal manner, they became more involved in the activity metaphysically.  Enshu 

was able to achieve the decomposing of Rikyu’s Soan style that Oribe could not 

truly accomplish to recreate his kirei sabi cha no yu.   
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Chapter 9.4:  Rikyu versus Oribe versus Enshu

The first four sections of Chapter Nine discussed the distinctive styles and phi-

losophies of Sen no Rikyu, Furuta Oribe, and Kobori Enshu in their cha no yu.  It 

analyzed their approach in design concepts and methods with examples of their 

architectural achievements.  Each section justified how the given functional qual-

ity of “meditation,” “amusement,” and “socialization” expressed their way of life 

as a tea master. 

In this final section of Chapter Nine, the cha no yu style and aesthetics of the three 

tea masters will be compared with each other using three tearooms that each de-

signed: Sen no Rikyu’s Myoki-an, Taian, Furuta Oribe’s Yabunouchi, Ennan, and 

Kobori Enshu’s Konchi-in, Hassouseki.  The three tearooms were not selected by 

its individual reputation, but by its comparative qualities with one another.  Each 

masterwork articulated the tea masters’ distinctive features, atmospheric quality 

and cha no yu attitude.

As shown in the site plans below, all three tearooms were part of a larger archi-

tectural component (Fig.110, 111, and 112).  Rikyu’s Taian, believed to be once 

part of his own residence also located in the Myoki-an Temple, was relocated to 

the south end of the Myoki-an during the Momoyama Period.  Oribe’s Ennan 

was given to Yabunouchi Jyouchi as a gift and was later reconstructed at the 

Yabunouchi residence.  Enshu’s Konchi-in, Hassouseki was actually a renovation 

of an existing tearoom at the Konchi-in temple that was completed in 1628.178  
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Figure 110: site plan of Sen no Rikyu’s 
Myokian, Taian.                                                  
[Source: Copyright City Life Properties, 
2005] + edited by author

Figure 111: site plan of Furuta Oribe’s        
Yabunouchi, Ennan.                                             
[Source: Copyright City Life Properties, 
2005] + edited by author

Figure 112: site plan of Kobori Enshu’s 
Konnichiin, Hassouseki.                                                
[Source: Copyright Geocities, 2007]          
+ edited by author



The fumi ishi, or stepping-stones, found at the roji of each tearoom should be ex-

amined before the layout of the plans.  The fumi ishi were designed with inten-

tions to prepare their guests for the tea ceremony.  It was the “approach” that 

took them to their destination, the tearoom.  Rikyu’s roji of the Taian in the 

Myoki-an temple were arranged in a simple and natural manner.  The stepping-

stones were almost situated flush and blended with the ground (Fig. 113).  After 

every turn around the Taian, appeared a yosejiki ishi, where smaller stepping-

stones in various shapes and sizes were put together to compose a path (Fig. 

114).179  In both cases though, the fumi ishi were subtle and mutual in color and 

size and looked natural on the site. 
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Figure 114: one of the two arrays of 
the yosejiki ishi at the Taian.    
[Source: Copyright Geocities, 2007] 

Figure 113: the larger and more 
spaced-out fumi ishi at the Taian. 
[Source: Copyright So-net, 2007]



Oribe’s roji at his Yabunouchi, Ennan was noticeably different from Rikyu’s 

Taian.  His fumi ishi were more rapidly positioned and intentionally looked artifi-

cial (Fig. 111 and115).  “Oribe stated that stepping stones should never be of 

equal length and required the use of stones of varying length and volume so as to 

create an interesting design.  He also favored the use of multi-colored stones and 

stone slabs that contained natural patterns of lines and crevices, which formed a 

‘scenery’ on the surface.”180  While Rikyu avoided any materials that may cause 

disturbance in the meditative experience, Oribe planted beautiful flowers and 

fragrant fruit-bearing trees along the roji.  Oribe also dramatically placed a thick 

layer of red pine needles on the fumi ishi as if to resemble a red carpet, where 

Rikyu utilized various-colored pine needles to be naturally scattered on the roji. 
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Figure 115: the fumi ishi at the Yabunouchi Ennan. 
[Source:Copyright  Kyoto Kankou Kyoukai, 2009]



Enshu’s roji at the Hassouseki of the Konchi-in temple was distinctive from 

Rikyu’s natural-look or Oribe’s artificial-look.  His fumi ishi were harmoniously 

the same in size and color (except for a number of lengthy stone slabs) and all 

round.  As shown in the previous site plan, each was placed so closely together 

that the stones became a path rather than stepping-stones (Fig. 112).

From here on, the tearooms will not be compared in chronological order but ac-

cording to its size.   Rikyu’s Taian was nijyou (2 tatami mats space), Enshu’s Has-

souseki was sanjyou daime (3¾ tatami mats space), and Oribe’s Ennan yonjyou 

daime (4¾ tatami mats space).  Hassouseki was one of Enshu’s smallest tearooms 

and did not represent his typical large spaces like the Bosen in the Koho-an tem-

ple.  Though in another aspect, Oribe’s Ennan was about the same size as the 

Hassouseki if the shoban seki in blue was not considered as the general space.  The 

orange arrow depicted the guests’ entrance, in this case, all nijiriguchi.  The yel-

low arrow depicted the sadoguchi, where the hosts entered.  The green and purple 

shadings showed where the tokonoma and hanging shelves were in the plan.  
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Figure 116: (left) Rikyu'’s Myoki-an, Taian. (middle) Enshu’s Hassouseki. (right) Oribe’s Ennan.  
[Source: drawing by author]



Taian’s plan to the left in Figure 116 was simple and minimal.  The space was ex-

tremely small but the tokonoma has the deepest depth out of the three.  Like the 

Bosen, Hassouseki’s entrance was located near the midst of the space and not at 

the typical edge, which was considered as standard in tearooms.  Enshu believed 

that this design was useful in indicating where the main or higher-ranked guests 

sat from that of the lower-ranked guests.  The Ennan’s three tatami mats were 

interestingly arranged in one way along the tokonoma.  Oribe’s acknowledged in-

vention, the shobanseki with a wood board extension was at the south edge so that 

the space could be easily taken out from the tearoom.  The shobanseki gave the us-

ers the ability to expand or contract the size of their tearooms. 

Okakura Tenshin described Rikyu’s Taian in his Book of Tea as:

! “The tea room is unimpressive in appearance.  It is smaller than the 

! smallest of Japanese houses, while the materials used in its construction !

! are intended to give the suggestion of refined poverty.  Yet we must re!

! member that all this is the result of profound artistic forethought, and that !

! the details have been worked out with care perhaps even greater than that 

! expended on the building of the richest palaces and temples…”181 !
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Rikyu controlled the darkness of the room by using minimal and small window 

openings.   Figure 123 volumetrically compared the wall openings (shaded in 

light blue) of the three tearooms in relation to its general space.  Rikyu’s win-

dows were reserved in size and layout with a very linear arrangement.  The 

space was also contained and dense with its low ceiling, mere two tatami-mats 

flooring, and subtle door to enter.  Similarly in Figure 124, the volumetric com-

parison between the three tearooms was on the recessed areas (shaded in gray) 

such as the tokonoma and roof alcoves.  The tokonoma of Rikyu’s Taian was the 

shortest in height and width, but had the most depth.  The deep niches created a 

dim yet dimensional atmosphere that was mysterious, murky, and austere, and 

converted the practice of cha no yu to be very meditative.  Within the small space, 

he was able to achieve an infinite black hole.   The spiritual ritual took place in 

silence where each gulp of the guest could be heard staggeringly to the host.  
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Figure 117 (left): the tokonoma of Rikyu’s Myoki-an, Taian. [Source: Copyright HOUSECO, 2009]  
Figure 118 (right): the interior view of the nijiriguhchi, opposite from the tokonoma.                   
[Source: Copyright OMOTESENKE Fushin'an Foundation, 2005]



While all three tearooms were “destinations” from the  “entry” and through the 

roji, the Taian depicted a “final destination.”  The secluded space kept the mate-

rial world out and maintained sacredness within.  Compared to the other two 

tearooms, Taian’s interior space took almost no relation with the exterior space.  

There were no in-between space or mutual space that was shared by the inside 

and outside.  Once entered, the tearoom became an independently contained 

space in itself (Fig. 117 and 118).     

Landscape designer, Nomura Kanji expressed Enshu’s style as:

!  “Radiance and openness are the expression of Enshu’s aesthetic sense, !

! kirei sabi, in contrast to the more traditional tea atmosphere of austerity !

! and darkness… extraordinary inclusion of so many windows became !

! known as one of the distinct features of Enshu’s very own techniques; so !

! much so that his tearooms were said to hold no dark space at all.” 182
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Figure 120: the nijiriguchi surrounded by large win-
dow openings.  [Source: Kyoto Tsushin Press, 26]

Figure119: the interior view of the tearoom 
upon entering. [Source: Kyoto Tsushin Press, 91]



8 Although Konchi-in, Hassouseki was relatively smaller than the typical tea-

rooms by Enshu, it effectively conveyed his philosophy and style.  With a similar 

architectural language as a base, Enshu’s qualities were complete opposites from 

Rikyu’s.  As Kanji puts it, Enshu had ”no dark space at all” in his tearooms.  The 

Hassouseki was bright and very open with three large windows that extended 

almost entirely across the walls (Fig. 119 and 120).  It even incorporated openings 

on the wall of the tokonoma and the hanging shelves to let light flow in the darker 

areas (Fig. 123).  The comparison of the recessed areas in Figure 124 represented 

that there were no roof alcoves in the Hassouseki.  There was a slanted roof fea-

tured on one side of the room but was flat did not recess like the other two tea-

rooms.  With no dark spaces under the roof structure, the interior space was light 

and not as grave as Rikyu’s Taian.  

The Hassouseki may not have had any framed garden scenery like his Bosen, but 

likewise had a strong inter-relation with the inside and the outside.  Unlike the 

contained Taian that manifested a detached world, Enshu’s Hassouseki was very 

much grounded and exposed the common world- it included the exterior quali-

ties into the tearoom.  The natural light that entered through the large wall open-

ings suggested the time of the day and season of the year.   Enshu’s creation was 

a much more light-hearted and less rigid space that encouraged guests to social-

ize with one another.  Figure 124 showed the smaller elements that accentuated 

the simple room: sodekabe in green and tsuridana in purple.     
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The Omotesenke Fushin'an Foundation explained that:

! “… Oribe, like Rikyu, accepted no authority and was richly and freely !

! creative. In particular Oribe's interest in the spirit of kabuki, which was !

! popular at the time and which had an unfixed form and unusual style, be!

! came part of his chanoyu. It can be seen in his boldly misshapen tea !

! bowls, for example.” 183
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Seprember 26, 2009.

Figure121: the interior view of the tearoom 
with the shobanseki at the left with the angled 
and lowered roof.                                        
[Source: CASA, 041]

Figure 122: the temae za at the north corner, 
where the host prepares tea for the guests.                                                       
[Source: CASA 2, 045]

http://www.omotesenke.jp/english/chanoyu/2_2_1.html
http://www.omotesenke.jp/english/chanoyu/2_2_1.html


Enshu’s eccentric ways can be easily derived from the wall openings in his Yabu-

nouchi, Ennan (Fig. 123).  The sporadic arrangement of windows at different 

height levels was definitely a quality not found in Rikyu or Enshu’s tearooms.  

Compared to the simple form and layout of the Taian and Hassouseki, Oribe’s 

Ennan was unusual and irregular (Fig. 116 and 123).  He attempted to be ground 

breaking and often challenged irrational things to achieve extraordinary aes-

thetic.  There were many famous stories of Oribe’s bizarre acts, but one famous 

one is that he brutally ripped a scroll of Chinese calligraphy painting so that it 

proportionally “fit” better for the tokonoma according to his taste.  

While Oribe’s Ennan had the most wall openings out of the three tearooms, it 

also had the most recessed space.  The tokonoma was the widest in width and 

there were two extended roof alcoves that were fairly deep (Fig. 124).  Unlike 

Rikyu’s dark atmosphere and Enshu’s bright atmosphere, Oribe created a very 

dramatic space incorporating erratic use of light and shadow.  Similarly, his spa-

tial layout was very different and non-traditional.  The tearoom could be seg-

mented as the space for the host, space for the guests, and space for their atten-

dants by the way the tatami mats were arranged and spatial relation treated.  A 

smaller tatami mat was for the humble host, arranged to face the guests who 

were given the largest space (3 tatami mats) with the best view of the tokonoma 

and temae.  The shobanseki was located at the edge behind the main guests and 

tokonoma wall.   As mentioned before, the shobanseki was placed in a way so that 

the tearoom could properly function and form even without it.  Oribe introduced 

the possibility of flexible spatial segmentation and versatile spatial arrangement.  

Temae tatami, kinin tatami, and shobanseki, each had an entrance, which also acted 

as an exit, to maintain distinction and hierarchy between the spaces.
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The host’s space in Oribe’s Ennan had a tsuridana and sodekabe but did not have 

an opening on the sodekabe as in Enshu’s Hassouseki (Fig.119 and 123).  Instead, 

the small space backlit the host preparing tea with its three low windows (Fig. 

121 and 123).  Oribe constantly endeavored innovative ways to entertain his 

guests and make an exciting space that was out of the ordinary.  If Rikyu’s phi-

losophy was stated in a single word in relation to his tearoom, the space was for 

“meditation, Enshu’s for “socialization” and Oribe’s for “amusement.”  
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Figure 123: a diagrammatic comparison  
of wall openings (in light blue) done 
three-dimensionally of the three tearooms: 
Rikyu’s Taian (top), Enshu’s Hassouseki 
(middle), and Oribe’s      Ennan (bottom).                                             
[Source: rendering by author]
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Figure 124: a diagrammatic comparison   
of recessed areas (in light grey) done three-
dimensionally of the three tearooms: 
Rikyu’s Taian (top), Enshu’s Hassouseki 
(middle), and Oribe’s    Ennan (bottom).                                               
[Source: rendering by author]
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Figure 125: a diagrammatic comparison 
of additional elements  (in light green 
and purple) done three-dimensionally of 
the three tearooms: Rikyu’s Taian (top), 
Enshu’s Hassouseki (middle), and 
Oribe’s Ennan (bottom). [Source: render-
ing by author]



Just as the tearooms, tea bowls and utensils designed or commissioned by the tea 

masters manifested their philosophy and design aesthetics.  In a way, it grasped 

the fundamental key elements of their concepts and compressed it in a single ar-

tifact.  Their creations were so influential to the society where the tea bowls they 

designed often set the criterion for the premium class at the time.  Many tea-

houses and tearooms were demolished over the centuries but many tea wares as 

the following figures shown existed.

Sen no Rikyu was very fond of dark and murky colors for his tea bowls, and 

especially favored black.  The style he commissioned was heavy, thickly glazed, 

and in a form that fit comfortably in two hands.  They were usually symmetrical 

but slightly imperfect for Rikyu specifically requested the tea bowls to be molded 

by hand instead of utilizing the wheel.  He aspired a naturally imperfect wabi sabi 

aesthetics for his teabowls as in his teahouses.  One of his most praised work, ku-

roraku chawan, “shunkan” by master ceramicist, Chojiro resembled the Myokian, 

Taian with its grasping blackness that mesmerized the guest into a black hole 

(Fig.126).  
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Figure 126: one of Rikyu’s tea                
bowls, kuroraku chawan “Shunkan”             
[Source: Nihon no Kokoro, 120]

Figure 127: another one of Rikyu’s    
tea bowl, kuroraku chawan, “Mukiguri”                        
[Source: Nihon no Kokoro, 112]



Furuta Oribe’s collections of tea bowls were distinctive and clearly had different 

qualities from Rikyu’s.  He was keen of irregular forms and often distorted the 

tea bowls to make them drastically asymmetrical (Fig. 128).  From its unique 

form that resembled a shoe, the bowls with such wide openings were called kut-

sugata, or shoe-shaped (Fig. 129).  Unusual patterns made in black, white, and 

green were also a common trend of Oribe gonomi, or Oribe’s taste.  In the disci-

pline of today’s cha no yu, the term Oribe gonomi and Oribe yaki still refers to tea 

ceramics in the style of Oribe’s aesthetics.  The dramatic form and color resem-

bled the dramatic shadow play and entertainment that was performed in his tea-

room and cha no yu.  His teabowls had an astounding appeal which enhanced the 

beauty of the green in the matcha (Fig. 130).
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Figure 128 (above left): one of Oribe’s praised 
tea bowls, kuro oribe, urokomon kutsu chawan                     
[Source: Yabe, 12]                                             
Figure 129 (above right): another one of 
Oribe’s tea bowl, kuro oribe chawan.                                          
[Source: Yabe, 54]                                             
Figure 130 (lower left): an image of Oribe’s tea 
bowl with matcha.                                       
[Source: Yabe, 13]



The “jyumonji” tea bowl came with another one of Oribe’s unordinary stories 

(Fig. 131 and 132).  It is said that Oribe sliced the oversized tea bowl in four 

pieces and affixed it to his aesthetic taste.184  He was known for such eccentric 

acts to truly achieve what he desired.  His dynamic ways and distorted tea bowl 

forms depicted his tearooms with dramatic effects.  

Unlike Rikyu and Oribe’s dark colored tea bowls, Enshu favored lighter colors 

with delicate decorations on them that depicted the front of the bowl (Fig. 133 

and 134).  The form of the bowls were much more graceful and not as weighty 

physically or visually.  The rim of the bowls was elegantly curved thinner for the 

comfort of the users in comparison to the other two tea master’s creations.  The 

emphasis on the existence of the tea bowls were much heavier for Rikyu and 

Oribe.  Enshu aspired a chanoyu that was much more casual and light-hearted.  

His tea wares were always aesthetically pleasing for the general public and 

brightened the participants in spirit.  He also brought in the sensitivity to incor-

porate seasons in the design which was never done before by the other tea mas-
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184 Yakimono Zakkicho, “Ido Chawan Database,” Fujinobi Media Factory, 
http://www15.plala.or.jp/koimari-bi/html/ido_data.html, Accessed September 28, 2009.

Figure 131: front view of Oribe’s     
“jyumonji” tea bowl.                       
[Source: Copyright MOBY Studio, 2009]

Figure 132:: top view of Oribe’s 
“jyumonji” tea bowl.                                                                                   
[Source: Nihon no Kokoro, 102]



ters.  Enshu’s tea bowls represented his tearoom that encouraged guests to min-

gle and socialize.   

   

From the analysis done in the previous chapters, Figure 135 is a chart that breaks 

down the qualities of Sen no Rikyu, Furuta Oribe, and Kobori Enshu’s philoso-

phy and aesthetic nature in various aspects.  The derived qualities would be the 

fundamental factors that will direct the design of the three spaces: meditation, 

amusement, socialization.  The goal was to create a single teahouse that was able 

to transform in to the three functional concepts that represented each tea master.  

With the background research of traditional and contemporary teahouses and its 

history, significance, and relationship with different (physical and metaphysical) 

matters, the essence of cha no yu and chashitsu was explored.  Wabi sabi qualities 

that captured the traditional Japanese aesthetics were interpreted as “incom-

pleteness, impermanence, and imperfection” found in the qualities of light and 

shadow, materiality, and space.  Consistent qualities like general simplicity, mod-

ern manner, and modular ways in teahouses and tearooms would be invariables 

throughout the changing formulas, or transformations.
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Figure 134: another one of Enshu’s 
elegant tea bowls [Source: Copyright 
Fuji Television Netowrk, 2006]

Figure 133: one of Enshu’s tea bowl, 
“gohon tachizuru chawan”                      
[Source: Yabe, 98]   



Tea Master Sen no Rikyu                   
千利休                         

(1522-1591)

Furuta Oribe                     
古田織部                       

(1545-1615)

Kobori Enshu                   
小堀遠州                        

(1579-1647)

philosophy wabi sabi "Oribe gonomi" kirei sabi

light and 
shadow

dark, enclosed                
minimal/ small open-
ings

dark and bright                      
sporadic openings

bright, open                    
large openings

materiality unfinisehd, natural                   
rustic, bare

mixture of rustic and 
refined,  forcefully ad-
justed/ fixed

refined, clean

space small,                           
naturally symetrical

versatile,                           
dramatically assy-
metriccal

spacious,  harmoni-
ously assymetrical

exterior/ inte-
rior relation-
ship

none; interior space is 
contained

some; to make interior 
space experience dra-
matic

abundant; spaces are 
very inter-related

key elements nijiri guchi                         
(crawl-in entry)

shobanseki　                     

(secondary seating)

"framed" scenery,                 
relation to seasons

style minimalistic distorted, irregular sophisticated

concept austere, grave, simple free, rebellious, eccen-
tric

graceful, elegant
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Figure 135: a comparison chart of the aesthetic qualities of Sen no Rikyu, Furuta Oribe, and Kobori Enshu 
by analyzing their tearooms and tea bowls.



Chapter 10.0:  Design Analytique

! "To European architects brought to the traditions of stone and brick !!

! construction,... [the] Japanese method of building with wood and bamboo !

! seems scarcely worthy to be ranked as architecture," but "the simplicity of !

! the tearoom and its freedom from vulgarity make it truly a sanctuary from 

! the vexations of the outer world."185

The essence of the Japanese teahouse and the ritual that’s practiced in it are ex-

quisite and exclusive to Japan.  It appears to be straightforward and simple but 

convey layers of philosophical and metaphysical profundities.  Japanese aesthet-

ics find beauty in incompleteness, impermanence, and imperfection.  Such “defi-

ciency” is controlled in a minimalistic, yet pristine way to display naturalness 

albeit a contrived one.  Whether traditional or contemporary, a Japanese teahouse 

must embrace and execute the contemplative wabi sabi aesthetics for it to be a 

true sanctuary.  The challenge of the thesis’s design analytique was how to ex-

press such profound qualities without imitating traditional teahouses or replicat-

ing extant modern interpretations.  

In order to achieve a transcendental experience in respect of the Way of Tea, the 

construction aspired to be portable rather than an immobile temporary installa-

tion.  Strong emphasis was placed on transportability and transformation in my 

final investigations of recreating the essences of traditional Japanese teahouses in 

three “functional” spaces.  
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185 Okakura, 182.



The image above was the first conceptual model made in the design phase (Fig. 

136).  The idea was to create a portable component that had the capability to 

transform into three functional spaces that represented the three tea masters: Sen 

no Rikyu’s place for “meditation,” Furuta Oribe’s place for “amusement” and 

Kobori Enshu’s place for “socialization.”   Those functional terms were not only 

limited to their perspective in cha no yu, but holistically grasped the deep phi-

losophy and aesthetic styles of each tea master.  The conceptual model experi-

mented in size expansion and possible variations of expression that could be de-

rived from the diagonal wood pieces.  By overlapping the panels with diagonal 

wood pieces in opposite directions, the smallest space was made to represent 

Rikyu’a style: a darker, denser, and more contained interior space (Fig. 136, at the 

left).  The space then expanded double in size with no frames overlapping.  The 

walls separating the space from the outside were more permeable and the direc-

tions of the diagonal wood pieces were oriented either vertically or horizontally.   

The unpredictable pattern depicted Oribe’s style: an irregular space with dra-

matic shadow play (Fig 136, in the middle).  And finally, the last transformation 

aligned all the edges of the diagonal wood pieces so that the space was sur-

rounded by continuous lines.  The quadrupled space then represented Enshu’s 
!
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Figure 136: preliminary physical model of the three transformative space. ! ! ! !
[Source: photography and edit by author.]



style: an expansive, open, and harmonious space (Fig. 136, at the right).  Made of 

bass wood, the simple model included eight square frames (with diagonal wood 

pieces) that came in a pair of two with a pivoting feature in between.  The di-

mension of the square was roughly composed of two tatami mats put together, 

2000mm x 2000 mm ( about 6 feet 6 inches by 6 feet 6 inches.)  The significance of 

modularity, especially from the tatami mat, was clearly apparent in the traditional 

teahouses and was to be maintained in the space; although the modular unit was 

not yet fixed at this preliminary phase.  

The design development first investigated 

possible construction methods that could en-

gineer three transformative spaces.   Figure 

137 are conceptual sketches of three different 

methods.  Method A depicts a “shopping 

cart” method where certain models could be 

composed with certain pieces from a large 

selection of elements.  Some pieces could be 

used in all three compositions, while some 

may be only used once.  Method B consists of 

a dominant component that can flexibly be 

used for all three configurations.  Method C 

is a basic model that can be arranged into the 

three compositions by adding or subtracting 

elements.  The different methods were con-

ceptual ideas to help examine the possible 

approaches in designing the spaces.
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Figure 137: conceptual sketches of possi-
ble construction methods.                  
[Source: sketches by author.]



The following images are three of many collages made from the study model 

photographs (Fig. 138, 139 and 140).  While the diagonal strips had decreased in 

number to distinguish the entrance/exit of the space, a sliding mechanism was 

integrated in addition to the pivoting feature.  The idea was to simplify the as-

sembly and disassembly with less loose pieces; 2 three-piece elements and 1 two-

piece element were used rather than 4 two-piece elements.  A base that was 

unfold-able into larger pieces to accommodate the transforming floor plan was 

included in the design as well.
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Figure 138: collage of study model photos taken under broad daylight.                                                                
[Source: photography and edit by author.]
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Figure 139: collage of study model photos taken inside with controlled light.                                         
[Source: photography and edit by author.]
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Figure 140: collage of study model photos taken inside with a single spotlight.                                         
[Source: photography and edit by author.]



In this phase, different use of light and shadow, materiality, and space was inves-

tigated.   Figure 138, 139, and 140 were the study models made in plastic, wood, 

and metal, respectively from left column to right.  Materials that absorbed light 

was preferred over materials that reflected light due to its versatile aesthetic for 

the changing functions.  The experimentation proved that the interior space and 

its shadows were not affected enough for each transformation.  The transforma-

tion was not a “spatial change,” but more of a “phase change.”  In order to pro-

duce more distinguishable characteristics in the visual quality from inside the 

space and for the experience of the occupants, sheer fabric was incorporated as 

an additional element.

The three images in Figure 141 portrayed the different use of fabric and metal 

panels for each transformation.  Application of the panels were easily done, but 

the application of the sheer fabric stretching out across the framework was ex-

tremely difficult to achieve with the tension of the fabric causing the frail model 

to falter.  The additional element had to be more workable for tentative installa-

tions.  Differences in the transformation were definitely more obvious by incor-

porating new elements, but they were not fundamental qualities.  “Adding” a 

variable was only “accessorizing” the model and not achieving a genuine trans-

formation.  A more qualitative change that was part of the entity was needed.
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Figure 141:  digitally super-imposed fabric and metal panel on the study model  photos                         
[Source: photography and edit by author].



More fundamental differences between the transformative spaces were achieved 

by carefully analyzing the following in relation to the comparison chart of the 

philosophical and aesthetic qualities of Sen no Rikyu, Furuta Oribe, and Kobori 

Enshu (Fig. 135.):

! ! Space

! ! ! - area

! ! ! - form

! ! ! - indoor/outdoor relationship

! ! ! - spatial density

! !

! ! Materiality

! ! ! - membrane porosity

! ! ! - aesthetic balance/ quality

! ! ! - translucency/ transparency

! ! ! - light absorption/ reflection

! !

! ! Light and Shadow

! ! ! - brightness/ darkness

! ! ! - shadow effect

! ! ! - spatial/ material articulation
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In addition to the aesthetic challenge of achieving three functional spaces, there 

was the compositional challenge.  Many conceptual studies and physical models 

were constructed throughout the design process (Fig. 142).  Along with trans-

formability and portability, easy installation was another architectural quality 

considered for the final design analytique.  The ichigo ichie spirit was reflected in 

the design interpretation by its capability to assemble and disassemble again 

while manipulating different functional expressions.  To achieve practicality 

along with the simple yet sophisticated qualities of a Japanese teahouse was one 

of the most difficult challenge.  The form and function both had to find consen-

sus in the final solution.
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Figure 142:  a collage of sketches during the design analytique.                                     
[Source: sketches by author].



The pivoting and sliding mechanisms in the previous models made the detailed 

configuration too gadgety and resembled a mass-manufactured product.  Com-

plicated mechanisms took away the essence of a humble traditional teahouse.  

The following models attempted to simplify the configuration using more basic 

methods.       

Figure 143 displayed the complete set of the revised model made out of plastic.  

The square frames were now treated as a single panel that could be easily in-

stalled by sliding them in on a rigid double track system that came in parts (Fig. 

144 and 145).  The framework was composed of separate elements where a cor-

ner could be clasped to another corner or lengthened by adding on an extension 

track.  The panels and corner double tracks were locked in place by an L-shaped 

“column” that vertically slid down in between the space where the corners and 

single or double panels met.
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Figure 143 (left):  the entire set of pieces for the double-track system.;  Figure 144 (upper right): the four 
panels sliding in the double track framework. Figure 145 (lower right): a closer view of the corner edge. 
[Source: photography by author].



Although simplified in construction method, the double track system was too 

bulky to convey the essence of a traditional teahouse.  The subtlety and fragility 

that existed in the preliminary models were gone.  The thick profile did not trans-

late the functional spaces being transformable or portable.  Continuing to de-

velop on a systematic method, the following model took out the rigid framework 

and incorporated a system within the primary elements.  Each panel had an an-

gled corner with a magnetic strip so that additional fixtures were unnecessary.  

Exploded configurations and two-dimensional diagrammatic drawings were 

drawn out in detail to ensure functionality in the transformable spaces.
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Figure 146:  the set of pieces for the “angled corner” model 
[Source: photography by author].

Figure 147: closer view of the panels with angled edges. 
[Source: photography by author].
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A drawback of the previous model was that not “everything in the box” was 

used.  Meaning, every single piece or element was not used for every transforma-

tion.   Such favorable attribute that was present in the preliminary phases disap-

peared during the design development.  The design itself also drifted away from 

the wabi sabi  aesthetics: beauty of incompleteness, impermanence, imperfection.  

The inner spiritual quality of the chashitsu was not manifested in the model con-

figurations at all.  The most crucial factor was that the differences of the three tea 

masters’ styles were not distinguishable enough.  

The analytic design finally came to an approach that captured the traditional 

manner of Japanese aesthetics: a transformation that conveyed the subtle yet 

definite differences of quality from one to another.  Since the goal was to utilize 

“everything in the box,” the materiality of the pieces could not alter individually 

for each transformation.  Though by manipulating layers, the membrane porosity 

altered, producing different materialistic effects, shadow effects, spatial density, 

and aesthetic balance.
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Figure 148: conceptual model of transformation by 
manipulating layers. [Source: rendering by author].



!
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Figure 149: rendering image of space for “meditation” representing Sen no Rikyu’s style and philosophy. 
[Source: rendering by author].

Figure 150: Individual pieces blown up from the composition of space for “meditation.”         
[Source: rendering by author].
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Figure 151: rendering image of space for “amusement” representing Furuta Oribe’s style and philosophy. 
[Source: rendering by author].

Figure 152: Individual pieces blown up from the composition of space for “amusement.”                         
[Source: rendering by author].
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Figure 153 (left column): rendering shots depicting Furuta Oribe’s flexibility in spatial segmentation.; 
Figure 154 (right column): rendering shots depicting Furuta Oribe’s flexibility in spatial contraction 
and expansion [ Source: rendering by author].

Figure 155 (left column): diagrammatic plan that follows Fig. 150.; Figure 156 (right column): a diagram-
matic plan that follows Fig. 151. the shaded area depicts area of spatial expansion.                                   
[Source: drawing by author].
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Figure 158: Individual pieces blown up from the composition of space for “socialization.”  
[Source: rendering by author].

Figure 157: rendering image of space for “socialization” representing Kobori Enshu’s style and philosophy. 
[Source: rendering by author].



Chapter 10.1:  Final Design Analytique on the Teahouse 

The final interpretation of the thesis developed a total of four configurations; 

Rikyu and Enshu having one each and Oribe having two alternatives.  The trans-

formative functional spaces are simple and insightful.  There were no innovative 

mechanisms to be figured out, or morphing forms to be introduced.  With no ad-

ditional pieces, the final design meditation on the teahouse consists of thirteen 

individual elements as shown and labeled in Figure 159.  All pieces are flat to be-

gin with or can be made flat and packable for transportability.  The dimensions of 

the elements approximately follow the module of traditional Japanese tatami 

mats: 1000 mm X 2000 mm (about 3’-3” by 6’-6”).  Other than piece A4 and B4, all 

elements are double the module, approximately 2000 mm X 2000 mm.  

The complete set of thirteen elements assemble in multiple ways to transform 

into different compositions using traditional Japanese joineries.  Page 179 shows 

the general joineries such as ai kaki (cross lap joint), kanegata sanmai hozo (open 

mortise and tenon), and hamekomi (dado joint), which are utilized in all four ex-

pressions of “teahouses.”  The transformation of the spaces were accomplished 

by manipulating the orientation and layering of medias to affect the overall form, 

spatial density, shadow play, membrane porosity, and use of space.
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As in traditional Japanese architecture, all elements consisting wood either uses 

sugi (Japanese cedar) or hinoki (Japanese cypress).  Elements X1, A1-A4, and B1-

B4 are composed of sugi for its strength, rot resistance, and low cost.  Elements 

D1 and D2 are composed of hinoki for also its structural strength and durability 

against wear.  
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Figure 159: an array of labeled individual pieces in the final design.                                           



Element X1 is a versatile piece that can be used as a base or roof piece.  As dia-

grammed in Figure 160, the piece can be separated into up to four pieces utilizing 

the ai kaki (cross lap joint) joinery.  While it can be four pieces, the element also 

have the capability of being one, two, or three pieces.  The porosity and rigidity 

of the piece(s) can be easily controlled depending on its use by the occupant with 

just this one element.
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Figure 160:  an exploded diagram of piece X1, showing the four 
pieces that can be generated using the ai kaki (cross lap joint) joinery.                                                           
[Source: rendering by author]



All elements of the A and B series are composed of solely wood pieces and trans-

lucent acrylic panels.  Consistent intervals of 20 mm (about 3/4 inch) diameter 

holes are punctured through the thin sheet of acrylic, creating a visual pattern on 

the surface (Fig. 161).  The multiple holes allow more air circulation within the 

constructed space, but it also aids in holding the acrylic panel and horizontal 

wood pieces together.  The frosted acrylic panel is sandwiched between the 

lengthy sugi wood pieces using wood dowels that tightly penetrate through the 

layers and stay affixed with no other mechanism such as nails or adhesives (Fig. 

162).      
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Figure 161: an image of A1 showing the wood 
rods  fixing the horizontal wood pieces in place.                           
[Source: rendering by author]

Figure 162  an exploded configuration of A1 at 
the bottom of the panel.                                                                      
[Source: rendering by author]



Elements C1 and C2 are fabricated out of recycled paper compressed under high 

pressure and finished with weather resilient coating.  The material allows the 

panels to be light in weight yet strong enough to be used as a base or roof piece.   

Mainly used as a floor, Piece C2 can be unfolded into double its original size (Fig. 

160).  Similarly, C1 can unfold, but also can detach into half or one fourth the size 

and be attached with imohagi (butt joint) joinery to provide flexibility in the floor 

plan.  One side of the C1 and C2 panels are composed of recycled paper with 

mixed fibers, while the other side are composed of recycled white washi paper.  

The different faces can be used at different times to offer more expressions in the 

the spaces created.  D1 and D2 are assembled as right angled pieces but can be 

folded, laid flat, and transported easily (Fig. 161).  The dimension of the horizon-

tal pieces in section is 20mm X 100mm (about 3/4” X 4”) compared to the wood 

pieces in the A and B series being 40mm by 40mm (about 1-1/2” X 1-1/2”).  D1 

and D2’s wide horizontal pieces are positioned in 100 mm intervals with a 20mm 

diameter rod.                     

! ! ! !
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Figure 163:  a diagram displaying 
piece C2 unfolding into twice its original size.                                                        
[Source: rendering by author]

Figure 164:  pieces D1 and D2 are capable of folding 
in half so that it can be easily transported.                     
[Source: rendering by author] 



 
!
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Figure 168: Joinery B (kanegata sanmai hozo, open 
mortise and tenon) when assembled.                           
[Source: rendering by author]

Figure 167: Joinery B (kanegata sanmai hozo, open 
mortise and tenon) before the right piece horizon-
tally slides in to the left piece.                                       
[Source: rendering by author]

Figure 166: Joinery A (ai kaki, cross lap joint) 
when assembled.   [Source: rendering by author]

Figure 165: Joinery A (ai kaki, cross lap joint) be-
fore the left piece vertically slides in to the right 
piece.   [Source: rendering by author]

Figure 169 (left): Joinery C (hamekomi, dado joint) when assembled; the horizontal metal pieces fit in be-
tween the horizontal wood pieces.  Figure 170 (right): another example of Joinery C; the acrylic sheets 
vertically slide in between the opposing element’s horizontal wood pieces                                                                                                                                 
[Source: rendering by author] 
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Figure 171:  final rendering of space for “meditation” representing Sen no Rikyu’s style and philosophy in 
his cha no yu.    [Source: rendering by author]. 



Sen no Rikyu’s approach to cha no yu was spiritual.  As mentioned in chapter 

4.3, Rikyu perfected wabi cha by taking everything to its limits like no precedents 

did.  He experimented in the practice of tea, many aspects of architecture, ce-

ramic works, and even tea utensils.  Rikyu was considered a ground breaking ar-

chitect for his capability in breaking all the standards that existed in the way of 

tea. With his deep philosophies and Zen Buddhist background, Rikyu aspired the 

tea ceremony to be a transcendental experience.  By simplifying the rules, Rikyu 

converted the practice into a formalized ascetic ritual.  He minimized the space, 

controlled the admission of sunlight, and limited the number of participants.  

The tearooms Rikyu created were one of the darkest, smallest and almost eerie.  

When one entered the dense and contained space, the room became another 

world- it took them to a spiritual state, detaching them from the material world.
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Figure 172: final design analytique of space for “meditation.”  [Source: rendering by author]. 
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Figure 174:  exploded diagram of the “meditation” space representing Sen no Rikyu’s style.                                           
[Source: rendering by author]

Figure 173:  color diagram reference for Figure 174.                                                                       
[Source: rendering by author]
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Figure 177:  a close-up of detail R2- combination of 
Joinery A, B, and C. [Source: rendering by author]. 

Figure 176:  a close-up of detail R1- combination of 
Joinery A and B.  [Source: rendering by author].           

Joinery A: ai kaki (cross lap joint) 
Joinery B: kanegata sanmai hozo                                                                    
(open mortise and tenon)                            
Joinery C: hamekomi (dado joint)

Figure 175:  a diagram showing the joinery types in reference to page 181 for Sen no Rikyu’s “meditation” 
space. [Source: rendering by author]. 



By double layering the panels and using a solid piece for its roof, the “medita-

tion” space produced a compact spatial density (Fig. 178).  The two sheets of 

translucent acrylic panel was closer to opaque, blocking the view out, and con-

fines the space within. With multiple joineries overlapping each other at the cor-

ner, natural light and air that entered the interior space was minimal. 
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Figure 178:  interior shot from the entrance of the confined “meditation” space.                         
[Source: rendering by author]. 



Abundant sun light could only be entered from the small entrance, which de-

picted a nijiri guchi (Fig. 179).  With an opening of approximately 750mm X 

750mm (about 2’-6” X 2’-6”), both the host and guest had to bow upon entering 

like the way Rikyu practiced chado.  D1 acted as a kamae, or structure blocking di-

rect access to the entrance, which was an element Rikyu favored as well.  The 

impermeable walls, floor, and roof created physical compression and psychologi-

cal tension for the occupant.  Like Rikyu’s chashitsu, the tightly enclosed space 

was retained, dark, and isolated one from the outside world.  The secluded space 

emanated a grave ambience suitable for meditation.   
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Figure 179: natural sun light from the nijiri guchi gently lightens the dark interior space.                   
[Source: rendering by author]
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Figure 180: final rendering of space for “amusement” representing Furuta Oribe’s style and philosophy 
in his cha no yu.  [Source: rendering by author]



Furuta Oribe’s approach to cha no yu was unusual.  His principle philosophy in 

the way of tea was not spiritual or serious.  Due to his social status as a tea mas-

ter from the samurai warrior class, Oribe aspired a ritual for entertainment.  His 

style and practice were flexible and easily accommodated to the feudal lord’s de-

sires.  His primary objective in his tea ceremonies was how to amuse his guests.  

He was known for his  innovative ways of incorporating visual arts, performance 

arts, fancy meals, and other entertainments to the “mundane” cultural ritual.  

Oribe’s aesthetic taste was not as simple as Rikyu’s either and was more eccentric 

in some ways.  He preferred irregular forms and patterns in his architecture, art, 

and ceramics.  Oribe was praised for his creativity like his tearoom’s versatile 

spatial use and extraordinary window layout arrangements.  
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Figure 181:  final design analytique of space for “amusement.” [Source: rendering by author].
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Figure 183: exploded diagram of the first “amusement” space representing 
Furuta Oribe’s style.  [Source: rendering by author]

Figure 182:  color diagram reference for Figure 183.                                                                       
[Source: rendering by author]
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Figure 184:  a diagram showing the joinery types in reference to page 181 for Furuta Oribe’s “amusement” 
space.  [Source: rendering by author]. 

Figure 185:  a close-up of detail O1a, which is a 
combination of Joinery A: and B.                        

Figure 186:  a close-up of detail O2a, which is just 
Joinery C. [Source: rendering by author]. 

Joinery A: ai kaki (cross lap joint) 
Joinery B: kanegata sanmai hozo                                                                    
(open mortise and tenon)                            
Joinery C: hamekomi (dado joint)



Oribe’s fondness to irregularity was expressed in the interesting layout  of the 

floor plan and overly exposed roof (Fig. 181 & 187).  The membrane porosity of 

the walls were not consistent, and created a unique view of the surrounding en-

vironment from the inside.  Some walls were vulnerable to natural light and ven-

tilation, while some walls were protected from it.  Oribe’s innovative and crea-

tive style was also conveyed in the flexible use of space.  An extra piece from 

element C1 could be used as a tokonoma area (Fig. 187).  The piece could also eas-

ily transform into a floor extension, expanding the floor area in a similar manner 

to Figure 156.  
!
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Figure 187:  interior shot of the “amusement”space representing Furuta Oribe’s style and philosophy.  
[Source: rendering by author].
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Figure 188:  view of the ceiling from inside Oribe’s “amusement”space.  [Source: rendering by author].
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Figure 189: final rendering of an alternative space for “amusement” representing Furuta Oribe’s style 
and philosophy in his cha no yu.  [Source: rendering by author]



Another alternative configuration for Furuta Oribe’s style, reflecting his spirit of 

always offering versatility in spatial configuration.  Occupants could enjoy ir-

regular shadow patterns from the dynamic linear features (Fig. 189).  Unlike the 

other Oribe option, the entrance of this configuration was large as a typical door 

opening (Fig. 190).  The space did not require the host and guests to bow upon 

entering like Oribe’s teahouse design.  He sometimes took out the concept of ni-

jiri guchi in his architecture so that the samurai warriors with katana swords 

could enter with ease and did not have to go through the hassle of taking it off.  

It also accommodated higher rank officials and lords better so that they did not 

feel humiliated by bowing to enter.  Oribe’s architectural style diminished the ri-

gidity and purism of Rikyu’s style and thrived in vigor instead.
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Figure 190: final design analytique of space for “amusement.” [Source: rendering by author]
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Figure 192: exploded diagram of the second “amusement” space representing Furuta Oribe’s style.  
[Source: rendering by author].

Figure 191:  color diagram reference for Figure 192.                                                                       
[Source: rendering by author]
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Figure 195:  a close-up of detail O2b, which is a 
combination of Joinery A and C at upper half, and   
C only at lower half. [Source: rendering by author]. 

Figure 194:  a close-up of detail O2a, which consist 
of no joinery. [Source: rendering by author]. 

Figure 193:  a diagram showing the joinery types in reference to page 181 for Furuta Oribe’s “amusement” 
space. [Source: rendering by author]. 

Joinery A: ai kaki (cross lap joint) 
Joinery B: kanegata sanmai hozo                                                                    
(open mortise and tenon)                            
Joinery C: hamekomi (dado joint)
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Figure 196:  a slightly different type of hamekomi (dado joint) joinery for Oribe’s alternative “amusement” 
space- the acrylic glass slips in between the extruded wood pieces to stay in place.                                               
[Source: rendering by author].



Element A4 created an interesting partition in the upper half of the interior space 

(Fig. 197).  The unpredictable spatial definition represented Oribe’s spontaneous 

manner in his aesthetics and cha no yu.  The element could also be installed in the 

lower half, making a room.  The two roof pieces that were being held by the ele-

ment could be put away conjointly as a floor base, offering an open space above. 
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Figure 197:  a view from the interior of Oribe’s alternative “amusement” 
space-  Source: rendering by author].
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Figure 198: final rendering of space for “socialization” representing Kobori Enshu’s style and philosophy 
in his cha no yu.  [Source: rendering by author]



Kobori Enshu’s approach to cha no yu was the most harmonious.  More than 

Rikyu or Oribe, Enshu cherished genuine hospitality in his tea ceremonies.  Un-

like Rikyu’s wabi sabi aesthetics of natural and unrefined qualities, Enshu in-

vented a kirei sabi aesthetics that embraced elegant and refined qualities.  His ar-

chitectural style was not driven by what the host wanted like Rikyu, or driven by 

what the guests wanted like Oribe, but was driven by what was best for the 

common good.  Enshu aspired a cha no yu that was serene and light-hearted, and 

that perhaps encouraged the host and guests to socialize.  Sometimes more re-

nowned as a landscape architect, Enshu was a master at naturally integrating pic-

turesque sceneries in his architecture.  The space for “socialization” depicts the 

philosophical and architectural style of Enshu with its openness and lightness.  
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Figure 199: final design analytique of space for “socialization” [Source: rendering by author]. 
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Figure 201:  exploded diagram of the “socialization” space representing Kobori Enshu’s style.  
[Source: rendering by author]. 

Figure 200:  color diagram reference for Figure 201.                                                                       
[Source: rendering by author]
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Figure 203:  a close-up of detail E1, which consist 
of only Joinery A. [Source: rendering by author]. 

Figure 204:  a close-up of detail E2, which is a combina-
tion of Joinery A and C. [Source: rendering by author]. 

Figure 202: a diagram showing the joinery types in reference to page 181 for Kobori Enshu’s “amusement” 
space. [Source: rendering by author]. 

Joinery A: ai kaki (cross lap joint) 
Joinery B: kanegata sanmai hozo                                                                    
(open mortise and tenon)                            
Joinery C: hamekomi (dado joint)
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Figure 205: interior shot of the “socialization” space representing Enshu’s style. 
[Source: rendering by author]



The configuration was so open and permeable that the space was almost trans-
parent (Fig. 205 and Fig. 206).  The segregation between the interior and exterior 
space was harmoniously vague, and provided a freely comfortable space for the 
host and guests.  One can appreciate the framed picturesque sceneries only when 
seated inside the “teahouse” (Fig. 206).
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Figure 206: an image of the open and almost “transparent” space of Kobori Enshu. 
[Source: rendering by author]



If I mention a traditional teahouse, one would typically envision a grass-thatched 

hut sheltering a small room with tatami mats and plain mud walls.  If I mention a 

contemporary teahouse on the other hand, one may throw out some examples 

but the idea is broad.  The prototype of a traditional teahouse is more than estab-

lished, but a contemporary teahouse could be from an inflatable neon-lit space to 

a partition with trickling water.  Considering the technical and technological ad-

vancement in architecture, it is appropriate for contemporary Japanese teahouses 

to have more than one prototype.  It is only natural that more interpretations 

were delivered over time with the use of innovative materials and methods, but 

should a Japanese teahouse have many identities?  Embracing six hundred years 

of Japanese history, and more to come, the chashitsu and its ritual reflects the 

country’s methodology in aesthetics.  Contemporary works that refer to Japanese 

aesthetics must convey the ambiguous yet insightful qualities of a teahouse, 

which are the epitome of Japanese sense of beauty and state of mind.    

The thesis is an attempt to redefine such “essences” of traditional Japanese aes-

thetics derived from the cha no yu philosophies of three great tea masters.  I pur-

sued to recreate their architectural and philosophical expressions in a form of a 

portable and transformative space with modern materiality.  The individual ele-

ments constructing into a configuration, transforming into another, and being 

able to deconstruct to nothing again in spatial quality is an important property in 

the study.  The Zen Buddhist way of life to achieve “emptiness” and wabi’s defini-

tion as the “aesthetic of nothingness” is communicated through the transitional 

and transportable spaces.  Within the transformations, three functional states are 

expressed with changes in use of light and shadow, materiality, and space.  Tea 
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masters with significantly different theories were chosen to find a common qual-

ity among them that could be utilized as a constant variable in the equation.  

Clean, orthodox, and minimalistic features were maintained for all compositions 

while expressing a space for “meditation,” “amusement,” and “socialization.”  

Each transformation was composed of the same pieces with no additions or sub-

tractions.  Every element of the set being used to assemble all functional states 

represent the wholeness of the cha no yu experience.  The identity of wabi cha is in 

the transcendental experience of the unification of art, architecture, the way of 

tea, and the human form. 

The transformation study investigated the possibilities of the teahouse.  With its 

infinite possible interpretations and functionalities, a teahouse should never be 

limited to “one way.”  As in the saying “ichigo ichie,” each experience within the 

space should be unique and meaningful.  Spatial transformations were incorpo-

rated with architectural portability to offer versatility for various occupants at 

various occasions.  The following images are simulations of possible installation 

at different settings.
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Figure 207 (above): simulation of the “meditation” space in a museum. [Source: Copyright RIBA, 2010 and 
rendering by author] Figure 208 (below): simulation of the “amusement” space on the beach. 
[Source:Copyright jfryhale.com, 2009 and rendering by author]



Figure 206: an image of the open and almost “transparent” space of Kobori Enshu. 
[Source: rendering by author]
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Figure 209 (above): simulation of an alternative “amusement” space under a green tunnel. [Source: Copy-
right EXIF, 2008 and rendering by author] Figure 210 (below): simulation of the “socialization” space 
at the top of a cliff. [Source:Copyright jfryhale.com, 2009 and rendering by author]



I aspire this investigation of recreating the essences of traditional Japanese tea-

house in new functional spaces help one define the profound qualities of Japa-

nese aesthetics.  The thesis is not a definition of the Japanese “essence” but my 

interpretation in hopes for one to grasp the holistic nature and metaphysically be 

able to feel and interpret the characteristics in their own ways.  The final design 

analytique of the study was my approach in interpreting the qualities that cap-

ture Japanese architecture.  Re-examining wabi sabi aesthetics in traditional and 

contemporary works also helped in conveying the authenticity of the “essences” 

in my three transformative spaces.  My objective have been fulfilled if the thesis 

will encourage one to comprehend and reanalyze the historical depth of tradi-

tional Japanese teahouses so that more innovative interpretations are manifested 

without diluting the essences of Japanese qualities in the forthcoming future.
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Glossary
ajiro tenjyou

a type of ceiling found in a tearoom with woven 
patters, especially made out of cedar wood panels.

bengara kabe

a wall found in tearooms that is distinctive for its 
vivid red color- made by natural minerals mixed 
with iron oxide. 

byobu

foldable painted panels made out of wood.

chanoyu

literally meaning “hot water for tea,” the term com-
monly refers to the Japanese tea ceremony.

chigai dana

staggered shelves that were commonly built-in in a 
Shoin style room.

daime

slightly more than three quarters of a standard ta-
tami size 

daisu

a stand to prepare tea and place ceramic wares

fumi ishi

stepping-stones, found at the roji of each tearoom

fusuma

sliding wooden doors covered with plain or deco-
rated paper.

go tenjyou

a rib-framed ceiling with plain or decorated inset 
panels

hira tenjyou

a flat ceiling with no curved coves or decorated in-
sets

hiwada buki

a roof made out of thin and long strips of hinoki 
(Japanese cypress) barks that are layered and com-
pressed together.

jyuraku kabe

a traditional type of mud wall finish commonly used 
for tearooms.  its name is derived from an area in 
Kyoto where the specific mud in the mixture is 
found.

kicho
a silk screen often used to partition a room.

kokera buki
a traditional roof type composed of hand-made 
wooden shingles, usually made out of sawara cypress 
or cedar. 

kuzuya buki
a traditional grass thatched roof that eventually be-
came a typical element for Soan style teahouses.

kyuji guchi

the (host’s) assistant’s entrance in a tearoom.

matcha

grounded green tea leaves used to make green tea. 
also could refer to prepared green tea.

misu

a screen made out of bamboo strips used to tempo-
rarily partition a room

nageshi

tie beams or horizontal timbers that is used solely for 
decorative purposes.

naka bashira
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a small pillar found in traditional tearooms that usu-
ally signified a segregation between the host’s area 
from the guests’ in a decorative way. 

nijiru guchi

literally “crawl-in entrance,” a small entrance door 
commonly found in traditional teahouses.

ochi tenjyou

also known as otoshi tenjyou, a ceiling that is a step 
lower than the rest of the ceiling at the host’s en-
trance, representing humbleness towards the guests.  

origae tenjyou

literally meaning “fold up ceiling,” a coved ceiling 
were the edges of the ceilings curved inward to the 
walls. 

otoshi gake

the tokonoma lintel.

ro
a furnace.

roji
passageway to the teahouse in the garden

ryureiseki

new type of tea ceremony room with tables and 
chairs 

sado guchi
the host’s entrance in a tearoom.

saobuchi tenjyou

a plain ceiling type most commonly used in Sukiya 
architecture. aligned light wooden boards were sup-
ported by evenly placed wooden slats in the per-
pendicular direction

Shinden style 

a vernacular Japanese architectural style from before 
the Heian period for temples, shrines, and nobility’s 
residences.

shitaji mado

a window type similar to that of a farmhouse found 
in tearooms. a window construction that was pur-
posely built in a way that looked like the laths of the 
mud wall were exposed. The laths were made out of 
bundled strips of reeds or bamboos and often cov-
ered with paper from inside of the room.

shitomido

swinging shutters made out of solid wooden boards 
sandwiched between criss-crossed wooden lattices 
held up by metal pieces hanging from the roof

Shoin style 

a vernacular architectural style that came after the 
Shinde Style.  originally the term shinden defined as 
a study or writing room, but eventually became the 
the new samurai style.

shoji

the term today refers to a sliding screen made out of 
wooden lattice and framework (kumiko) covered 
with translucent paper.  the term is derived from its 
quality of bringing in light yet maintaining privacy.

susa kabe

a traditional mud wall type that mixed unrefined, 
natural materials like straw, grass, and paper. 

toko bashira

the alcove (tokonoma) pillar

toko no ma

the alcove in a tearoom.

tsuke shoin

a built-in table used as a workspace but was added 
more so for decorative purposes.                      
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tsukiage mado

“a skylight, which can be pushed open through the 
thatched roof.” wa

washi

traditional Japanese paper made from fibrous plants.  

yojibashira

Lor sum amet, commy nulputat. Duipit lum ipisl 
eros dolortionsed tin hent aliquis illam volor in ea 
feum in ut adipsustrud elent ulluptat. Duisl ullan ex 
et am vulputem augiam.

yojohan

a space consisting four and a half tatami mats.  con-
sidered a typical size for tearooms.

yosekiji ishi

Lor sum amet, commy nulputat. Duipit lum ipisl 
eros dolortionsed tin hent aliquis illam volor in ea 
feum in ut adipsustrud elent ulluptat. Duisl ullan ex 
et am vulputem augiam.
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